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Abstract 
This thesis aims at understanding how reconfigurations of the Global Value Chain (GVC) of 

coffee through the usage of Online Direct Trade Platforms (ODTPs) may lead to changes in power & 
governance for actors along the value chain. Additionally, it attempts to outline potential advantages, 
opportunities as well as disadvantages of ODTP usage from the perspective of coffee producers and 
roasters. It also outlines several barriers producers may face in accessing, using and growing their 
businesses through ODTPs. These research questions are highly important as today the real price of 
coffee has seen major decreases in recent years and the power of lead roasters paired with industry 
conditions has led to unequitable value capture for producers. These factors contribute to the overall 
uncertainty facing millions of coffee producers worldwide and the sustainability of the industry 
(Macgregor, Ramasar, & Nicholas, 2017; Panhuysen & Pierrot, 2019). 
 

To answer these research questions a theoretical review was first conducted to collect and 
analyze important literature in relation to GVCs including power, governance, upgrading, direct trade 
and regarding today’s digital landscape. Following this, an empirical study was carried out. The 
empirical research draws on 18 qualitative semi-structured interviews with roasters, online direct 
trade platforms and an industry expert. This is followed by a structured summary of the results and a 
discussion of the key empirical findings and how they relate to power.  
 

The findings are inconclusive as to whether ODTPs will inspire shifts in power back in the hand 
of producers, as the findings list both opportunities that will help producers, such as higher bargaining 
power stemming from price transparency and market access, improved possibilities for functional 
upgrading and could even go as far to inspire lead firms towards more sustainable and fair practices. 
On the other hand, several limitations were raised, such as ODTPs ability to structurally change the 
industry as users of these platforms are primarily operating in the specialty market. It also raises 
concerns that today’s unjust marketplace will replicate online. It goes even farther also, as it outlines 
situations in which roasters and platforms may even be better suited to capture more power in an 
online environment, for example through mergers. 
 

This study also contributes by including numerous suggestions relating to future research and 
may lead to practical implications stemming from an improved understanding of ODTPs when 
creating policy and regulations at an institutional level. It may also be useful in inspiring platforms in 
ways to make their offerings and features more inclusive for producers and more advantageous for 
roasters. Finally, it may also offer roasters ways to improve their understanding of ODTPs. 
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Introduction  
Increasingly the world is becoming more interconnected as business transcends national borders. 
Coffee is a major commodity, with a demand that is continuing to grow. However, small-holder 
producers up the global value chain (GVC) have faced difficulties securing an equitable income and 
disproportionally face socio-environmental issues related to the industry. Despite the increasing 
coffee consumption globally, those producing it have been receiving lower prices, with the cost of 
green coffee hitting a 13-year record low in June 2019. This phenomenon has become known as the 
“coffee paradox” (Business Insider, 2019; Daviron & Ponte, 2005; Wege, 2018). Economic inequality is 
rising, and when measured in real terms, today’s farmers receive approximately half of what coffee 
farmers earned in the early 1980s (Panhuysen & Pierrot, 2019).  However, GVCs are not static and are 
continually undergoing changes relating to their configurations, this leads to changes in value 
distribution and the ability to capture it for actors along the GVC. The coffee industry is particularly 
interesting as it has undergone significant transformational changes within the last 40 years (Grabs & 
Ponte, 2019). Specifically, e-commerce has had transformative effects on GVCs (Gereffi, 2001), but 
this impact has not been comprehensively studied within the coffee industry, especially the effects of 
digital platforms. As more of the world, especially developing countries, gain access to the internet, 
changes could happen rapidly and exponentially. This study examines the role that digital platforms 
could potentially play in changing power and governance along the chain. This study specifically looks 
at digital platforms that emphasize the direct trade of green coffee from producers directly to 
roasters, in what this study calls Online Direct Trade Platforms (ODTPs). The research focuses on how 
ODTPs may affect the distribution of value for chain actors, primarily examining if the potential 
shifting configuration due to the adoption of ODTPs will allow producers located within the Global 
South to capture increased value, leading to a re-balancing of value and power. Additionally, this 
study uncovers key opportunities, advantages, disadvantages and barriers towards the usage and 
adoption of online direct trade platforms from the perspective of both roasters and producers.  
 

This paper will conduct a literature review outlining central themes surrounding the GVC 
framework, power, governance, direct trade, and today’s digital landscape. It will provide specific 
information in regard to the coffee industry to offer a more contextualized understanding of the 
current landscape. It will then look at the methodological considerations undertaken in the study 
giving key insights into the research process. It also examines the empirical findings highlighting the 
advantages and opportunities, and disadvantages and barriers towards the usage of ODTPs from the 
perspective of both roasters and producers. To conclude, it analyzes the empirical findings to create a 
better understanding if the adoption of ODTPs can truly lead to changes in power, outlining both 
opportunities and limits.  
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Literature Review 
This literature review takes a point of departure in the Global Value Chain (GVC) framework and 
touches important theoretical considerations of power, upgrading, and governance. Following this, it 
goes into key topics surrounding E-commerce, digital platforms and concludes by outlining a new 
term that defines direct trade occurring over digital platforms. Throughout the literature review, an 
attempt is made to provide a more contextualized understanding of the coffee industry and GVC 
landscape by providing key industry insights and information. This data focuses on industry dynamics 
today and also looks at the past. The combination of several theories and studies gives the paper a 
theoretical framework in which to analyze how Online Direct Trade Platforms (ODTPs) may influence 
power within the coffee GVC and better comprehend advantages, opportunities, limits, and barriers 
of these platforms. 
 
The Global Value Chain Framework 
A value chain “describes the full range of activities that are required to bring a product from its 
conception, through its design, its sourced raw materials and intermediate inputs, its marketing, its 
distribution and its support to the final consumer” (Kaplinsky, 1999). Countries are becoming 
increasingly interconnected and interdependent and numerous activities performed within value 
chains are carried out by integrated networks of firms on a global level. The global value chain 
framework exists to help give a complete and comprehensive  assessment of “how value is created, 
captured, sustained and leveraged” within value chains spread out on an international stage (Gereffi 
& Lee, 2014). The GVC framework helps analyze dynamics in various global industries in international 
and local contexts, which is very helpful when studying a global industry such as coffee (Fernandez-
Stark & Gereffi, 2019). The GVC framework can also help gain a deeper understanding of how value is 
influenced by chain governance, power relations, and upgrading opportunities within the chain. It aids 
in explaining the functional separation of activities and how value is distributed along the chain to the 
different actors (Grabs & Ponte, 2019). The GVC framework, however, has received critiscm for 
providing a narrow understanding as it fails to include the perspective of stakeholders outside of the 
direct value chain, mainly accounting for economic actors(Coe, Dicken, & Hess, 2008; Coe & Yeung, 
2015). This may limit the understanding of key considerations such as governance or how upgrading 
may be influenced. While the incorporation of additional actors in the study could potentially add a 
deeper understanding of power relations within the chain (Coe et al., 2008). Additionally, because it is 
highly linear in nature, focusing on the vertical relationships, it may not fully account for geographical 
complexity, for example, the importance of the institutional environment (Coe et al., 2008; Neilson & 
Pritchard, 2009). These considerations may be essential when analyzing producers and small firms in a 
developing country context as local conditions can play a large factor in digital connectivity and GVC 
inclusion, which will be explored in the following sections (Fold, 2014; Rossotto et al., 2018) However, 
due to the wide scope of this study and its exploratory nature, using a primarily vertical GVC will be 
beneficial in exploring how the different relationships of chain actors influence power. The study will 
specifically concentrate on value chain actors mainly including producers, roasters and platforms, 
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however, will also look briefly look at the roles of non-economic actors to get a better overall 
understanding of the industry dynamics. Additionally, because the paper looks more at the global 
industry incorporating the perspective of outside actors, may make the scope of the project too large. 
Furthermore,  GVC analysis is a proven tool to employ to understand barriers and opportunities for 
firms within GVCs (Fernandez-Stark & Gereffi, 2019), making it a useful framework to apply to the 
coffee GVC.  
 
The Coffee GVC 
The GVC of coffee is one that encompasses producers, manufacturers, and consumers from around 
the world.  The production of coffee beans is mainly limited to developing countries, in a small 
“coffee-belt “ around the equator in which over 50 countries participate. The main processing and 
consumption of coffee takes place in developed countries, primarily in Europe and North America 
(Hamrick & Fernandez-Stark, 2018; Wege, 2018). It was estimated by the International Coffee 
Organization (ICO) that the livelihoods of over 120 million people across the globe are dependent on 
activities associated with the production of coffee (Wege, 2018).  According to statistics from the ICO, 
the coffee industry’s worldwide value has an estimated value of over 100 billion dollars (Wege, 2018). 
The global coffee market revenue is set to grow approximately an average 5.9% a year until 2023  and 
2.8% volume (Statista, 2019). From 1990 to 2016 alone, the consumption of coffee increased by two 
thirds, with much of the growth stimulated by consumption in non-traditional markets mainly found 
in emerging markets, especially in South East Asia (Panhuysen & Pierrot, 2019; Wege, 2018).  The 
yearly increase in the demand for coffee has motivated coffee bean producers to strengthen their 
ability to capture value within the industry. The GVC for coffee can be characterized as additive, as 
every stage of the chain adds value (Morris & Staritz, 2019). Various actors are involved in the GVC of 
coffee from the initial production until the eventual consumption. A study found that coffee can 
change hands up to 150 times before reaching its final destination (Milford, 2004). The GVC can be 
devised into five main stages including 1) Coffee Bean Production 2) Processing 3) Trade 4) Roasting 
and 5) Marketing & Distribution (Error! Reference source not found.) a breakdown of the stages is in 
the following table (Figure 2). 

Figure 1 Coffee GVC: based on Bamber et al. (2013) 
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STAGES	OF	THE	GLOBAL	VALUE	CHAIN	
PRODUCTION  
The first step in coffee production requires planting coffee trees in which the beans can be grown. This requires various inputs, including land, human 
capital, and other inputs such as fertilizers and seeds, which ultimately affect the final result of both quality and taste (Bamber, Daly, & Gereffi, 2017; 
Wege, 2018). The majority of coffee cherries (fruit of the coffee tree) are harvested from small farms ranging from 1-5 hectares and representing 
approximately 70% of world’s supply. The ICO estimates that approximately 25 million smallholder farmers are dependent on growing coffee as a source 
for their livelihoods, most of whom live in poor socio-economic environments (Wege, 2018). Cooperatives, large-scale farms, and estates also represent 
important producers of coffee (ibid). After coffee trees are planted, it takes approximately 3-5 years for the tree to bear fruit and will continue to be 
productive for approximately 20 years thereafter (Bamber et al., 2017; Wege, 2018). At this stage, various actors may be involved, including the 
government, NGOs, or traders who may support producers through the provision of training or financing in order to purchase inputs(Bamber et al., 2017).  
Growing coffee is quite labour intensive and  involves numerous activities, including weeding, fertilization, pruning, maintenance,  and picking. Actvities 
that ultimately affect quality and productivity (Bamber et al., 2017).  

PROCESSING 
This stage essentially transforms the coffee cherry into the bean through the processes of curing and milling. After the initial processing, the bean must be 
washed and milled to eliminate any remaining husks or skin surrounding it.  Typically, large coffee estates will undertake this stage, whereas smallholder 
producers may not be involved in this stage. Traders or exporters may own mills and undertake the milling process for small-holders. Additionally, 
associations or cooperatives may also support processing activities by aggregating smallholder production, to gain scale economies. Trading companies 
may also play an important role at this stage as they may want to oversee processing to ensure specific characteristics and in order to maintain supply, 
(Bamber et al., 2017). 

TRADE 
Traders are primarily responsible for purchasing green coffee from producer or producer associations and then sending it to the final end-markets, with 
time and budget considerations (Bamber et al., 2017). Traders typically are engaged in various activities, including logistics, farm management, storage, 
financing, and activities relating to export and import (Panhuysen & Pierrot, 2019). International traders include various actors such as brokers, dealers, 
specialized traders or exporters, and importing roasters (Wege, 2018). Large traders typically depend on dealing large volumes with small margins, whereas 
smaller traders tend to specialize in niche or specialty coffee (Panhuysen & Pierrot, 2019). Traders have recently been investing more to procure 
sustainably produced coffee (ibid). The trade of green coffee is international in nature as between 70% to 80% of total production are traded 
globally(Bamber et al., 2017). Between October 2018 and July 2019, 91.3 % of total coffee shipped was green coffee (ICO, what’s New, 2019). This makes 
the role that trading companies undertake very important for coordinating global trade. The import of green coffee for roasting is primarily carried out by 
developed countries. This is due to roasted coffee’s rapid perishability which makes roasting near the end-markets more beneficial (Bamber et al., 2017). 
Virtually all import tariffs for green coffee have been eliminated by countries that import green coffee, whereas processed coffees experience different 
import tariffs due to bilateral trade agreements or economic partnerships (Wege, 2018). For producing countries looking to functionally upgrade into 
activities downstream in the global value chain, tariffs can act as a barrier in increasing their exports (ibid). 

ROASTING 
At this stage green coffee is transformed into roasted coffee beans by undergoing a high temperature process by roasters who are primarily located in 
developed countries within Europe and North America(Hamrick & Fernandez-Stark, 2018; Wege, 2018).  Roasting is primarily undertaken by three types of 
firms including, private label roasters, own-brand roasters and large multinational food manufacturers(Bamber et al., 2017). Due to the capital intensity of 
producing instant coffees, it is dominated by several lead firms (Wege, 2018). Roasters are responsible to mix coffees from different origins to create a 
specific roast profile, in which they try to meet the desires of the targeted consumers (Wege, 2018). Large roasters almost always source their green coffee 
from traders(Hamrick & Fernandez-Stark, 2018). Due to the fact that roast coffee has a limited shelf-life of only a few weeks it is not as typical to send it 
long distances. Most of the roasting is done near the consumer market (Bamber et al., 2017). In the past, this lower-quality ground or instant coffee 
produced by large food manufactures dominated the marketplace.  Today, higher quality-specialty products are increasing in popularity, which allows 
roasters with high quality products to increase their market share (ibid). 

MARKETING & DISTRIBUTION 
Coffee is principally sold through four main channels including retail, online sales, food service and through specialty coffee bars (Bamber et al., 2017). 
Retail and online sales account for approximately 60% of all coffee sales (ibid). A different study  found that 70-80% of coffee consumption arises from 
supermarket chains (Wege, 2018). Retailers sell coffee that was mostly purchased from large roasters as well as specialty roasters. Retailers may even 
undertake their own roasting and develop their own coffee products under their private brand names (Bamber et al., 2017).  Specialty coffee bars generally 
sell coffee roasted by small niche roasters or coffee that is roasted in-house. These firms tend to capitalize by differentiating product quality, through 
offering products with specific certifications or by emphasizing the conditions in which it was grown and produced (ibid). There is increasing importance of 
certified and specialty coffees and increased concerns of consumers of the social, economic and environmental factors leading to the creation of the coffee 
they will consume (Wege, 2018). Increasingly consumers have a greater aptitude of paying more if they can ensure sustainability and quality of their coffee 
(Wege, 2018).Due to changes in consumer-preferences, the market remains quite segmented between the different products as consumers in mature 
markets in developed countries tend to prefer higher-quality Arabica coffee with rising preferences geared towards certified, specialized and premium 
whereas developing countries tend to prefer instant coffee, generally made from Robusta. Difference amongst the differentiated coffee products allows 
the capture of various different market segments as the price differentials can be quite different between the categories (Bamber et al., 2017).   

Figure 2: The Coffee GVC (compiled by author)   
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Governance, Power & Upgrading  
After understanding what a GVC involves, it becomes important to understand how it is regulated.  
 Governance within the scope of GVCs can be defined as “authority and power relationships that 
determine how financial, material and human resources are allocated and flow within a chain’” 
(Gereffi, 1994). Governance principally deals with the way supply chains are organized and structured 
by lead firms on an international scale (Gereffi, Humphrey, & Sturgeon, 2005; Horner & Nadvi, 2018).  
Gereffi’s initial study in governance within global commodity chains outlines two different governance 
types: either producer or buyer-driven (Gereffi, 1994). Buyer-driven chains focus on the power 
wielded by lead firms within the industry, such as large retailers, and how they can transmit their 
desires and influence the GVC through supplier demands. Producer-driven chains are those that 
typically display higher levels of vertical integration through the chain and can typically benefit from 
scale or technological advantages from suppliers integrated within their supply chain (Fernandez-
Stark & Gereffi, 2019). Governance is further categorized in GVCs after analyzing and identifying the 
variances in different production networks (Gereffi et al., 2005). This shifts the static view from only 
looking at what drives GVCs, to a more dynamic understanding of how actors within the chain are 
linked (Gibbon, Bair, & Ponte, 2008).  A scale outlines five governance structures. On one end of the 
scale is “Hierarchy,” which has the highest levels of explicit coordination and degree of power 
asymmetry.  Firms in this category have wholly integrated their vertical supply chain. On the other 
end of the spectrum is “Market,” defined as arms-length transactions with relatively low coordination 
and power asymmetry. The three governance structures that lie in the middle - Modular, Relational, 
Captive, are designated as network forms. To different degrees, they all rely on lead firm coordination 
of suppliers, and they are not directly owned by the firm (Gereffi et al., 2005) Appendix 1. This 
typology categorized relationships based on three factors: codifiability of information, supplier 
capability and transactional complexity. GVCs can be classified simultaneously as displaying various 
types of governance structures and the form of governance remains dynamic to changes occurring 
within the industry (Fernandez-Stark & Gereffi, 2019). However, this typology does have some short 
comings as it focuses on the relationship of actors within the chain while failing to account for the 
governance of the chain in its entirety(Ponte & Gibbon, 2005). Additionally, it fails to understand how 
historical influences may shape the industry dynamics (Ponte & Gibbon, 2005).  However, it remains a 
useful tool in understanding firm-to-firm dynamics and governance. 
 

The governance of GVCs is key to understanding what effects it has on power. Power within 
GVCs was looked at in-depth by Gereffi (Gereffi, 1994, 1999), concentrating on the role it plays in 
terms of uneven bargaining relationships. This was done by primarily studying suppliers’ relationships 
with lead firms in different GVCs. In these types of relationships, the power commonly observed can 
be defined as a coercive power, in that the more powerful actor can either sanction or promote the 
weaker actor's actions to drive specific action in their desired direction. (Gereffi, 1994). The five 
different governance structures described earlier, also include a factor relating to the power 
asymmetry between actors to better understand relations and interactions between supplying and 
purchasing firms.  However, both the driving or linking view-points of governance fail to account for 
different types of power that may manifest and affect the GVC outside the relationships of direct 
firm-to-firm interaction and fail to look at the dynamism and complexity of power within GVCs. To 
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account for this limitation, Dallas, Ponte and Sturgeon (2017) created their own typology of power to 
understand how power may be exerted beyond two-party linkages while incorporating the potential 
of other chain and non-chain actors. The typology of power can be visualized as a two-dimensional 
matrix with the arena of actors (dyads or collectives) compared against the transmission mechanism 
(direct or diffuse).  The arena of actors is essentially the context in which actors are interacting with 
other firms, where they demonstrate their power vis-a-vis other actors operating within the arena. 
The dyadic arena essentially looks at one-to-one interactions of firms, essentially how one party can 
exert power over the other actor in order to drive them to do something they would not do if the 
power asymmetry favouring the other party did not exist (Dallas et al., 2017). The collective arena 
looks more at groups of actors interacting with one another and their collective behaviours. This 
arena can encompass a wide range of actors including states, MSIs and other organizations that can 
allow for a deeper understanding of how more institutionalized players affect power relations. Laying 
on the opposite axis, the transmission mechanism, which looks more at how power is transmitted by 
the different actors. It looks on two main aspects in order to categorize, including if the player 
possessing the power can be simply recognized and whether or not the actual application of the 
power is on purpose and specifically directed. Direct power can be quite easy to identify as typically 
the player demonstrating power has a recognisable objective and the manner in which they exert 
their power is in deliberate ways. Diffuse on the other hand is more difficult to identify as it is a form 
of a more demonstrative power that may be unconscious and have no real center, and even may 
manifest unintendedly, such as in the form of best practices or societal trends (Dallas et al., 2017). 
The typology produces four separate characterizations of power including: Bargaining, Institutional, 
Demonstrative and Constitutive Power (See Figure 4).  
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= 
Figure 3: Based on typology from Dallas at al. 2017 
 

It is important to understand that multiple forms of power can be present at any given time as 
they are not mutually exclusive (Dallas et al., 2017). This typology can help lead to a deeper 
understanding on the different forms of power within GVCs and lead to a more comprehensive view 
these forms may lead to different consequences outside of the traditional viewpoint that principally 
concentrates on dyadic relationships(Grabs & Ponte, 2019). As this paper is principally focusing on the 
vertical GVC, it will mainly focus on exploring the dyadic relationships presented in the typology. 
 

The particular way a GVC is governed is also proven to have implications on the upgrading 
opportunities a firm has and helps dictate the way in which value is dispersed to different activities 
within the chain (Humphrey & Schmitz, 2002). Upgrading refers to “the process by which economic 
actors—nations, firms, and workers—move from low-value to relatively high-value activities in global 
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production networks”  (Gereffi, 2005). Typically, in GVCs, less relative wealth is distributed to actors 
along initial stages of the chain, for example those implicated in the production of raw goods 
compared to those in later activities including marketing and distribution which typically occur in 
developed countries (Mata, Quesada, & Mata-Marín, 2016). Upgrading can be devised into three 
different areas which include economic, environmental and social upgrading. Upgrading can play an 
important role for economic development within GVCs (Gereffi & Lee, 2014). Environmental 
upgrading refers to the process of reducing negative environmental externalities and impacts through 
activities relating to the products, processes or managerial systems of economic actors within the 
GVC (Marchi, Maria, & Micelli, 2013). Economic upgrading is the movement of firms to higher-value 
activities within the GVC  (Gereffi, 2005; Gereffi & Lee, 2014).  Economic upgrading encompasses four 
different types of upgrading including process, product, functional and inter-sectoral upgrading 
(ibid.).  Process upgrading refers to the redesign or reorganisation of processes to make them more 
efficient. An example of this can be using new, productivity-enhancing technologies. Product 
upgrading can involve enhancements in product quality or the introduction of more advanced 
product types that enhance the value for consumers. The term functional upgrading is used when a 
firm changes its activity portfolio to include higher value-added tasks. It is generally accepted that 
producers or other actors located at the beginning of the chain face difficulties in upgrading to higher 
value-activities such as marketing and branding (Tokatli, 2007). Inter-sectoral upgrading is when a 
firm uses the knowledge of its recent activities to enter a new or different value chain or industry 
(Barrientos & Gereffi, 2011; Gereffi & Lee, 2014). Social upgrading, principally considers the human 
aspect, ameliorating the entitlements and rights of workers and bettering their employment quality 
leading to improved employee well-being. Examples of social upgrading can be the improvement of 
working conditions, of worker's rights and better protecting workers (Gereffi & Lee, 2014). The 
majority of upgrading literature has dealt with economic rather than social or environmental 
upgrading (Gereffi & Lee, 2014). It Is worth noting that GVC framework has been influential in 
creating development interventions targeted at value chains, specifically influenced by the role of 
upgrading (Vicol, Neilson, Faila, Hartatri, & Cooper, 2018). Although the focus of this study is not 
specifically looking at upgrading, it is important to understand how power dynamics and governance 
may influence upgrading opportunities for producers and other GVC actors. 
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Governance & Power within the Coffee GVC  
The coffee GVC is one that includes many different actors and encompasses complex power 
relationships and dynamics between them (Wege, 2018). The theoretical lens of power and 
governance has been used by numerous scholars to better understand the GVC of coffee (Holland, 
Kjeldsen, & Kerndrup, 2016). Coffee production is primarily undertaken by thousands of small-holder 
producers in developing countries, generally operating on small farms under five hectares along the 
“coffee-belt” (Bamber et al., 2017). Due to the fragmentation of production and generally low output, 
this does not lead to scale economies and therefor limits bargaining power for producers within the 
coffee GVC (ibid). This renders coffee producers generally as price-takers as the market is extremely 
price-competitive and typically international market forces determine the price (Wege, 2018). Other 
factors that lead to poor bargaining power for producers include limited access to key market 
information, and weak commercialization skills (Fernandez-Stark et al., 2012). Additionally, traders 
and roasters may gain additional power over producers, as producers commonly lack sufficient capital 
to transport or employ improved processing techniques. This leads to a reliance of producers on 
roasters and traders to supply transportation and capital, leading to lower value capture for 
producers (Bamber et al., 2017).  
 

The coffee GVC can be described as buyer-driven chain, with downstream actors such as 
roasters and traders yielding the most power (Panhuysen & Pierrot, 2019). The lead firms within the 
coffee GVC are both downstream actors and include roasters and traders as they play a dominate role 
within the industry (Bamber et al., 2017). These downstream actors have a high degree of influence 
on the standards and actions employed by other actors along the chain (Wege, 2018). Both traders 
and roasters are primarily comprised of a small number of sizeable lead firms and various small and 
medium sized firms (Bamber et al., 2017). Essentially, millions of small-holder coffee producers sell 
their coffee primarily to a small number of large buyers both on an international and local levels 
(Wege, 2018). Within recent years, there has been a re-consolidation of lead roasters quickening the 
speed causing important reconfigurations within the industry landscape (Grabs & Ponte, 2019; 
Panhuysen & Pierrot, 2019). Two lead roasters, for example, now control approximately 25% of the 
total market (Wege, 2018). The largest roasters include Nestle, JDE, Smuckers and 
Starbucks(Panhuysen & Pierrot, 2019). These re-consolidation activities are mimicked by traders as 
they face heightened financial pressure from roasters to deliver at a competitive low price (Grabs, 
2017). These high levels of consolidation have been driven by large investment funds and large MNCs 
in the food industry engaging in numerous mergers and acquisitions, such as JAB Holding who has 
spent over 50 billion dollars in recent years  (Panhuysen & Pierrot, 2019). Over 40% of the total coffee 
trade goes through the top five leading international trading companies (Wege, 2018). Large players 
within the segment include Neumann Kaffee Group, ECOM and Volcafe (Panhuysen & Pierrot, 2019). 
These conditions can be seen as oligopolistic, as they allow certain players, in this case primarily 
roasters, to receive rents superior to their value added (Mata et al., 2016).  And additionally, causes 
further downward price pressure along the value chain reaching the producers (Panhuysen & Pierrot, 
2019). Today, lead roasters can be seen as the most dominant and powerful actors within the GVC as 
the not only hold a strong bargaining power with traders but with retailers as well (Grabs & Ponte, 
2019). Because large roasters have continued to develop and refine their sourcing abilities, this has 
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led to a shift of power from traders towards roasters (Bamber et al., 2017). Previously, power was 
more balanced between roasters and traders as roasters were reliant on traders to organize their 
supply and traders reliant on roasters in order to reach the customer base(ibid). Rosters have 
managed to further strengthen their bargaining power through the application of top-down sourcing 
management schemes (Grabs & Ponte, 2019). They have been able to extract highly-valuable data in 
regards to cost-structures through requirements in sustainability verification systems (ibid). Due to 
the power of roasters within the chain actors within the production node may find it more and more 
difficult to enter into roasting without searching for investment from lead firms within the roasting 
node (Bamber et al., 2017). And large roasters remain in control of market access, limiting other 
actors ability to functionally upgrade to downstream activities (ibid). Additionally, due to the 
increased popularity of specialty and premium coffee products this has led to an increase in direct 
trade a between producers and roasters. Which has contributed to a slightly declining market share 
for traders (Bamber et al., 2017). This has encouraged various large traders to vertically integrate 
either upstream or downstream in their value chains (Bamber et al., 2017). 
 

Small-scale roasters and coffee shops who were in control of the specialty market represented 
a threat to large-scale roasters and traders. This threatened roasters as it can lead to a shift of 
bargaining power back towards producing nations essentially allowing them to grow their 
demonstrative power (Grabs & Ponte, 2019). Within in the area of specialty and premium coffee, 
these are areas in which typically less bargaining power exists between producers, cooperatives AND 
traders(Grabs & Ponte, 2019). This is because especially in the past, this segment was primarily driven 
by smaller and medium sized firms and sales were conducted primarily through direct trade primarily 
between producers and roasters (Bamber et al., 2017). Previously, lead firms were primarily engaged 
in selling coffees from the instant and standard fresh coffee categories. However today many lead 
firms have expanded their offerings which now include both specialty and premium coffee (ibid). For 
example, Nestle’s launch of Nespresso capsules targeting the high-end market (Grabs & Ponte, 2019). 
Additionally, major lead roasters within the industry have been acquiring specialty roasters in order to 
break into the segment and recapture power (Grabs & Ponte, 2019).  
 

Within the realm of sustainability, there is also considerable power and governance controlled 
by actors within the global North. Power is wielded in the way that buyers can impose increasingly 
strict terms and demands on producers(Grabs & Ponte, 2019). A type of value chain governance 
which has been occurring more frequently, has been the adoption of voluntary private standards and 
regulations for firms in agri-foods (Vicol et al., 2018). Today, the widely accepted designation of coffee 
quality and preferred sustainability characteristics are largely outlined by a small group actors in the 
Global North as are the mechanisms in which to measure and to implement them (Grabs & Ponte, 
2019). A difference in power asymmetry among the different actors can lead to lead firms dictating 
specific labour, safety, quality, and environmental standards to for supplying firms to follow. If 
suppliers cannot or do not possess the necessary skills to meet the demands of lead firms, the lead 
firms can change supplying firms and even in certain instances the countries from which they source 
from (Gereffi & Lee, 2014; Khan & Lund-Thomsen, 2011). Actors outside the GVC such as NGOs, or 
organizations may also curb the demonstrative and bargaining power wielded by large-scale roasters 
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and traders by offering support to producers through programs that help to improve sustainability, 
the health of crops, improve adaption to climate change and those that improve quality (Grabs & 
Ponte, 2019). Additionally, the degree in which a product is successful within in the coffee 
marketplace continues to be highly dependent on consumer preferences mainly driven by Northern 
consumer’s values and preferences. In turn, these values and preferences are largely persuaded by 
marketing communications from influential downstream actors who invest substantially in marketing 
(ibid). 
 
Scale economies, cost savings and high levels of efficiency have been benefits for lead firms driven by 
higher levels of market concentration within the coffee industry and higher power-asymmetry 
between actors. This consolidation within the industry, however, has not been able to pass down 
equivalent benefits to actors at the beginning stages of the GVC who have had to accept falling real 
prices while experiencing increasing costs and risks.  
 
Value Capture and Upgrading within Coffee GVC  
Within the coffee industry, it is important to understand how the revenue received from the final sale 
to the customer is distributed to the players along the GVC.  This helps outlines areas in which there 
may be challenges as well as can give a better picture of power relations between value chain actors. 
Due to the severe imbalances of bargaining power within the chain, especially amongst producers and 
downstream actors such as the traders and roasters, an unfavourable distribution of value within the 
chain has occurred for producers (Wege, 2018). This has led to maintaining the prices producers 
receive for their coffee quite low on a continual basis (Wege, 2018). Since the early 1980’s real 
earnings of coffee farmers have halved, and global coffee prices have declined by two-thirds 
(Panhuysen & Pierrot, 2019).  The way that value is distributed along the GVC should be explored as it 
directly affects development and welfare of those most vulnerable within the chain. Little value 
distributed to producers could represent a real threat to the sustainability of the coffee production 
(Wege, 2018). A study by the ICO in 2016 found that farmers were often operating at a loss in four 
major coffee producing nations questioning the economic sustainability of coffee production 
(Panhuysen & Pierrot, 2019). In the past coffee producers were able to capture a higher percentage of 
value capture which has since declined over the years (Bamber et al., 2017). During the period from 
the 1960s to the 1990s the market was highly regulated through the usage of target prices and export 
quotas (Wege, 2018). This made it difficult for any firm to dominate within the chain as the market 
was fairly standardized (Wege, 2018). In the 1970’s it was projected that producers received 
approximately 20% of the final product’s sales price. Whereas, in recent years this number is has been 
estimated at only between 5 to 10%. (Bamber et al., 2017; ITC, 2011), A more recent statistic, 
however, has shown the between 2011 to 2016 producers value captures rose to approximately 17% 
(ICO,2017). Of the $200 billion in revenues made in the retail market of coffee only approximately 
10% of that represents the exports of green coffee (Panhuysen & Pierrot, 2019). Activities relating to 
roasting, marketing and retailing activities are those that capture the most value within the chain 
(Wege, 2018). The final result is that actors in developed countries capture approximately 70% of the 
final retail price is captured by developed country actors whereas 30% is captured by developing 
country actors (Mata et al., 2016).  
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In niche and specialty coffee markets, value is more equitably distributed among the different 

players (Grabs & Ponte, 2019). Through certification and or specialty designation producers can reach 
market segments with higher disposable incomes. (Hamrick & Fernandez-Stark, 2018). When 
compared to the price of commodity coffee, specialty coffee not only receives higher prices, but the 
prices remain more stable (Gerard, Lopez, & Mccright, 2019). Specialty coffee can receive 25% or 
more in price premiums when compared to standard coffee (Mata et al., 2016). Additionally, specialty 
coffee may not come with the same up-front costs of certification but may require a higher level of 
expertise and employee- know-how in order to produce quality coffee that meets certain 
requirements in order to reach buyers in specialty markets (Hamrick & Fernandez-Stark, 2018). 
Specialty coffee however may be risky for producers to specialize in as changing preferences and 
trends in consuming nations paired with the demonstrative power wielded by Northern purchasers in 
determining how to reward specific specialty coffee batches based on the characteristics, they deem 
important at the time (Grabs & Ponte, 2019). Furthermore, through product differentiation paired 
with scarcity lead to a higher propensity to pay for consumers in high-end market segments these 
higher rents may be captured by local elites who may further contribute to the inequality faced by 
producers in the global south, while contributing minimally to poverty reduction, as seen in the case 
of certain local communities in Indonesia (Vicol et al., 2018). Value capture for farmers is also 
dependent on the location of producers, as differences can be explained by deviations in efficiency at 
the local level, competition, policies and farmers organization (Panhuysen & Pierrot, 2019).  
 

Today, coffee pricing is primarily determined through stock exchanges with lead firms playing 
a large role in determining prices (Wege, 2018) For actors along the entire GVC the price volatility of 
coffee represents a serious threat. Shifts within the supply and demand of coffee on a global level 
affect the prices, as surpluses can lead to dramatic falls within the price. Shortages normally 
connected to weather shocks in lead producing countries lead to increasing prices. Differences in 
consumer preferences relating to different coffee products can also affect prices. Speculation within 
the world’s financial market can also cause the price of coffee to raise or fall in a super volatile 
manner.  There has been a general oversupply of green coffee in the world-wide market for the last 
30 years due to the removal of quotas and the improvement of agricultural processes. This has put 
severe downwards pressure on the price of green coffee (Wege, 2018) Certain influential coffee 
producing countries have strengthened their value-capture by enforcing certain minimum export 
contract prices such as Cote d’Ivoire and Colombia (Grabs & Ponte, 2019). Other countries such as 
Tanzania, Kenya and Ethiopia run export auctions and additionally require minimum export quality 
and may demand that exporters possess licenses. Together these actions made by producing nations 
aid in limiting some of the demonstrative or bargaining power that downstream actors can wield 
(ibid). However, as the popularity of specialty coffee has grown this marks and important step 
towards the decommodification of coffee and may inspire firm upgrading among producers (Mata et 
al., 2016; Vicol et al., 2018). Direct trade and relationship coffee are also tied with upgrading as it 
often encourages knowledge, capital, technology infrastructure and idea transmission to producer or 
producer associations (Vicol et al., 2018). 
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Direct Trade in the GVC of Coffee  
Direct trade is a sourcing model where downstream actors such as roasters source directly from 
producers or producer organizations such as cooperatives skipping intermediaries, such as traders or 
other middlemen that are commonly encountered along the way.  Direct trade may offer the 
opportunity for producers to have more freedom in setting the price for their product when 
compared to the traditional system. This may lead to improved wages for producers and workers as 
well as lead to development within the local communities. Today, direct trade is mainly limited to 
facilitating the trade of premium or specialty coffee from producers or cooperatives to small specialty 
roasters (Bamber et al., 2017). Direct trade programs started in the early- 2000’s, from several 
roasters in the USA including Intelligentsia, Stumptown and Counter Culture Coffee, and have since 
gained popularity around the world (Clayton, 2014).  Today, direct trade still lacks a clear, agreed 
upon definition and remains fairly open in-terms of standards or accepted trade practices (Clayton, 
2014; Gerard et al., 2019; Macgregor et al., 2017).  A general premise of direct trade, however, is 
long-term mutually-beneficial relationships with producers and/or cooperatives and aligned 
incentives (Ferreira & Ferreira, 2018; Gerard et al., 2019; Grabs & Ponte, 2019; Latta, 2014).  Other 
important aspects often found in direct trade schemes include supply chain transparency, recognition 
of producers, regular site visits and price premiums. Another important facet is that there is the 
establishment of mutual trust between both producers and purchasers, as producers commit to 
improving coffee quality and roasters continue to offer trust and financial rewards for delivery of 
products, throughout the duration of the relationship. (Clayton, 2014; Holland et al., 2016; Macgregor 
et al., 2017).  
 

Certain roasters also believe that through direct sourcing of green coffee they can gain control 
over certain socio-economic or environmental concerns relating to coffee production or obtain a 
better-quality product and even offer heightened opportunities to producers (Clayton, 2014; Ferreira 
& Ferreira, 2018). Other reasons for direct trade stem out of the desire to overcome certain issues 
related with certification programs such as Fair Trade, which include limitations in terms of quality 
and issues in guaranteeing equitable pay (Clayton, 2014; Gerard et al., 2019). These certification 
programs normally do not include paying premiums for quality which may disincentivize producers to 
improve their products, which may not be advantageous for specialty roasters looking to purchase 
top-quality. However, there is a relative lack of data surrounding the effectiveness of direct trade in 
comparison to certification programs. In a 2011 study, direct trade was seen to be preferable in 
certain regards compared to Fairtrade. The study found that direct trade led to an improvement in 
the quality of life and better wages for producers whereas Fair Trade was more beneficial in leading 
to infrastructure development for farms in the process of growing (Ruben & Zuniga, 2011). However, 
a different study on direct trade showed that farmers were unable to increase their incomes but were 
able to improve their ability to manage their resource and had a better access to credit (Hernandez-
Aguilera et al., 2018). Direct trade however does raise certain concerns as without third-party 
certification, consumers must trust that the firm sources responsibly and follows their own standards 
(Ferreira & Ferreira, 2018). Also, because it is a term that lacks enforceability due to the fact that that 
it has no commonly accepted standards, essentially leading to the inability to punish firms who utilize 
the term without adhering to the principles(Macgregor et al., 2017). Additionally, certain direct trade 
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schemes may be formed to further the roaster’s objectives such as ensuring quality over sustainability 
(Macgregor et al., 2017). Furthermore, though it is common practice for direct trader’s to guarantee a 
minimum price to producers, this is not a requirement of direct trade which may raise concerns over 
financial sustainability for producers (Ferreira & Ferreira, 2018). Currently, there is no collective 
accord as to which model allows for the highest degree of sustainable development, whether it be a 
third-party certification program or direct trade (Macgregor et al., 2017).  
 

The governance dynamics within the coffee GVC have been changing especially since the third 
wave of coffee, which has lead to heightened opportunities for DC producers to engage in direct trade 
with roasters (Bamber et al., 2017) (Hamrick & Fernandez-Stark, 2018). There have been more shifts 
towards direct trade in recent times. Previously, there was a heavy dependence within the industry to 
rely on large traders to source and purchase green coffee beans. However, now more than ever there 
is a growing appreciation of differentiation, through the influence of both certified and specialty 
coffees which has led to opportunities such as direct trade for producers to gain access to new 
markets directly (Bamber et al., 2017) and directly sell to roasters, skipping traders altogether 
(Hamrick & Fernandez-Stark, 2018). Traceability requirements have also help lead to a reconfiguration 
of the coffee GVC with an increasing number of roasters engaging in direct trade purchasing straight 
from farmers or cooperatives in coffee producing nations (ibid). In recent times direct trade has also 
been facilitated by ICT advancements including improved infrastructure relating to the internet, 
increase in social media platforms aiding to bridge the gap for producers or cooperatives in producing 
countries to buyers. Technology has directly facilitated buyer-to-farm communication (Clayton, 2014). 
However, direct trade still faces some challenges. SMEs typically have a low level of involvement in 
direct trade when compared to large firms, due to factors such as limited market knowledge, high 
shipping costs and large fixed costs related to exporting (Dollar, 2019). Despite, increasing direct trade 
DC producers have been relatively unable to change the power dynamics between other chain actors 
(Bamber et al., 2017). Though direct trade has been extensively looked at through the lens of GVC 
analysis, few scholars have looked at direct trade through e-commerce or more specifically through 
ODTPs.  
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The Digital World of Coffee: E-commerce, Platforms and the Digital Divide 
Electronic commerce (e-commerce) has the power to bring together buyers and sellers from even the 
most remote places. E-commerce is essentially all trade that occurs through an online portal (Bughin, 
Manyika, & Woetzel, 2019). According to Li (2019) “E-commerce encompasses the use of electronic 
procedures and tools, or information and communication technology (ICT) more generally, to carry 
out the entire range of business activities” (p.28)(Li, Frederick, & Gereffi, 2019). The two most popular 
types of e-commerce include Business-to-Business (B2B) and Business-to-Consumer sales (B2C). B2B 
sales can be represented as a supply chain model, as transactions occur between different supply 
chain nodes, for example, through firm websites, selling green coffee online to a retail store.  B2C 
sales (B2C) is a retail model that includes any transaction involving a business selling to a consumer.  
For example, a popular supermarket chain that sells roast coffee directly to consumers through its 
online website. (Goldstein & O’Connor, 2000). It is estimated that by 2020 B2C e-commerce sales will 
grow to $1 trillion USD, which is small compared to B2B sales, which are estimated to be as much as 
five to six times as larger (Bughin et al., 2019). A study from UNCTAD (2017) showed that 
approximately 90% of all e-commerce is business-to-business (WTO, 2019). This highlights the 
importance and the rapid growth e-commerce has and its potential to transform this industry. 
 
E-Commerce & the Coffee GVC 
Though many of these types of e-commerce can be found in the realm of the coffee industry, the 
most common and important are business-to-consumer and business-to-business sales (Gereffi, 
2001). 
 

Coffee is traded in all of its forms online, from green coffee right up to the final packaged 
roasted product. A differentiation between green coffee and roast coffee is useful as it involves 
different actors and represents different areas within the value chain. This study will focus on green 
coffee. However, it is useful to get a holistic understanding of the entire e-commerce landscape for 
the sale of coffee (see Figure 4).  

 
Figure 4:  Examples of Different Types of E-Commerce Within the Coffee GVC (Compiled by Author) 
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Green Coffee: There are multiple ways green coffee can be sold through e-commerce, usually these 
represent B2B transactions as the beans still need to undergo processing before being ready to 
consume. One of the most popular ways of selling green coffee is through the websites of established 
wholesalers and traders. There are hundreds if not thousands of these businesses selling green coffee 
online. Many have online catalogues where roasters can see the different products and their prices 
and purchase directly online. Many businesses have additionally began selling B2C, to cater to the 
niche market of at-home micro-roasters. 

Another way of purchasing coffee is directly through producer-run websites, which is mainly 
catered towards B2B customers. This form is less common and is typically reserved for highly 
specialized coffee produced by larger estates such as Hacienda Esmeralda, known for producing some 
of the world’s finest coffees. Other ways are also being used by producers to target clients such as 
using the mobile applications such as Whatsapp or using email-marketing. Additionally, social media 
has begun emerging as a way in which to source green coffee, as it can facilitate the process of 
roasters finding and building connections with producers and later purchasing green coffee (Gumm, 
2019) (Appendix 4).  Digital platforms are also becoming a way in which producers other 
intermediaries can sell directly to purchasers. These platforms will be explored in the following 
section. 
 
Roast Coffee: Many retailers, including supermarket, chains sell roast or instant coffee products 
directly to consumers both online and directly from their stores (B2C)(Bamber et al., 2017). 
Additionally, small niche roasters typically selling higher quality or certified coffees sell online directly 
to consumers or from specialty stores or cafés. Subscription services have also emerged where 
consumers get coffee sent directly to their doorsteps by roasters, for example, monthly packages. 
Some roasting firms doing subscription services include Atlas Coffee Club or Mistobox.  
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Figure 5: Sale of Green & Roast Coffee by Actor and Channel (Compiled by author) 
E-commerce Opportunities 
 The growth and utilization of e-commerce are associated with various benefits for players along the 
value chain. E-commerce has the power to make the process of comparing prices of products and 
services more transparent while offering a vast selection for both businesses and consumers. This has 
led to increasing cross-border trade flows (Bughin et al., 2019). Many sellers utilize e-commerce to 
offer various functions, including connecting suppliers with customers, processing payments, easing 
the ordering process, and arranging the final delivery (Bughin et al., 2019).  E-commerce can simplify, 
coordinate, and render more efficient the search and coordination for goods and services from an 
international marketplace (Bughin et al., 2019; WTO, 2019). E-commerce may lower entry barriers for 
firms as it can help reduce transaction costs and may decrease vertical integration of firms within the 
chain and lower the optimal firm size (Goldstein & O’Connor, 2000; Koopman, 2018, Dollar, 2019).  
The internet and e-commerce have also been looked at in terms of how they “can be a great 
equalizer” (p.93) and allow small players to participate and integrate within a global marketplace and 
even at times put competitive pressure on big players such as MNCs (Bughin et al., 2019). E-
commerce was found to deliver 6-15% productivity gains for SMEs(ABAC, 2018). A recent study (Lanz, 
Lundquist, Mansio, Maurer, & Teh, 2018) showed that digital connectivity among manufacturing 
SMEs aided the creation of forward and backward linkages and facilitated their entrance within GVCs.  
It also has the power to help producers in developing countries be more integrated within global 
trade (Goldstein & O’Connor, 2000), which may be very important as most coffee production takes 
place within developing countries along the equator. Producers in developing countries face a myriad 
of problems, including insufficient information in relation to market opportunities, limitations in their 
ability to fulfill the demands (logistics, cost, quality) of foreign customers, and difficulties in obtaining 
financing (Goldstein & O’Connor, 2000). E-commerce can link SMEs in developing countries with both 
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customers and suppliers, connect them with logistic services, and enable payment (Bughin et al., 
2019). E-commerce has been praised as a way to overcome many obstacles. It can even act as a 
leveler between those in developing countries and those in developed countries. They can obtain 
resources and market access that could have been unobtainable without information and 
communication technology (ICT). E-commerce has become an economic driving force in many 
developed and developing countries. Because of the internet’s ability to improve the degree of 
efficiency and establish markets on a large scale, this gives it the potential to encourage massive 
transformations within GVCs (Gereffi, 2001) (Li et al., 2019). 
 
Barriers to e-Commerce and the Digital Divide:  
However, the ability to utilize e-commerce for all players along the global value chain of coffee is not 
always equal. Today, having access to ICT may be required for joining most GVCs.  The digital divide 
between industrialized countries and those in development may contribute further to wealth 
inequalities between countries (Dollar, 2019; Goldstein & O’Connor, 2000). Internet access and the 
devices needed to access it may be difficult and expensive for small-holder producers to acquire, 
especially for those in remote areas (WTO, 2019)(Goldstein & O’Connor, 2000). Limited infrastructure 
development in some DCs may make it challenging to access high-speed internet, a constant 
electricity supply, or limit access to electronic payment systems (Dollar, 2019). Furthermore, the lack 
of knowledge and know-how associated with its usage may also present a significant barrier (WTO, 
2019). There may even be large disparities in which population groups have access to the internet, 
such as age or gender (The World Bank, 2016). Today, having access to ICT may be required for joining 
most GVCs, and the digital divide between industrialized countries and those in the process of 
development, may contribute further to wealth inequalities between countries (Dollar, 2019; 
Goldstein & O’Connor, 2000). For small firms, ICT connectivity has been essential in dictating whether 
they will be involved in trade, even more than for large businesses (Dollar, 2019). However, despite 
this, large businesses conduct the most e-commerce transactions (Ganne & Lundquist, 2019), and 
SMEs still have low levels of representation online in many GVCs (Dollar, 2019). Small firms may face 
additional barriers past accessing the world of e-commerce. The WTO World Trade Report (2106) 
identifies certain obstacles relating to SME involvement in cross-border trade through e-commerce. 
These obstacles include processing payments, securing data, and the logistic elements of delivering a 
good or service (Koopman, 2018). Producers may experience difficulties in performing the necessary 
tasks to get their product to the buyers, and thus may depend on a distribution system that 
incorporates various intermediaries (Goldstein & O’Connor, 2000). They may also experience 
difficulties relating to using online payment systems (AMTC, 2018). However, one of the most 
significant barriers facing SMEs in DCs embarking in e-commerce is securing visibility on the internet 
for the firm’s products or services, due to limited finances and gaps in knowledge and digital skills. 
Trust is another major barrier in of buyers conducting online transactions with developing country 
enterprises(Goldstein & O’Connor, 2000). National policies may also be affecting SME’s involvement 
in GVCs within e-commerce as complicated bureaucratic procedures and changes within the 
regulatory environment may make it more difficult (Dollar, 2019).  
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SME’s entrance and involvement in e-commerce is especially relevant to the coffee industry, 
as most producers are small-holder producers. However, SMEs tend to be behind in digital technology 
adoption when compared to larger firms. These large firms set the stage of what technology and skills 
will be required to be competitive, making it hard for smaller firms to compete with financial, 
knowledge, and skill constraints, making it more likely for GVC exclusion (WTO, 2019). Lead firms with 
a higher degree of power may also reduce digital access for smaller firms, which can be subject to 
economic downgrading (Murphy & Carmody, 2015). Due to the GVC governance by lead firms, there 
may even be increasing barriers for firms trying to improve their digital integration. However, this 
same study shows that small firms still may have opportunities to reach niche customers (Foster, 
Graham, Mann, Waema, & Friederici, 2018). This reflects a scenario in which pre-existing lead 
retailers and manufacturers would be the ones reaping most of the rewards of e-commerce and the 
internet, and asymmetric power relations would be reinforced (Gereffi, 2001). However, in another 
scenario outlined by Gereffi (2001), he hypothesizes that GVCs could potentially be impacted by the 
internet as power shifts away from influential retailers or producers in buyer-driven chains and 
towards consumers. The increasing power of purchasers represents a challenge, especially with the 
increased adoption of digital platforms. Digital platforms can challenge the value-added through 
customer feedback, such as ratings and comments (Li et al., 2019; Van Alstyne, Parker, & Choudary, 
2016).  
 
Digital Platforms 
 Digital platforms essentially connect different chain actors, such as producers and consumers, and 
have begun disrupting the typical linear value chains in many established industries (Stallkamp & 
Schotter, 2019). This study focuses on multi-sided platforms, “Multisided platforms (MSPs) are 
technologies, products or services that create value primarily by enabling direct interactions between 
two or more customer or participant groups.”(Hagiu, 2013).  Positive network externalties occur in 
MSPs. As more participants enter the opposite grouping i.e., buyers versus sellers, the more more 
utility is gained (Rossotto et al., 2018). Digital platforms can either be transaction-based or non-
transaction based, for the basis of this study we will only focus on those that facilitate economic 
interactions (Filistrucchi, 2018). Digital platforms help convey information and adapt quickly to 
changing supply and demand patterns and hello coordinate searches, transactions, and other key 
functions (Evans, 2013). Platforms have become an essential part of the online environment as they 
help connect producers with purchasers and improve the information flow from the two ends(Van 
Alstyne et al., 2016).   
 

Firms using digital platforms can face reduced entry barriers while reaching customers more 
quickly and gaining efficiencies (Kano, Tsang, & Yeung, 2020; Rossotto et al., 2018).  This is especially 
important for smaller firms who may have difficulties reaching their target market especially 
internationally(Nambisan, Zahara, & Luo, 2019). A study found that by using online platforms, SMEs 
on average could reach over 30 different economies (ARTNeT, 2018). Digital platform participation 
from SMEs may even encourage functional upgrading, for example, helping to grow pure online 
brands (Li et al., 2019). A Costa Rican study examined producers selling green coffee on ODTPs, 
specifically in CoE. This study showed that using the platform favoured functional upgrading for the 
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trade of green coffee(Mata et al., 2016). Lower transaction costs are also another benefit reaped by 
businesses using digital platforms as it reduces the costs of trade between developed and developing 
countries significantly (Bughin et al., 2019). Since digital connectivity is becoming cheaper, especially 
through mobile phones, this can help SMEs in developing countries launch their business on online 
platforms, helping them access new markets (Dangi & Singh, 2010).   
 

However, platforms may not fit the needs of marginalized actors or small businesses (Van Dijk, 
2005), and social inequalities may also be prevalent online. Digital platforms may be creating 
increased risks for export-orientated firms. They may even go as far as excluding SME’s participation 
in GVCs, as digital integration demands may be too high (Foster et al., 2018).  Another potential 
drawback for SMEs is that the adoption of digital platforms has led to higher input standardization 
levels, making SMEs more replaceable and vulnerable(Kano et al., 2020). Other issues include distance 
and cultural differences which makes relating to the producers difficult for end customers.  Roasters 
are typically in closer proximity to the final consumer. In the case of the CoE study in Costa Rica, even 
though producers were able to achieve better prices, roasters remained the main winners because 
they were able to earn much higher prices due to the uniqueness of the coffee they sourced through 
CoE. This makes it difficult to change the governance structure. The rise of digital platforms may also 
lead to concerns relating to market consolidation as platforms merge to gain market share and the 
usage of collusion algorithms leading to big changes in the competitive landscape (Rossotto et al., 
2018). Additionally, digital platforms’ collection and usage of data may pose an additional threat 
towards value chain actors. The current regulatory framework is far from developed in most 
developing countries and emerging markets as increasing connectivity and digital platforms’ adoption 
is a relatively a new occurrence (Rossotto et al., 2018). Additionally, network effects can lead to one 
platform’s dominance over the others, resulting in a potential “winner-take-all” scenario where one 
platform captures all the users. This can lead to a potentially abusive competitive environment where 
the platform can essentially exert its position over the other actors, pushing forward its objectives 
(Ruutu, Casey, & Kotivirta, 2017).  

However, this is not a certainty as other digital platform dynamics may arise where digital 
platforms are on an equal footing or where users may participate in multiple platforms 
simultaneously (multi-homing). These factors lessen dominant platform’s power (Ruutu et al., 2017).  
Depending on the context policy and the regulatory environment may help to curb some anti-
competitive behaviour, however this may be difficult to draft and control, especially in developing 
country contexts (Rossotto et al., 2018). 
 
 
Online Direct Trade Platforms (ODTPS) 
This paper uses the term Online Direct Trade Platforms to characterize the digital transaction-based, 
multi-sided platforms that facilitate direct trade transactions of green coffee between producers and 
roasters. Unlike traditional direct trade, the online direct trade transactions occur online, from 
product & producer discovery, communication with producers, payments, and other parts of process. 
The term ODTP does not include digital platforms that exclusively sell green coffee through traders, 
wholesalers, or other intermediaries. It also does not encompass digital platforms, such as eBay and 
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Amazon. Even though these platforms may sell coffee from producers directly to roasters, it is not a 
primary premise of their business nor do they encompass direct trade principles, and therefore will 
not be included in this study. Additionally, prices on these platforms must be set by the producer, 
although prices can be recommended by the platform owner or price floors can exist.  As part of this 
study, a comprehensive examination of ODTPs took place to better understand the current 
environment and what type of players currently exist within the marketplace. ODTPs can take on 
different forms and can generally be devised into online auctions, online marketplaces, or a hybrid of 
the two. Online auctions have 
users bid on green coffee lots 
whereas marketplaces allow 
purchasers to see the listed 
prices directly and purchase 
immediately. The market is 
currently seeing the emergence 
of different types of platforms, 
mostly focused on helping 
roasters overcome traditional 
weaknesses of direct trade, the 
usage of intermediary firms or 
even, in one case, other ODTPs.  
ODTPs have various business 
models and characteristics based 
on their features and services, 
making it challenging to make 
widespread generalizations. 
Most ODTP revenue models 
center mainly on commission-
based or subscription-based 
revenues, although some are run 
by NGOs are subsidized by donor 
funds. Additionally, some ODTPs 
may offer additional services 
such  as Enterprise Resource 
Planning (ERP) to increase 
revenue. Despite this, six key 
traits of ODTPs have been 
identified which are shown in 
Figure 6. 
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One very important source of differentiation amongst the different platforms was that certain 
platforms were not entirely based on direct trade and allowed the usage of their services by 
intermediaries whereas others restricted their usage completely. Another difference is their offering 
of commodity grade coffee or purely specialty. Certain platforms also offer additional services such as 
financing to producers or roaster, online payment facilitation and traceability. 
 
Emergence & Current Landscape of Online Direct Trade Platforms 
Since the first Cup of Excellence(CoE) online auction in 1999, ODTPs began to emerge within the green 
coffee industry (Goldstein & O’Connor, 2000). This auction took coffees sold by ten selected 
producers with unique specialty coffees from around Brazil and sold them in an online auction to 
buyers worldwide. The auction was highly successful, with coffee selling for over 73% above the 
commodity price. This auction gave buyers the chance to access rare coffees, which helped popularize 
the auction’s name globally (ibid). Since then, online auctions have become increasingly used by 
producers and purchasers within the premium coffee sector for specialty coffees (Bamber et al., 
2017). Popular auctions include CoE, Sensible Development, and Best of Panama. Sensible 
Development has also begun developing and selling software solutions to help producers, producer 
organizations, and estates launch their online auctions. Today, multiple auctions run by large specialty 
estates have begun to occur across the world. ODTP marketplaces also began to emerge, such as 
Cropster Hub, Algrano, Beyco, Almacena, and others. For a summary of popular ODTPs within the 
industry, please see APP #1.  
 
 
Theoretical Review Summary 
The literature review highlights several essential concepts and theories that offer a theoretical 
framework for analyzing the coffee GVC in relation to power and the role of ODTPs. The GVC 
framework provides the basis for analyzing the other theories and is supplemented by practical 
information, allowing a thorough understanding of how the adoption of ODTPs may lead to structural 
changes and shifting power dynamics within the value chain. This chapter explores governance and 
how it relates to power and upgrading while giving key contextual information on the coffee 
industry's evolution and current state. It then reviews direct trade and the benefits and drawbacks it 
may offer to value chain actors and how it had led to transformations within the GVC. To conclude, 
this section explores the current online e-commerce landscape of coffee and describes key concepts 
and considerations of e-commerce, digital platforms, and the digital divide. It then defines, describes, 
and categorizes ODTPs, helping to enhance understanding of this new concept. Together this 
comprehensive literature attempts to synthesize and apply various concepts and theories to 
understand the underline research questions.  
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Figure 7: Theoretical Framework (compiled by author) 

Methodology 
The following chapter outlines the methodology of this study. Firstly, a description of the 
philosophical foundation, along with the research approach and strategy. Subsequently, an outline of 
data collection and data analysis methods. Following this, an evaluation of the reliability and validity 
of the research methods employed throughout the study. To conclude, a summary of limitations 
regarding the methodology and reflections on how COVID-19 affected the study. 
 
Research Philosophy  
This section provides a philosophical foundation for the study. Understanding the research philosophy 
is essential as it aids in comprehending both the nature and development of the knowledge arising 
from the study. Additionally, it allows for a deeper understanding of critical assumptions that affect 
the research strategy and influences results(Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). This chapter 
examines the research philosophy from both an ontological and epistemological viewpoint to 
understand how they influence the research process. Ontology is a branch of philosophy that seeks to 
understand reality's nature, specifically the different entities within it. In contrast, epistemology 
encompasses what represents adequate knowledge within a specific field of study(Saunders et al., 
2009).  For this study, an epistemological position based on critical realism is employed. Critical 
realism maintains that there are two different stages to experience the world, including the initial 
phenomenon and the sensation that arises because of it and the mental processing that occurs after 
the initial sensation meets the senses (Saunders et al., 2009). The theory holds that to comprehend 
what is occurring in the social world, it is necessary to understand how the studied phenomenon has 
arisen out of the social structures (Bhaskar, 1989). This is highly important in this study, as the GVC of 
coffee encompasses various diverse actors operating in very different environments and social 
realities. Critical realism maintains that social reality is constructed upon power structures and has 
various layers. Critical realism has influenced this study's construction as it approaches the research 
question from multiple theoretical angles. It tries to uncover bias and different hidden social 
structures that may be difficult to notice otherwise by interviewing different actors. 
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The critical realist philosophy ontologically deems that an objective nature of reality that exists 

independently from humans' interpretations based on their beliefs, knowledge, or thoughts while 
realizing that social conditioning may influence the interpretation (Bechara & Van de Ven, 2007; 
Saunders et al., 2009). This study does focus on collecting information from actors in the value chain 
found in developed countries, who possess a much different social reality than those operating in 
other value chain nodes, such as those relating to production found mainly in developing countries. 
Therefore, it is vital to understand that the underlying social structure may influence the study results. 
The chosen sample of the study may have a limited area of knowledge and similar social realities. 
 

Epistemologically, acceptable knowledge, according to the philosophy deems that sensations 
may be open to misinterpretation by the researcher. It also holds that researchers show bias due to 
their upbringings, cultural experiences, and world views, which will impact research (Saunders et al., 
2009). While trying to understand better the relationships and power dynamics between the actors 
within the GVC of coffee, it is essential to realize that biases influence the results stemming from 
these observations. The researcher is aware that the way primary data is collected and analyzed 
cannot escape the subjective analysis and personal influence. However, this study acknowledges that 
personal subjectivities cannot be fully mitigated and attempts to provide a transparent basis and 
utilize self-reflection. The researcher's upbringing is from a developed country, which may influence 
the approach to development issues. The critical realist research philosophy matches this study. It will 
focus on describing a social reality and will go more in-depth into better understand both the context 
and the phenomena 
 
Research Approach 
Researchers can employ various research approaches, including induction, deduction, and abduction, 
otherwise known as systematic combining(Dubois & Gadde, 2002). Systematic combining 
encompasses two different processes, the first process draws comparisons of the theory and reality, 
and the second process encompasses direction and redirection, making the research process highly 
dynamic. (Dubois & Gadde, 2002). Systematic combining, meaning that case analysis, theoretical 
framework, and empirical fieldwork are all changing simultaneously, influence the researcher's 
process (ibid). The focus towards verification found in other research approaches moves more 
towards uncovering new research facets within systematic combining (Dubois & Gadde, 2002). 
Systematic combining is this study's adopted approach, as it is a relatively exploratory and emerging 
topic. An exploratory approach is valuable in gaining new insights and leaving the necessary room to 
better understand a phenomenon taking place within the research context that has not been 
extensively studied  (Robson, 2002). It also allows for the flexibility and adaptability of the research. 
Because studying the influence of ODTPs has never thoroughly been done in the coffee GVC it leaves 
much room for discovering various phenomena. Additionally, subjects and elements that were 
deemed necessary evolved and shifted throughout the study, which led to changes within the 
analytical framework. Data collection and data analysis were occurring concurrently. A constant 
transition between theory and practice was beneficial in refining the study's scope and increasing the 
understanding of the subject manner and context. 
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Research Strategy & Time Horizon  
The research strategy is the next fundamental layer within the methodological framework as it 
outlines the specific approach utilized to answer the research questions. Based on the research 
philosophy and the study's overall aim, the qualitative case study approach helps analyze different 
cases within the coffee industry to help gain perspective of actors along the chain. Qualitative 
methods aim to provide "a holistic understanding of complex realities and processes where even the 
questions and hypotheses emerge cumulatively as the investigation progresses."(p.120) (Desai & 
Potter, 2006). Through qualitative research techniques, the goal is to look at a subject that has not 
been extensively studied and get a more comprehensive, well-rounded idea of the subject in the 
context of ODTPs. Additionally, a qualitative study may allow for discovering unexpected findings, 
which later may be explored further due to qualitative studies' open and flexible nature. In line with 
critical realism, a qualitative study questions objectivity and attempts to uncover "differing and often 
competing 'subjectivities' in terms of very different accounts of 'facts,' different meanings, and 
different perceptions. "(p.118) (Desai & Potter, 2006). Qualitative studies may also open to more 
influence of researcher bias. Researchers should be very aware of how their bias may influence the 
various stages of the research process (Desai & Potter, 2006). 

The research strategy is a case study approach. A case study is "a research strategy which 
focuses on understanding the dynamics present within single settings." (Eisenhardt,1989). Case 
studies can effectively gain more in-depth insight into the studied phenomenon and give rich 
information regarding the context (Dubois & Gadde, 2002; Morris & Wood, 1991). Case studies can 
also allow for creating new research questions, expand theories, and be a powerful method to 
challenge theories that are already in existence (Flyvbjerg, 2006; Saunders et al., 2009). They are also 
useful in answering "how" questions, which align with the research question and are most often used 
in exploratory research(Saunders et al., 2009). Case studies can be a great way to help gain more 
profound insight between the context and an occurring phenomenon. (Dubois & Gadde, 2002). 
According to W.I.B. Beveridge, "More discoveries have arisen from intense observation than from 
statistics applied to large groups," leading to the fact that in-depth analysis can produce quality 
research (in Flyvbjerg, 2006).  

Within critical realism, a multi-level study with the inclusion of different social actors is 
valuable, as it can alter the researcher's mindset and understanding of the research subject (Saunders 
et al., 2009). In academia, case study research has received its fair share of criticism and skepticism 
from researchers and academics alike (Abercrombie, Hill, & Turner, 1984; R. Yin, 1994). Some scholars 
view case study research as being fundamentally flawed. These flaws can be due to various reasons, 
including case studies being overly subjective and lacking scope. Case studies cannot be used to make 
generalized assumptions as they do not provide sufficient evidence (Yin, 1994). This stems from their 
link to specific examples. Flyvberg (2006) challenges this view and believes that researchers can 
successfully make generalizations through strategic and proper case selection. However, Yin (2009) 
states that a multiple-case study approach helps establish which findings are replicated in other cases 
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and may contribute to a better ability to generalize. The research strategy was chosen based on 
various factors, including the research question and the study's overall goal and the choice of 
philosophical approach. Case study research is an important research strategy for this study into the 
GVC of coffee, as it allows for a richer understanding of the different contexts while also giving a more 
comprehensive idea of the phenomena occurring, supporting the study's general exploratory nature.  

Time Horizon: The study takes a cross-sectional approach as it focuses on the current 
moment, as relative time restrictions would make it difficult to look at a longitudinal approach. 
However, historical considerations are looked at to understand better reasonings and developments 
contributing to developing the coffee GVC and determining how it has influenced power and 
upgrading. 

 
Data Collection Methods 
Secondary Research 
This thesis employed a variety of secondary research to conduct an in-depth literature review. It used 
a diverse collection of academic literature, industry-level reports, data, and other vital information to 
get a holistic understanding of the coffee GVC and a deeper understanding of important theoretical 
concepts relating to GVC governance, power, and eCommerce. It primarily looked at secondary data 
available through online journals and databases and other sources, including newspaper articles and 
websites. Additionally, there was a comprehensive study of the different ODTPs through an in-depth 
look at different companies' and organizations' websites. 

 
Qualitative Semi-Structured Interviews 

The study used qualitative in-depth semi-structured interviews to collect primary data for analysis. 
Interviews were conducted predominately with actors in the roasting node as well as online direct 
trade platforms. Additionally, one interview was done with an industry expert to gain a more 
comprehensive understanding of the industry and the dynamics between players.  

The choice of qualitative interviews supports the overall exploratory nature of the study. 
Additionally, qualitative studies help give a contextual understanding of the phenomena while 
allowing for the emergence of new insights(Robson, 2002). Qualitative interviews help understand 
participants' motives while gaining deeper insights into their opinions and attitudes(Saunders et al., 
2009). Semi-structured interviews allow for some structure to be created through the interview 
process and more consistent findings while offering the ability to explore other essential themes or 
issues raised by asking follow-up questions. This interview-style adds overall depth to the study while 
bettering the knowledge of the researcher in various areas. Interview guides were made for the 
different actors and specific sections or removed based on the actor type (See Appendix). For 
instance, three interview guides for were created for roasters, one for roasters engaging in ODTP, one 
for those who used ODTPs in the past and one for those who do solely "offline" procurement. There 
were also guides made for the platforms (auction and marketplace) and the industry expert.  
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To identify both possible respondents and those who match the study's objective, the 
researcher used a purposive sampling approach, which is a non-probability sampling technique. A 
purposive sampling approach uses secondary sources and the researchers' knowledge to create a 
sample (Desai & Potter, 2006). Possible respondents were identified through a comprehensive online 
search ensuring they met the criteria needed by the study. Because of the exploratory nature of the 
study, this sampling approach was well suited to answer the research question. However, because of 
the small sample size and using a non-randomized sampling approach, the results may be more open 
to bias (Desai & Potter, 2006). 

Interview Details & Respondents  
Almost all the interviews were conducted online over videoconferencing software except one. All 
interviews were conducted in English and recorded. To ensure accuracy interviews were transcribed. 
A total of 18 interviews were carried out, 10 with coffee roasters, 7 with ODTPs and 1 with an industry 
expert. Interviews were conducted from April -June, 2020. The average interview was between 1h - 
1h15 minutes in duration.  
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Respondents  
Table of Respondents: Roasters  
The roasters that were interviewed were SMEs focusing primarily in the specialty coffee sector. The 
majority of the interviewed roasters were from Denmark (8), and the others were from the 
Netherlands (1) and Canada (1). Additionally, only two of the interviewed roasters had used ODTPs in 
the past to procure coffee.  Almost all the interviewed roasters had missions towards promoting and 
including sustainability, transparency and socio-environmental practices within their businesses. 
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Table of Respondents: Platforms & Expert  
Many of the main platforms within the green coffee industry were interviewed as part of the study. 
This represents 7, in a market which comprises few platforms (estimated at under 25). Platforms that 
were both auctions and marketplaces were interviewed.  

 
 

 
 
Data Analysis Techniques 
Transcription & Coding 
After conducting the interviews, each interview was transcribed. Following this open-coding or, 
otherwise known as data-driven coding, was utilized to go through the transcripts and interview 
notes. This method attempts to reduce preconceptions about the gathered data generated from the 
interviews based on grounded theory. Theoretical and analytical coding was used to create a 
structured framework of thematic concepts and "not impose an interpretation based on the pre-
existing theory"(Gibbs, 2012). The goal was to try to move away from testing the generated data to 
see if the theoretical themes were present. Instead, an attempt was made to view themes naturally 
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arising from the data. These themes were later compared to existing theoretical concepts. Constant 
comparisons were made throughout the process between the different coded data, and codes were 
categorized into hierarchies. As the process went on and more codes were added, the earlier coded 
interviews were scanned to ensure they also incorporated the newer codes. This process was highly 
systematic and comprehensive. The software NVIVO was utilized to methodically revise all uses of the 
specified code, the frequency, intensity, and document important notes. The codes' discovered 
patterns provided the basis to answer the research question. Analysis occurred by comprehensively 
analyzing the empirical data to discover and understand different relationships and patterns across 
the different case studies and amongst the different contexts and actors. It was also done by closely 
observing the coding tree that emerged throughout the study. 
 
Reliability & Validity of Research Findings 
Reliability and validity are common concepts used to assess the quality of research. They essentially 
help evaluate how the chosen methods were in assessing the research objectives. In the past, several 
research philosophies have rejected measures of reliability and validity to assess qualitative research. 
However, in line with critical realism, measures are still required to assess plausibility(Bloor & Wood, 
2006).  
 
Reliability 
Reliability primarily deals with consistency of the data, specifically that if the research was replicated 
on another occasion by an external investigator under the same conditions if the same data collection 
measures or analysis would result in consistent findings (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe, & Jackson, 2008; 
Saunders et al., 2009). The goal of reliability is to essentially reduce biases and errors within the 
study(R. . Yin, 2009) . o help assure reliability of the generated data as well as the analysis various 
measures were undertaken to observe the consistency of the results. One of the measures was 
recording and transcribing each interview to ensure that the respondent's statements were 
accurately represented and then analyzed to the best of the researcher's ability. The interviews also 
followed an interview guide (see Appendix), which stayed relatively consistent throughout the study. 
Some minor changes occurred in order to clarify points and modify questions to answer the research 
question better. The respondents were all asked the main questions. The interview methods were 
also applied consistently, and the conditions of the interviews were quite similar as they all were 
taken over video conferencing and happened throughout the workweek. The research strategy, 
interview methods, and documentation have been described to be as transparent as possible to 
promote reliability. The data analysis was also very comprehensive to ensure there was no difference 
in the applications of codes. All transcripts have been read multiple times to avoid definitional drift or 
other inconsistencies. 
 
Validity 
Validity's main objective is to understand if there is a causal relationship between variables, 
essentially if the explanations are an accurate and valid representation of what is occurring (Gibbs, 
2012). The research and analysis have been designed to minimize validity threats; a way of doing this 
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was to adopt a reflexive approach. Reflexivity essentially recognizes that researchers are not neutral 
parties or value-free and that research should adopt a self-critical stance on the research process 
(Brewer, 2000). As critical realism maintains, research is not inherently unbiased or objective and is 
influenced by the researcher's ideas and background. This study attempts to be very explicit in 
outlining its theoretical framework and philosophical approach. Additionally, it looks more in-depth at 
the research integrity by critically assessing the research design and strategy and outlining the limits 
and constraints of empirical research. Finally, it highlights the data's complexity by showing 
contradictory statements made by respondents and linking contextual factors to the empirical 
data(Gibbs, 2012).  

Additionally, several techniques were employed throughout the study to improve the accuracy 
and validity of the study. One of the employed methods was triangulation. Using secondary data from 
a wide array of sources and interviewing a diverse group of stakeholders within the coffee GVC 
helped the researcher gain a more accurate picture of the reality at hand while reducing the 
probability of error. Constant comparisons throughout the data analysis process were also 
undertaken to ensure the uniformity of code application and identify any differences and variations 
among the different cases or statements, especially those that were deviant. Unmodified data in the 
form of quotations were provided to show how passages relate to findings while allowing the reader 
to get more immersed in the data. This helps in providing the empirical evidence that the findings are 
grounded in the collected data. 
 
 
 
Methodological Limitations & Reflections 

The onset of COVID-19 made the primary data collection very difficult as the decrease in operations 
and the temporary shutdown of multiple businesses made it hard to find respondents for the study. 
Over 100 coffee roasteries were contacted, and only 10 were available for an interview. Additionally, 
this was an extremely stressful and traumatic time for many of the businesses who expressed worries 
about the pandemic's impending effects, which most likely impacted their responses. 

Several methodological limitations were also identified throughout the study. The difficulties 
of connecting with roasteries who procure over ODTPs were incredibly difficult. The majority of 
roasteries who were available for an interview did not engage in this type of procurement. This 
limited the findings as in-depth first-hand experiences regarding the usage of ODTPs was lacking. 
Additionally, only small or medium-sized roasteries operating mainly in the specialty sector were 
interviewed. Potentially important insights from larger players were missed. The interviewed 
businesses and platforms' geographic scope was quite widespread; however, roasteries in Denmark 
were the dominant voice. Furthermore, the scoping of the different ODTPs was carried out in English, 
which could lead to the exclusion of specific platforms. 
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The Roaster’s Perspective into Online Direct Trade Platforms  
This chapter uses the empirical data collected from the in-depth interviews to gain clarity on roasters’ 
perceptions of ODTPs. The first part summarizes the opportunities and advantages of ODTPs for 
roasters whereas the second part looks more at the disadvantages or barriers of using these 
platforms. Following this, there is a brief analysis. 
 
Opportunities & Advantages of Online Direct Trade Platforms for Roasters 
Looking from both the perspectives of the roaster and the various platforms, this section attempts to 
highlight certain main advantages of using direct trade online platforms for roasters. Eight main 
advantages and opportunities for roasters will be explored within this section.  
 
Product and Producer Discovery 
One of the most common potential benefits of online direct trade platforms that was mentioned 
throughout the study was the increased ease of identifying new producers and products. A recurring 
theme among platforms & roasters was that roasters find online direct trade platforms to be an 
effective way to identify reliable partners and sourcing options. This was especially true for roasters 
that were just starting or those trying to find coffees from specific origins or profiles, as it helps link 
producers that have traditionally been harder to reach and especially those who are committed to 
quality. Many roasters agreed that the identification of new producers would be significantly easier 
and take less time when compared to more traditional methods. One platform, Platform D, compared 
itself to a matchmaking site helping to connect roasters with their perfect match based on sellers’ 
profiles and the preferences of users. One roaster, however, Roaster B, finds that e-commerce would 
not necessarily give you access to more product variety despite this, they do believe that it could help 
roasters “broaden the base of potential collaborators.” (Roaster B).  

 
Another benefit reflected by roasters is that it can help roasters gain a better understanding 

on the local market context even without ever setting foot in the country.  And to open up markets 
that have been previously difficult to gain access to, for example, certain coffee growing areas in 
Ethiopia (Roaster G). 
   

According to some of the interviewees another reason for utilizing online direct trade 
platforms was that roasters may be new and not have the experience or network to source their own 
coffees directly. One roaster, Roaster J, also brought up their experience speaking with other roasters 
in the industry and said they felt that roasters tending to use the services of online platforms such as 
Cropster Hub and others are generally very small roasters who are “still figuring things out” and 
therefore cannot rely on their own personal networks for sourcing options.  Many of these platforms 
have in-depth search functions helping roasters to save time when searching for specific types of 
coffee, origins and match them to producers they would like to buy from. 
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Price, Financing & Cost Reduction  
Obtaining a lower price through online direct trade platforms was also a potential benefit mentioned 
by various roasters. Because of the more direct route from the farm to roaster, less intermediaries are 
necessary in order to complete the transaction and transfer of goods.  The prices of green coffee via 
online platforms may be lower because they do not need to cover as many large overhead and 
intermediation costs that may be paid to intermediaries, as there are less actors trying to capture a 
profit.  Even working in logistic and platform costs, this still could mean that roasters are able to 
secure better pricing. According to the platforms, lower costs or slight margins are an important 
reason of why some roasters tend to use their services as they can offer prices that are generally 
cheaper than traders. 
 

Another reason may be that roasters may be able to get more competitive prices sourcing 
through platforms when compared to a traditional intermediary, is because the different prices of 
green coffee offered by various producers are shown directly to purchasers. This means that because 
the prices are visible roasters may be able to get a better idea of what is available and what are the 
costs of green coffee if they source directly. According to many of the producers and platforms 
interviewed understanding the market price of specialty coffees has been difficult as unlike 
commodity grade coffee there can be big price differentials depending on quality, characteristics and 
origin. By having prices displayed in the online market this can help roasters potentially make better 
judgements on purchasing decisions, because they may have a better idea of the value of the green 
coffee.  
 

There also may be further cost reductions for roasters due to the fact that they may be able to 
gain efficiencies through the usage of technology. Traditionally, the direct trade of green coffee has 
meant that roasters physically need to travel to origin to purchase coffee directly from producers. 
However, through online direct trade platforms the action of visiting producers directly may not need 
to happen as this can instead be facilitated online. This could potentially mean roasters can save 
significant costs relating to travel and may also reduce their time spent on purchasing, resulting in 
efficiencies. These online direct trade platforms may also lead to time savings for roasters as they can 
see various producers and products in one place potentially reducing their search costs when sourcing 
new products or suppliers. Platform B also sees that because producers have greater control over 
their costs and because their cost of sale is much lower, they are able to better negotiate with 
roasters helping to ensure they get a good price. 
 
Trust & Security   
Many of the platforms and roasters mentioned during the interviews that it can be difficult to find 
reliable partners or sourcing options especially when roasters are just starting out. To help make 
platforms a reliable purchasing channel, many of the different platforms do thorough vetting before 
letting producers join to ensure that producers are really who they claim to be. Quality control was 
also a reason platform highlighted that was a big benefit for purchasers using their platforms. Certain 
platforms sample quality or Q-grade the coffees before posting or allowing the producers to post 
them to guarantee quality and consistency for their purchasers. For example, Platform A has a 
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controller team who checks the green coffee samples, to help ensure that every published lot is sold 
as described. The Q-Grading of samples helps ensure that buyers receive quality green coffee they are 
agreeing to purchase. CoE has also been instrumental in assessing coffee quality and has rigorous 
standards and protocols when evaluating green coffee and do not have the incentives of traditional 
intermediaries who may “put less than true evaluations of quality and price on coffees because 
there's a financial incentive.” (Platform F). Roaster H found that having a direct trade online platform 
could help give more security to roasters, acting as a type of intermediary such as what Paypal does 
for online payment, as long as the roaster trusts the platform. Another positive benefit of these 
platforms is that they can help outsource functions relating to in-person direct trade such as visiting 
farms directly to know what is happening on the ground. This could potentially reduce liabilities for 
some roasters especially if they don’t have the ability to make regular check-ins on the farm level. 
Platform G & Platform C also sell green coffee that have already been transported to them, even 
taking out more of the risks of producers failing to supply the coffee.  
 
 
Transparency & Traceability 
Certain roasters commented that there may be positive impacts stemming from platforms online 
direct trade platforms as they may emphasize the importance of traceability and price transparency 
within the green coffee market. According to one of the interviewed Platforms, Platform C, there is a 
growing demand from roasters in the market for sustainability, accountability and transparency and 
found that the market largely fails to deliver this. Multiple roasters have found that the lack of price 
transparency has been a serious disadvantage of using traders. This is because usually the key 
information relating to the price breakdown along the value chain is not accessible, for example, how 
much a producer makes. This is a key contrast to many of the ODTPs which publish, contracts or price 
breakdowns along the supply chain on their sites accessible to the purchaser or even at times on their 
publicly accessible websites. Platform A mentions full transparency as one of their strengths “All the 
margins can be seen from both sides, everything the input costs, the warehousing, logistics, also our 
fees transparent for both sides.”. Platform C follows this by publishing the amounts they remit to the 
cooperative online available for the reference of both producers and roasters. Platform E also has an 
element of price transparency where it encourages users to post contracts on an online map and is in 
the process of setting up a new app that will allow for more traceability on the farm-level. Platform G 
also deeply believes in transparency and allows farmers to access price information and encourages 
communication between purchasers and producers and use technology such as blockchain and near 
field communication tags to better track coffee from where it is produced. Many of the platforms also 
allow purchasers to directly contact producers to help ensure that both the transparency and 
traceability elements are accurately represented.  
 
Direct Relationship & Information Exchange  
Another positive feature offered by most platforms is a way for roasters to directly communicate with 
producers giving them the option to develop relationships and access to more information regarding 
farms, products and producers. Platforms may offer more rich and in-depth information than 
traditional procurement methods, “You can get much more information than what, you would 
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normally get from the pricelists of a big coffee trader.” (Roaster A). Certain platforms offer producers 
the option to create online platforms with information in regard to their farms, green coffee, 
environmental information, projects and other information that they may find relevant. According to 
Platform A, producers utilizing the platform often establish relationships with the roasters purchasing 
their green coffee over the site. these relationships can often be witnessed publicly online over 
different social media channels, where roasters and producers engage. Parties will often tag each 
other in posts and stories online where their clients and followers can directly observe their 
relationship. Certain platforms also arrange origin trips where the roasters can directly meet the 
producers, they buy from bringing the online world together with the offline environment.   
 

Online features may even act as a way to help manage information, for example by allowing 
parties to upload contracts or search their transaction history. Roaster H specifically commented on 
the easy access to information on Platform A in the form of producer and product profiles. They also 
mention how the platform acts as an important tool to convey information from both roasters and 
producers. Platforms that do not allow for the creation of online producer profiles managed by 
producers Platform B, Platform F & Platform C usually strive to provide detailed information about the 
farms that they work with such as key characteristics like elevation, varietals and processing so that 
roasters can make more informed purchasing decisions.  Many of the platforms also offer online chat 
functions where producers and purchasers can communicate directly online. Roaster H remarks that 
the ability to chat with producers directly as being an attractive feature offered by the platform. 
Platform A says that allowing for this communication may help roasters increase their knowledge of 
procurement and become less disconnected to where their coffee comes from. 

 
Talking directly through the chat can help make transactions more efficient comments one 

platform (Platform E).  Online chat functions and facilitated communication may also fill an important 
communication gap arising from roasters involved in direct trade not being able to travel as much due 
to COVID-19. One roaster, Roaster F, sees that the utilization of online direct trade platforms may 
offer increased marketing possibilities for purchasers. This is because these platforms may facilitate 
connections between many different producers offering a richer source of potential stories to use for 
marketing purposes within the business. The different platforms may also display pictures or give 
clients access to photos when requested. Several of the roasters see one of the benefits of direct 
online trade as the first step towards beginning in-person direct trade. These online platforms can be 
used to better understand the context of coffee growing regions and understand the different coffees 
and then later make an origin trip to establish in-person ties. 
 
Logistics & Coordination 
One of the major barriers for roasters in conducting direct trade transactions with producers is the 
complexity surrounding logistics and procurement. To help overcome this barrier several online direct 
trade platforms offer complete logistics and coordination the coffee from leaving the farmgate to 
arriving on the roaster’s doorstep. Platform A sees this as a major advantage for roasters and they see 
almost all their clients using this optional service, as roasters or the producers may lack the 
knowledge on how to carry the transaction out otherwise. Platform G takes on all the logistics, 
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shipping and storage for the purchaser as the coffee is brought in directly from producing countries 
into their warehouses. Roasters are also given the option to purchase directly and organize the 
shipping themselves. Some platforms, however, do not directly offer all the logistical or shipping 
services but still try to help roasters answer their questions and try to help them connect to the 
relevant providers that they trust through their network. 
 
Ease & Flexibility  
There was also a variety of other features and options that roasters found advantageous when using 
platforms. One of these reasons was the ability of roasters to use direct trade without committing to 
large purchases and instead purchase buy small or micro-lots, which otherwise would not be possible 
with in-person direct trade. For Roaster A with a diverse coffee catalog with normally over 20 origins, 
they find this feature important as it allows roasters to remain flexible and purchase from different 
origins at the same time while not committing to big purchases with each individual producer. 
Platforms like Platform A, work at consolidating small purchases from different roasters to lower 
shipping costs ultimately helping coffees find their market.   Different platforms may also offer 
different tools and features that facilitate roaster’s duties. Platform A, for example, tries to integrate 
many different features such as online contracts, shipping, warehouse releases to try and facilitate 
the purchase of green coffee for roasters. Platform D also provides a highly integrated system that is a 
comprehensive solution for roasters providing an ERP solution which includes inventory, core 
processes and quality control and any different features such as a production scheduler. Additional 
features offered by these platforms may be advantageous for roasters and may lead to embedding 
ODTPs into their way of operating. Customer and technical assistance were also stated by the 
platforms as a key benefit for roasters. Some platforms mentioned walking roasters through the 
features of their online platforms, helping them arrange different things such as shipping or 
importing, trying to provide them with an optimal level of customer service.  
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Disadvantages and Barriers of Using Online Direct Trade Platforms for Roasters 
The following section highlights some of the principal reasons and concerns that the interview 
participants considered as disadvantages or barriers in participating in ODTPs. 
 
Trust, Security and Abandonment 
Trust was the main reason highlighted by the interviewed roasters of why they felt uncomfortable or 
nervous procuring green coffee through online direct trade platforms. Lack of trust was felt by 
roasters towards producers who use the online direct trade platforms services, the online platforms 
themselves, and even with the online ordering process. 
 

Towards producers, roasters were worried mostly about two main things including quality 
risks and feelings of anonymity.  Quality risks were specifically mentioned as a main deterrent from 
using ODTPs for some roasters, as they felt uncertain that if they placed orders through the platform 
that roasters would deliver upon the promised quality or that it would be shipped in a manner that 
would preserve the original quality. One of the reasonings behind this mentioned by two separate 
roasters, is because they tend to purchase from the same producers year after year, they have had 
the opportunity to established trust with the producers, and have a greater confidence that they will 
get their green coffee to the same specifications as ordered (Roaster B & Roaster G).  However, for 
each new procurement connection, these feelings could be felt, but these feelings could be further 
impacted by the "anonymity " of producers using these channels, which was noted by many 
interviewees. Even though roasters can establish a relationship with many of the producers before 
placing an order, many still felt like they didn’t “know who's behind it” making them more 
uncomfortable to purchase directly over ODTPs. For some roasters seeing the product (Roaster D) or 
meeting the producer in-person (Roaster J) reduced the perceived risk substantially. Once a level of 
trust is established between roasters and producers, there is another reason that roasters may not 
use the services of platforms. After the initial transaction has been made in some cases subsequent 
purchases take place off the platform. These transactions are organized directly by the producer and 
the roaster. This happens because roasters have already gained the contact information and have a 
higher level of trust in the producer to deliver the quality of green coffee promised and many not 
want to pay the fees of the platform. Once this relationship is established roasters may no longer 
need to use the services of online direct trade platforms.  
 

Towards the online platforms themselves three main themes were raised including 
accountability, trust and disillusionment.  Accountability was a highlighted theme raised by several 
roasters. In the case of issues with the shipment such as quality problems many wondered who would 
be responsible for the costs and what would be the recourse or if they would be left with the financial 
hardship. Roasters had questions such as who would be held accountable if they sold their coffee to a 
different party at a higher price while canceling their original contract. One roaster, Roaster I also 
mentioned risks associated with producer vetting from the platforms and what type of proof is 
necessary for people to begin selling. Another question was raised by one roaster, Roaster G, was the 
dispersion of value across the GVC; however, they did admit to having a limited understanding of the 
different online direct trade platforms businesses. They questioned what type of margin these 
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platforms take, what price do the producers receive for the product, how the price is regulated, and 
which other actors may be taking a cut between the producer and the platform and saw this as a 
potential risk to sustainability. Platform G also mentioned another reason roaster’s may be hesitant to 
procure over direct trade platforms because of the loss of trust due to disillusionment over the years 
as many previous platforms have made big promises but have failed to perform the positive social and 
economic impacts as originally planned.  “Every six months, there is a new platform that comes and 
says they're going to revolutionize and disrupt and change and all the big words and then they go to a 
conference and they sign up a few roasters and there is a bit of noise. And people get disillusioned 
because nothing happens.”  
 

Most of the roasters engaged in direct trade also felt that the level of trust gained through an 
in-person direct trade experience was higher than relationships built online. For Roaster D the trust 
element in an in-person relationship is much different than purely an online relationship. They say 
that if possible, an online relationship where quality could be guaranteed and that you trust the 
supplier would be ideal but often trust is lacking in online transactions. They highlight the tangible 
elements of an in-person relationship such as talking directly with the producer and “seeing things 
with your own eyes” which gives them a heightened sense of security versus purely conducting 
transactions online. Like many of the other roasters interviewed they emphasized the importance of 
long-term trusted relations where you know personally know the person selling your coffee. For one 
coffee roaster, Roaster E they felt that there could be more corruption in an online relationship and 
that roasters may lose some control by purchasing online. 
 

Some of the interviewed roasters believed that combining both the in-person and online 
element would be the best. For example, initially creating a relationship in person and then moving 
that relationship into the online world facilitating transactions and communication online. “If it was 
online, yeah, it would have been only online it would be weaker. But if it was both possible to meet 
and talk and get an understanding and combine that with the online trade, then I think you will get a 
strong product.” (Roaster E). For Roaster B, they found not much difference in the initial contact with 
a producer whether it be meeting a producer at a conference or meeting them over an online 
platform such as Instagram. “It's just the one is virtual, and the other is, you know, person to person.” 
(Roaster B). Roaster B often connects with producers online over mediums such as Instagram or 
LinkedIn and receives samples by these producers and tries to offer feedback based on their quality to 
help them improve their green coffee and in some situations establishes a purchasing relationship. 
However, despite commencing the relationship online, Roaster B, still feels the need to visit the farms 
and establish an in-person relationship “I'm sure that's possible to get a hold of directly from 
producers using e-commerce relationships without actually meeting them face to face. I'm sure it is. 
But it seems to be an advantage to actually meeting people and creating these relationships where 
you go and feel together and you cup together and you process coffee together. “. However, they 
mention that even though you have in-person contact “it doesn't necessarily mean that you get what 
you were promised either.” This can happen for a variety of reasons according to the roaster such as 
cultural differences that cause a misunderstanding between parties or just different understandings 
of what it means to do long-term business. 
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Logistics, Timing & Coordination 
The difficulties surrounding coordinating and organizing transportation and shipments of green coffee 
was also a main reason causing roasters to not use online direct trade platforms. Whereas certain 
platforms offered additional services to help both producers and roasters arrange transportation, 
logistics and imports, others left this completely up to the roaster. According to Platform E, a platform 
which does not directly arrange logistical services for the green coffee purchasers the say that “Small 
roasters don't always have the expertise or the experience with sourcing and importing the coffee 
themselves. So that can be quite a challenge.” (Platform E).  This was also reflected by Platform B as 
they found that certain platform users are worried about shipping green coffee. Some roasters also 
mentioned the logistical difficulties surrounding shipping and importing the coffee directly and the 
high costs associated with shipping small quantities or the difficulties trying to consolidate shipments 
abroad. Timing was also another highlighted barrier, as for some coffee roasters purchasing directly 
from farmers and importing it themselves may take more time when compared to buying it directly 
from a trader or other intermediary. For Platform F, not having coffee when you need it could pose a 
significant risk and may lead to changes in the way roasters operate to accommodate the delivery 
time differences if they want to use ODTPs. Roaster C also mentioned that this may be a barrier as 
today most people are not used to waiting extended periods of time for their purchases, which may 
be an adoption barrier for ODTPs.  
 
Mission Differentiation & Importance of In-Person Relationship  
Most of the roasters interviewed who engage in “offline” direct trade found that online direct trade 
didn’t offer the same benefits and blend well with their current business’ mission and values. A major 
reason for this was tied to their in-person relationships with the producers. Most of the roasters felt 
that establishing ongoing direct contact with producers year after year helped them grow stronger 
and more meaningful connections with coffee producers and this was a core part of their mission or 
business model.  “I don't know. It's, it's not really something we normally consider that much because 
we really like to have that personal relation. That's kind of our business model” (Roaster G). Roaster I, 
also stated while online direct trade platforms might be a good way of getting a first contact point, 
they would rather work on the ground with producers directly to make a bigger impact. Roaster D, 
also finds working with a smaller group of producers that they personally know is the way they prefer 
to work because they rely on importing the green coffee themselves. Their trade model is also tied 
with working directly with farmers helping to train them and working with them directly on the 
ground to improve the economic, social and environmental situation in the country that they work in 
which makes them less likely to use the services of online direct trade platforms. For Roaster J they 
also really value origin trips as they allow them to secure better and higher quality coffees as they can 
directly see processes, varieties and qualities. “if you're if you're on the ground, you're able to do a lot 
more which they see as being much more beneficial than a purely online relationship.  
 

Repeated in-person visits for many of the roasters were also a source of many unique benefits. 
For one roaster, Roaster G, they felt that these visits could help them surmount cultural barriers that 
come with sourcing from a foreign country, especially with their procurement activities in Africa. “I 
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think there's often a barrier you need to climb or to pass that is more or less the white man coming to 
the coffee growing area and just being that rich Westerner. First, there's an automatic barrier for 
those people that takes some years of meeting up to break down and that's something we have 
broken down with most of the producers we work with. And that creates unique value.” They state 
how many of these relationships develop over years and by overcoming struggles together this helps 
them grow closer and reduces the distance between them and in return they get a consistently good 
supply of high-quality coffee.  For another roaster, Roaster I, repeated visits allowed them to increase 
their level of involvement with the cooperatives they work with and start impactful projects on the 
ground. They believe that by allowing the producers to personally meet the people in charge of 
roasting, selling, and enjoying their coffee sets the groundwork for a stronger, more intense, and 
trusting relationship. 
 

Additionally, while some roasters have transparency objectives others may not and prefer and 
seek an opaquer more private form of trade. According to one platform, Platform E, roasters have 
been hesitant to use their platform because of the openness and transparency of price and 
transaction data. “But from my experience so far, yes, some of them are a bit hesitant to, to share 
data still. While Yeah, if some people are really, they want to say okay, I'm transparent about my 
prices. I'm transparent about the origin. So those are the ones that are not so hesitant to use the 
platform.”.   
 

Another reason not to purchase through online direct trade platforms mentioned by one 
roaster was the possible negative environmental effects. This is because roasters may change their 
purchasing behaviours and instead of purchasing larger quantities from a producer directly or from a 
trader who ships large amounts, small orders may get sent out directly to roasters which may cause 
extra pollution through increased transportation. This is because organizing transactions over online 
direct trade platforms may make be easier to source from multiple producers.  
 

Several roasters also mentioned that purchasing through these platforms may be harmful to 
producers as they may not offer the protection of the traditional system. This is because they see the 
functions of traders within the chain to be an important risk buffering mechanism. Many traders 
according to the roasters are committed to procuring from the same producers year after year. 
Because traders sell to various roasters there is less of a chance that if one roaster decides to switch 
that they will stop purchasing from that farm altogether. However, they see that individual roasters 
have a larger chance of switching to different producers, or the producer will face more risks if the 
roaster for example, needs to shut down or has a decrease in its purchasing capacity Because of the 
buffering function that traders play, certain roasters said that they are willing to pay higher prices for 
their services as long as they act transparently and do not make excessive profit. 
 
Current Relationships & Network 
The majority of interviewed roasters felt that they had a strong supply of green coffee from current 
relationships and were not actively looking to increase their supplier base as most were at their 
capacity for green coffee purchases. This was a main reason that they had not engaged in online 
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direct trade. All the interviewed platforms also mentioned this as one of the main causes for roasters 
not using their services. Additionally, multiple roasters mentioned the importance of remaining with 
the same producers over the long-term both for their own security and to help support the producers 
over the long-term, so they were unwilling to source from ODTPs at the current moment. Some 
roasters (Roaster G & Roaster B), felt that they would like to grow their suppliers through their 
current connections as they have been able to grow a large network of producers over the course of 
many years. Because they tend to stick with the same producers over the course of many years, they 
do not actively look for new suppliers on a regular basis, which allows them the time to naturally grow 
their list of potential producers through their current network. As many roasters started their 
businesses either before or while online direct trade platforms were quite limited, they relied on their 
personal networks or on intermediaries to grow their supply base. However, several roasters (Roaster 
G & Roaster B) did mention that if they were to start their business today, they would have utilized 
online direct trade platforms to help them establish a network.  
 
 
Costs, Financing & Pricing 
Some roasters found that the costs of shipping and logistics coordinating online direct trade 
shipments to most likely be higher than purchasing directly from an intermediary. Even if the green 
coffee price was less. One roaster, Roaster C, was very concerned about the cost of import tariffs on 
green coffee and for this reason found it more beneficial to import coffee previously imported to 
Germany and then imported to Denmark. Several roasters and platforms also highlighted their need 
for financing and that was a important factor for not utilizing online direct trade services from online 
direct trade platforms and rather relying on intermediaries. Although some platforms do offer 
financing options. In regard to price, CoE was mentioned as the auctioned prices of the green coffee 
may be too expensive for certain roasters as they tend on concentrating on higher grades of specialty 
and offer very unique coffees. These prices may inhibit roasters from purchasing their coffees on a 
regular basis.  Platform B felt that another reason why roasters may not engage in their online direct 
trade auctions was that they are “scared of being ripped off”, due to the auction like format. Finally, 
one roaster, Platform C commented that although many roasters like to market themselves as being 
ethically driven “they care much more about their image and their bottom line” compared to making 
actual change. One roaster according to this platform said that as long as they can show they paid a 
fair price it doesn’t really matter who receives the money from the sale as long as they have plausible 
deniability.  
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Roaster’s Perspective Summary  
According to the roasters’ perspectives, ODTPs offer advantages and disadvantages in various areas. 
In terms of practicality, ODTPs were beneficial for roasters in several ways. The ease of product and 
producer discovery was a main advantage cited, which aligns with studies that praise e-commerce 
and online platforms as a way for purchasers to access a large selection of products and effectively 
discover new suppliers (Bughin et al., 2019). In an international marketplace, E-commerce and digital 
platforms can help simplify and expedite the search for goods (Bughin et al., 2019; WTO, 2019). 
Roasters also praised ODTPs as a way to lower costs and compare prices directly, mirroring earlier 
findings that e-commerce is an effective way for purchasers to compare prices (Bughin et al., 2019). 
This is especially important for a sector where price information for specialty coffee is often hard to 
access. Furthermore, cost reductions were also another positive result, as ODTPs led to several 
efficiencies. However, certain roasters viewed costs and pricing as a barrier, citing high costs of 
shipping and logistics, expensive products and a lack of available financing as disadvantageous. 
Roasters also expressed concerns with organizing shipments; some felt that they lacked the skills and 
knowledge to place orders or did not want to wait extended periods for their shipments. Although 
certain ODTPs did offer logistical services or assistance.  
 

Direct relationships and information exchange with producers through ODTPs was also seen as 
an advantage, as it can allow roasters to learn about the producer and material, gain marketing 
materials, improve quality, and may be a first step towards in-person direct trade. Establishing 
mutually-beneficial relationships with producers and aligned incentives is an important premise 
according to direct trade (Ferreira & Ferreira, 2018; Gerard et al., 2019; Grabs & Ponte, 2019; Latta, 
2014).  However, some roasters questioned whether these types of relationships could be built 
online. In fact, some felt that using ODTPs would go against their business values and mission which 
prioritized building relationships in-person. Regular site visits according to some scholars are an 
important feature of direct trade (Clayton, 2014; Holland et al., 2016; Macgregor et al., 2017). Other 
roasters valued their relationships with traders, mentioning their important role as a risk buffer for 
producers. And certain roasters had already established strong relationships and networks and 
therefore did not see a need for ODTPs as they can find producers organically.  
 

Related to relationship building, trust and security issues were a significant barrier for many 
roasters who stated that quality risks, producer vetting, and anonymity made them uncomfortable 
with engaging in online sales of green coffee. Past studies have similarly found limited buyer trust to 
be a barrier for engaging in online transactions with developing country enterprises(Goldstein & 
O’Connor, 2000). In certain instances, ODTPs may mitigate these trust issues by implementing 
measures such as producer vetting and quality control (q-grading, quality check). These processes can 
allow buyers to overcome issues with information asymmetry found with pure direct relationship 
without samples or third-party involvement, as they have proof of the product quality (Mata et al., 
2016). However, many of the interviewed roasters seemed unaware of these initiatives. Several 
roasters who engaged in in-person direct trade felt that the trusting relationships that they had built 
with producers allowed them to source high quality coffees securely. This is in line with a main 
premise of direct trade which calls for the establishment of mutual trust and commitment between 
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producers and roasters. (Clayton, 2014; Holland et al., 2016; Macgregor et al., 2017).  
 

Transparency and traceability of ODTPs were also seen as advantageous by roasters and 
platforms. These business practices were considered an emerging trend within the coffee industry as 
consumers are increasingly placing importance on transparent supply chains, especially in the realm 
of specialty coffee (Hamrick & Fernandez-Stark, 2018). However, one platform, Platform E, cited that 
transparency has inhibited roasters from using their platform due to privacy concerns.  A summary of 
the chapters findings can be seen in figure 11. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 11: Summary of ODTP Advantage, Opportunities, Disadvantages and Barriers (Roaster Perspective)  
 
A Failure to Understand Different ODTP Models? 
As previously explored, there are numerous reasons of why roasters do not procure through these 
ODTPs. However, many of the concerns expressed by the roasters were based on assumptions that 
were not necessarily true across the different platforms. For example, certain roasters mentioned 
difficulties surrounding the organization of logistics and transport without realizing that certain 
platforms help arrange this or even import on behalf of the client.  The lack of financing, just-in-time 
delivery, producer & quality vetting and transparency were also brought up as reasons not to use 
ODTPs yet these features are offered by several of the different platforms. Although, many of these 
concerns are valid and these features may not be widespread amongst the different platforms, there 
seems to be a general lack of understanding towards the different business models of the ODTPs and 
that different benefits and features can be offered depending on the individual platform. Lack of 
knowledge towards the fact that there are different models of platforms may be a large reason of 
why more roasters are not using their services. Perhaps, like other business areas, roasters will need 
to shop around for the platform that matches their needs. For many roasters this is still a relatively 
new concept and the adoption process therefore may take time, as more roasters learn and become 
exposed to ODTPs, the usage of them may increase. 
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Producers’ Perspectives on Advantages, Disadvantages and Barriers of Online 
Direct Trade Platforms 
This chapter uses the empirical data collected from the in-depth interviews from roaster’s, platforms 
and an industry expert to gain insights perceived advantages, disadvantages and barriers of ODTPs 
from the perspective of producers. The first part summarizes the opportunities and advantages of 
ODTPs for roasters whereas the second part looks more at the disadvantages or barriers of using 
these platforms. Following this, there is a brief analysis. 
 
Perceived Advantages and Opportunities of Using Online Direct Trade Platforms for Producers 
Looking from both the perspectives of the roaster and the various platforms, this section attempts to 
highlight certain perceived advantages of using ODTPs for producers.  
 
Market Access & Discoverability 
Market Access is highlighted as one of the key benefits by most platforms and roasters. According to 
various platforms and roasters ODTPs may help open up new markets that otherwise would be 
impossible or very difficult for small producers to access by themselves.  The lack of market access is 
one of the main barriers that makes it extremely difficult for producers to get a fair price according to 
various platforms and roasters. ODTPs can potentially help producers because they can essentially 
facilitate their discovery of purchasers. This is because it can bring them together, despite the large 
geographical distance found between of producers usually located in developing countries along the 
equator to purchasers mainly located in North America and Europe. ODTPs also help producers to 
reach the market for specialty coffee which may be difficult to target otherwise.  It essentially gives 
specialty producers the ability to find the proper markets for their high-quality coffee and gives 
specialty purchasers an easier method to identify them. This may be especially useful for producers 
who can essentially receive a higher price through these platforms which highlight specialty coffees 
versus simply using their local low-cost value chains built around commercial grade coffee, where 
their higher-grade green coffees may end up being sold for the C-price. Platform features such as 
search functionalities may also make certain producers and their products more discoverable. For 
example, producers may compete not only on factors such as price, but on elements such as unique 
coffee attributes, Q-Grade, social & environmental projects or origin, which may give some producers 
a large chance to be discovered. 
 

Platforms also highlighted their big or growing networks of potential purchasers. Some 
platforms include thousands of registered buyers. Once producers are registered on these sites and 
have created profiles or when their products are uploaded, the number of potential buyers that they 
reach can rise significantly. Additionally, some platforms allow for direct communication between 
buyers and sellers. This can make it easier for producers to reach roasters. Producers being able to 
reach many buyers simultaneously is seen as a positive benefit by, Platform B as it “provides them 
hopefully with a variety of future sales channels, so they can be less reliant upon one sales channel 
and give some a sales mix.”. 
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Price Discovery & Transparency 
A big problem for producers in the coffee GVC, especially for those producing specialty coffee is 
knowing the value of their coffee. While the New York C-Price is a good estimate for commodity grade 
coffee, for specialty coffees over 80 points it may be harder for producers to know the true value of 
their coffee. Price discovery occurring through ODTPs can be an important alternative pricing 
reference for producers and even for roasters. It can help producers understand the true value of 
their green coffee instead of them just basing the price on the C-price.  This can also help grow the 
producer’s ability to negotiate better prices, as they have a clearer understanding of the value of their 
product. This also may help producers understand their own costs, making them more financially 
sustainable and less likely to accept any price offered.  
 

Price transparency may also be another benefit for producers, as on certain platforms 
producers can directly see online what the coffees have been sold for, and the margins of the online 
platform. This could be beneficial because it may help reduce corruption. One roaster (Platform C) 
specifically referenced the Kenyan coffee market where registered marketers approved by the 
government who are supposed to sell farmers coffee on their behalf may not act in the best interest 
of the producers and may not act transparently and even at times illegally. Allowing producers access 
to price data means “farmers to have a transparent means of knowing exactly what happens to their 
coffee, and when it was sold, what it was sold for.” 
 
Higher Sales Price   
For many of the interviewed platforms their core mission was to help producer receive a higher and 
more sustainable price for their green coffee, while helping roasters discover amazing coffees. For 
one platform, (Platform C), their ultimate goal is to increase the price received by the producers they 
work with by at least 30%. They believe this is possible as producers can sell directly to roasters 
through their ODTP instead of relying on the price offered by powerful, and often time corrupt local 
actors within the market. This is because they can essentially circumvent the middleman, giving 
producers a “bigger piece of the pie”. Additionally, as previously stated, because producers may be 
more visible on these platforms to purchasers in the specialty market this gives producers the 
potential to sell their green coffee for a higher price and avoid local markets where prices can be 
driven much lower. ODTPs may also help producers grow their negotiation power and increase their 
sales price, according to one platform (Platform D), because they can better segment their different 
coffees, finding the optimal prices from specific production segments, for example differentiating 
between certain grades or varietals.  
 

Producers in these platforms can set their own desired prices, or the minimum sales price in 
the case of an auction format. Often times, certain platforms will act in an advisory role to help 
producers who may have limited knowledge of how to price their green coffee. Platforms may advise 
producers on the potential price of their coffee by looking prices of similar qualities, age of the coffee, 
current market demand and other key factors. A few platforms even mentioned throughout the 
interviews that often times they try to get producers to raise their prices to be more in line with 
market price. On the other end of the transaction's platforms have also seen roasters willing to pay 
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more per pound because they like the idea of the money returning back to producers. These 
“ethically aware roasters” want to pay a premium to ensure producers are paid fairly (Platform B).  
 

According to one platform (Platform G) their model for purchasing allows for higher prices and 
stronger negotiation power for producers. Unlike other platforms, Platform G first purchases the 
green coffee directly from the producer at the FOB price.  They promise to later remit the surplus 
gained from the sale back to the farmers, minus a small fixed-price.  They say that this method allows 
for farmers to gain financial freedom and can help them negotiate better contracts and prices. 
Producers no longer “have the pressure anymore to sell on the first guy that knocks on the door. And 
it gives it gives them more independence in the current supply chain arrangement” (Platform G). 
Because they receive the standard price right away “they're never worse off than the status quo”.  
 

Furthermore, ODTPS may impact the sales price in another way according to one platform 
(Platform B). They have directly witnessed the prices received by producers for their coffee trend 
upward after their auctions. They contribute this to both quality improvements and marketing efforts. 
Because producers selling over the site see that there is a direct correlation between product price 
and quality producer, they see producers working to make higher quality coffees and becoming more 
experimental “you know, there is an absolute relationship between it, you know, the minute they 
start realizing this money and quality, the quality goes up as it has done.” (Platform B). However, most 
of the movement to dictate prices is limited to the specialty sphere. Commodity coffee is more 
strongly tied to the C-Price. One platform, Platform G works with commercial coffee where they pay 
for green coffee based on different grades based on New York plus minus models, hedging on big 
volumes with small margins. Although on the commodity grade coffees producers cannot get too 
much of a price increase compared to their local markets, at time only a few cents, when looking at 
large volumes even minimal prices differences can mean a big impact for producers. 
 
Cost Reduction 
ODTPs may also help producers save significant costs. Doing things digitally online may make it much 
less costly for producers to reach out to many purchasers and may also help them save a lot of time. 
This is because they may not need to market themselves in many different outlets or channels and 
can instead focus on platforms that may have a more expansive network of purchasers.  This could 
potentially help producers decrease their marketing costs significantly. Platforms may also help 
reduce costs associated with processing the transaction, because this can be facilitated online. 
Additionally, depending on the platform they may also take care of certain costs, for example, 
Platform A sends samples to the roasters helping to minimize shipping costs for producers and certain 
platforms offer free Q-grading. Certain platforms also offer add-on services such as transportation or 
storage which may also help give a low-cost option for producers in need of these services. If 
producers can reduce their costs through ODTPs, this means there is potentially more room for them 
to be profitable.  
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Financing & Support Services 
Financing for producers was a notable benefit offered by one platform (Platform G), however, it is still 
not a feature that is widely available amongst the different platforms. (Platform G) offers financing to 
its producers which they believe allows producers to overcome structural barriers within the 
marketplace. Platform G found that often producers are locked into poor deals with local banks, 
development institutions or traders who pressure producers to sell right away even before it is ready 
to be harvested. Through offering financing this can help producers have the ability to wait to 
potentially receive a more beneficial price. This is because they are not as pressured to sell to the first 
buyer no matter the price offered. These producers may also not struggle as much for working capital 
and may be less likely to pick cherries before they are ripe in order to secure sales. With additional 
funds they also could be better equipped to take care of their crops potentially improving coffee 
quality.  Although the other platforms are not currently offering financing directly to producers one 
platform also helps producers receive financing, however, through more indirect methods. Platform 
E, has the feature of being able to sign contracts online and because of this according to the platform 
this has allowed some producer gain access to financing faster and easier. Additionally, these 
contracts have allowed producers to get “a bit more credibility towards the social lenders”. Platform E 
is currently in touch with financial institutions to help create profiles for producer organizations so in 
the future producers could directly get access to financing based on contracts signed through the site. 
Platform E also helps connect producers to social lenders for working capital. Platform A, also tries to 
accommodate roasters. Although they cannot finance or pre-finance producers, they try to pay for 
coffee the moment it reaches the vessel, usually around 2-3 weeks after the product has been 
finished. This still offers producers a benefit as many roasters tend to ask for longer payment terms. 
This still offers producers a benefit as many roasters tend to ask for longer payment terms.  (Platform 
A) also tries to accommodate producers by paying them relatively quickly, even though they will 
receive payment for the coffee at a much later date.  
Additionally, the ODTPs support many of the functions of producers by helping them coordinate 
shipping and logistics aiding their green coffee get from the farmgate to the roaster’s doorstep. This 
can be through directly offering logistical services or by connecting producers or roasters to the 
relevant parties. ODTPs may also help facilitate payments by roasters to producer also facilitating the 
process for producers. 
 
 
Higher Sales Volumes and Repeat Purchases  
Buyers new to online direct trade platforms tend to be hesitant with their first orders according to 
various platforms interviewed. After placing a successful order, the roasters however gain trust and 
are then prepared to grow their orders and then place subsequent orders, because they gain 
confidence with the producer and the process.  Roaster F, also sees online direct trade platforms as 
the source of increased sales volumes “if I compare it to other online platforms, in other areas, I could 
see there could potentially be in terms of volume of sales for the players that are involved. If you 
spread it out over an international scope. There may be some really potentially long-term advantages 
to it”(Roaster F). 
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Positive impacts stemming from the usage of ODTPs such as higher sales price and better 
access to specialty markets may lead to higher income and profits for roasters potentially leading to 
other positive outcomes for producers and their communities according to certain platforms. In the 
case of increased profit through the usage of ODTPs by producers, this could possibly grow their 
ability to invest in third-part certifications as stated by several platforms. Not only do producers 
potentially have more disposable income for third-party certification, they may also more easily the 
clientele for these products. Roasters and platforms also mentioned other potential advantages for 
producers including environmental impacts (Appendix 14) and social impacts (Appendix 15)  ,mainly 
stemming from improved economic circumstances.  
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Perceived Disadvantages & Barriers in Using Online Direct Trade Platforms for Producers 
Looking from both the perspectives of the roaster and the various platforms, this section attempts to 
highlight certain perceived disadvantages and barriers of using ODTPs for producers.  
 
Technology Access and Usage 
Technology and access to internet according to many platforms poses an important barrier for many 
coffee producers.  Many areas in which coffee is grown are located in developing countries with 
limited infrastructure and where farmers tend to have limited incomes. This makes it especially 
difficult for many coffee producers to gain access to the needed technological equipment to access 
platforms, the infrastructure to access the internet and even the skills and know-how to use these 
online platforms. The costs associated with such activities may be out of scope for many of these 
producers. Depending on the country and the network coverage it may also be difficult for certain 
producers or organizations to connect to the internet or even get access to electricity to charge their 
device. Several platforms stated that many of their producers tend to struggle with their level of ICT 
knowledge. Although, most platforms try to keep their applications user friendly and with a low data 
usage and simple to cater to the limited ICT knowledge and needs of producers or producer 
organizations. One platform (Platform A), also mentioned a clear division between young producers 
who feel comfortable when using the technology whereas older producers generally find it more 
challenging.  Despite the simplicity of the platform, they still need to do a significant amount of 
onboarding with producers before they are prepared to sell their coffee online. Other platforms 
catered more towards cooperatives, estates or washing stations with a greater knowledge of ICT 
solely offering website (Platform B & Platform C).  This helps the producers bypass the frequent usage 
of apps and can put the platforms into the hands of people who may have had a more extensive 
training or previous experience with using websites and apps. “They many have access to cell phones, 
but maybe not necessarily the knowledge of how to use these apps. The language barriers, the 
technology barriers, that would have been really difficult. And so, what we've asked them to do is to 
deliver their coffee to the washing station (Platform C). 
 
Trust 
Another barrier is the element of trust that exists between the producer and the chosen platform. 
Many platforms come into the coffee growing communities and producers are skeptical of their 
promises or have difficulties understanding what these platforms aim to do. Many farmers have been 
promised by many different organizations, platforms and schemes that they can help grow their 
businesses; however, they mainly end up producing rather limited results. Due to this many producers 
are disillusioned and lack trust towards these online direct trade platforms.  “Farmers have been 
promised the moon over and over by many different people. Yeah, we can deliver and so there is a 
real trust issue, they so they don't really believe what they're told (Platform C). Certain producers may 
also be risk adverse and not want to embark in a new way of conducting business, however, this is not 
true of all producers or organizations as many are anxious to join and find new avenues to grow their 
sales. One platform, Platform D, also found that producers were less likely to trust their platform 
when they connected with them remotely. However, when they can build an in-person relationship 
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and the producer has the ability to interact with others who have used the platform this allows them 
to build more trust in them and helps increase the likelihood that producers will join the network.  
 
 
Logistics & Coordination  
Additionally, not all platforms have an option to facilitate or organize the logistical services for the 
producer. Even though the farmers may like to sell directly to roasters, the organization of transport, 
export documents and other necessary logistics may be too difficult for the average small-holder 
producer to overcome. Additionally, the roasters or purchasers over these platforms may purchase a 
very small quantity which may not make it financially viable unless different orders can be aggregated 
to consolidate the costs. Logistics and export knowledge were two barriers mentioned by various 
platforms and roasters a pose a huge hurdle for producers. 
 
Market Access & Marketing 
Although, direct trade may bring heightened margins for producers, not all green coffee markets in 
producing countries are open to this form of trade. In certain countries producers may be restricted 
from selling coffee themselves and may need to go through a state official marketer or through a 
coffee board. These can act as barriers for producers to sell online directly to purchasers. In the case 
of Kenya for example, in many jurisdictions all coffee sales need to go through state approved 
marketers and cannot be sold by farmers directly to roasters. This makes it unlawful for these types of 
direct trade transactions to take place. In the case of Platform C in Kenya, they petitioned and lobbied 
certain local governments in order to make amendments to the law which would allow for producers 
to engage in direct trade. Also, even when producers can gain access to sell on ODTPs they may need 
to overcome other barriers relating to discoverability. As more and more producers join these 
platforms it may become harder for them or their coffees to be discovered by purchasers as there is 
heightened competition. Certain producers may lack the marketing abilities or resources in order to 
enhance their visibility online.  
 

Visibility online may also be influenced by the ability of producers to communicate and market 
themselves to with over ODTPs. Although many platforms facilitate communication between 
producers and roasters this does not always mean that there is a common language that exists among 
buyer and sellers or that sellers possess the business skills to properly market their coffee. This is 
especially true as producers may need to communicate with buyers from all over the world where 
many come from different cultural environments. Although some platforms are offered in different 
languages, language can still be a barrier. It also may be difficult to communicate with buyers if a 
common language is not shared by the producer. Certain platforms do offer their services in a few key 
languages such as English and Spanish, however, many producers around the world speak languages 
other than these which may limit their abilities to use the online direct trade platforms.  Furthermore, 
many producers may also not know the culturally accepted types of sales tactics and business 
communications when talking with buyers from different countries, even if they share a common 
language. According to Platform G, this is what makes it especially difficult to work with farmers 
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whereas producer organizations or washing stations may possess greater skills. “So they're struggling 
with knowledge of the market and understanding that there is a certain level of sophistication that 
you need to have. So if you work with producer organizations like cooperatives or coffee washing 
stations, then they are professional. But if you work with the farmers its very difficult.”. These may be 
very difficult barriers for the average small-holder coffee producer to overcome as they may not have 
the educational level or cultural awareness to overcome marketing or communication barriers.  
 
Price and Payment Terms 
In certain cases, the price offered for green coffee may act as a potential barrier for some producers. 
This is especially true in the case of commodity grade coffee. This is because this grade of coffee does 
not normally receive price surpluses above the New York C-Price and if it does it is usually a very small 
price differential. Due to this fact, it is extremely hard to access new markets for these coffees and 
usually the hassle of posting these coffees and engaging in extra effort in marketing or logistics is not 
worthwhile for producers when they can sell it for a similar price locally.  Another barrier for producer 
may be associated with payment delays. Many producers are not in the position to wait for money as 
they are pressured by lenders to repay their debts quickly or face other financial constraints. Certain 
may take a longer time to remit payment to them in comparison to their local markets (Platform F & 
Platform C). Even though the price they could potentially receive from engaging in these platforms 
may be much higher, they may not be a consideration because the time it will take to receive the 
money is much longer. However, this is largely dependent on the platform as certain ones remit 
payment very quickly or before the coffee is even sold to the final purchaser.  
 
 
Reduction in Producer Loyalty 
A difference mentioned by several roasters was the possible differences regarding producer loyalty by 
maintaining purchasing over the course of multiple seasons or years. Several roasters believed that 
the purchasing behaviours of small roasters would change through the usage of online direct trade 
platforms, mainly through greater exposure to products and producers, and because of a less intense 
relationship between producers and roasters.  
 

Some felt that online direct trade platforms will help facilitate roasters chasing the most 
exciting coffees at the current moment rather than trying to foster long-term relationships (Roaster J 
& Roaster F & Roaster H).  “Well, I would say there are some risks for the producers that I could spot 
that would be that people are a little bit more less willing to have not necessarily focused on having a 
long-term commitment, but just looking for interesting, exotic and stylish coffees to buy on a short 
term and not necessarily seeing what the real situation on the ground is for coffee growers.” (Roaster 
F). This type of sentiment was echoed by other roasters, that purchasers would be less likely to 
continue buying from one producer or would be interested in developing a relationship when they 
could “find something a little bit better or, you know, something a bit more interesting. And then the 
next year you buy from them” (Roaster H). This according to one producer, Roaster H, this may be 
due to the fact that roasters will not need to put in as much work as growing the relationship online 
versus an in-person relationship making it much easier to switch and foresees this as a possible 
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disadvantage to producers that may rely on these continual purchasing relationships with buyers. 
However, Roaster H says that despite this because producers may be exposed to many more roasters 
this might cancel out the negative effects by producers not placing continual orders.  
 

Roaster J also believes that due to the large distance and anonymity between the producer 
and roaster this may lead to less repeat business. “If you think about like, when you meet them and 
you know them, you're, you're more tied to them. An anonymous transaction through e-commerce. 
It's easy to drop it. I think it's easy to change.  However, according to Roaster E, the work that goes 
into perfecting roast which makes it unlikely to switch producers no matter if it is online or in-person. 
“I would rather work with the same one. Yes, because it takes time to source in a newbie. I have to 
develop the bean or develop the roasts.”. They go on to mention that it also takes around ten kilos of 
green coffee to perfect a roast which may start to add up if you constantly switch between different 
producers. This may make frequent switching disadvantageous, especially for small roasters working 
with small quantities. 
 
 
Roaster’s Perspective Summary  
This chapter explored some of the perceived advantages as well as barriers and disadvantages from 
the producer’s perspective. The following chapter will take an in-depth view on how these potential 
opportunities, advantages, limits and barriers are tied to the existing literature as well as provide a 
more theoretically based understanding on how these factors may be tied to changes in power and 
governance in the coffee GVC. Figure 12, summarizes the main findings of this chapter.   
 

 
Figure 12: Summary of ODTP Advantage, Opportunities, Disadvantages and Barriers (Producer Perspective) 
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Discussion & Analysis: Online Direct Trade Platforms & Power 
The power within the GVC of coffee has undergone many shifts and reconfigurations. This chapter 
explores how ODTPs may engender structural transformations within the industry, specifically how 
this may affect producers who have historically held a weaker bargaining position than other chain 
actors. The discussion has four parts, including opportunities that ODTPs could bring to shift power 
towards producers and barriers that ODTPs could impose to inhibit producers from achieving more 
power. Furthermore, it explores how the adoption of ODTPs can be driven by certain industrial and 
societal trends. 
 
Opportunities to Shift Power & Value Capture Back Towards Producers  
Improved Bargaining Power  
As discussed in the previous chapter, ODTPs can help producers gain access to markets that otherwise 
have been traditionally difficult for them to reach. Gaining market access is especially crucial for 
small-holder producers and producer organizations engaging in specialty coffee, which may have had 
difficulties targeting the right purchasing segments. ODTPs can help overcome geographical distance 
and give their products and producer profiles visibility to hundreds or even thousands of potential 
clients. This exposure is essential as small-holder producers have traditionally had limited exposure 
with chain actors further up the value chain, such as roasters. Just having the opportunity to be seen 
by market players can help increase producer power, “because if you don't exist, how would you have 
power? “(Platform D). While this power may be highly limited, it is still arguably more effective than 
being exposed to a very limited number of actors with high bargaining power or having no visibility at 
all inside the marketplace. These platforms can help create a marketplace where purchasers can 
discover producers, even if they are very small-scale.  This may be especially crucial for producers who 
were unable to obtain exposure and therefore had fewer options for selling their coffee. Producers 
who in the past sold at the local level may have been less likely to green coffee’s true value, due to 
the fact they could not identify the right purchasing segment. Certain platforms have hundreds, or 
thousands of purchasers registered, giving an extensive potential audience for producers to reach in a 
relatively cost-effective manner. More avenues to sell their coffee may equal to more power, as the 
producers do not necessarily need to settle for the first price offered to them. This example is evident 
when looking at the CoE competition.  Some producers involved in CoE competitions have gone from 
being relatively unknown players receiving low prices within their own countries, to notable players 
receiving ultra-high premiums for their coffee on the international coffee scene. In many instances, 
ODTPs allow producers and producer organizations to market themselves or their products directly to 
purchasers, giving them the potential to demand higher prices while shifting away from being mere 
price-takers with low bargaining power.  With the current extreme imbalance of bargaining power 
within the GVC, producers receive an unfavourable value distribution, continually receiving low prices 
(Wege, 2018).  Using ODTPs, producers may not need to be as reliant on traditional purchasers such 
as traders and can take selling functions back into their own hands. ODTPs give producers more 
power towards dictating how their product is sold and under which conditions. Some producers have 
even gone one step further by creating their own online auctions, in some cases taking over platform 
functions and targeting roasters directly.  
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Participating on these platforms may also give producers heightened opportunities to gain 

business skills and better understand the end market of green coffee. This knowledge comes through 
direct interaction with purchasers or through communication directly with the platforms. For 
example, platforms which aid producers in setting prices for their products, may teach them to better 
estimate their product’s value. By improving their understanding of market and competition 
dynamics, producers gain an important comprehension of not only what their product is worth but 
how to market it to select buyers. Through improved negotiation and commercialization skills, this 
may lead to an increase their bargaining power for producers (Fernandez-Stark et al., 2012).  
 

ODTPs may also be an important way to allow producers on the origin side to better 
understand what happens to their green coffee after leaving their farms due to increased 
transparency, traceability and accessibility of this information by producers. This information can help 
producers make more informed decisions regarding how to sell their coffee, whether it be from their 
platform or another. Not having key market information can result in poor bargaining power for 
producers (Fernandez-Stark et al., 2012). Once producers can better understand the quality and value 
of their green coffee, they can make better business decisions regarding the product’s price, leading 
to a shift in power dynamics within the chain. Producers may be less likely to take any amount offered 
for their coffee, especially for those who produce specialty or certified coffees, as they can compare 
prices of similarly graded coffees directly online. ODTPs offering quality grading may also help 
producers comprehend the value of their green coffee, resulting in a better bargaining position and 
higher value capture for producers.  
 
Adapting Roles & Facilitated Logistics 
The journey from the farmgate, where coffee is produced, to the nations that are the largest 
consumers of coffee (predominately in North America and Europe), tends to be very long and 
complicated. As previously stated, coffee can change hands over 150 times before reaching its final 
destination(Milford, 2004). This has made it exceptionally difficult for producers to understand the 
logistical processes behind their product’s delivery or access the necessary services to make delivery 
to roasters possible. Because of the complexity of the value chain, traders and roasters have been 
able to gain additional power over producers, as producers commonly lack sufficient capital to 
transport their goods. This has led to producers relying on roasters and traders to coordinate 
transportation and supply capital, which in turn has helped contribute to lower value capture for 
producers (Bamber et al., 2017). ODTPs can potentially erode the power wielded by these large 
traders and roasters, as producers have different avenues in which to sell their products, as the 
platforms can offer these services or connect producers directly assisting with the process. Producers 
and smaller roasters do not necessarily need all the resources and skills that were previously needed, 
such as logistics capabilities, financing, and origin trips, to ship their product. Instead, they can rely on 
the ODTPs to perform some of these tasks, enabling producers to advance their position within the 
value chain by shifting towards becoming more of a trader. Platforms such as Roaster G and Roaster A 
equip producers with the necessary tools, such as logistics and market access, in order to make direct 
trade with purchasers a possibility. 
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Path Towards Functional Upgrading 
Activities within the coffee GVC such as roasting, marketing, and retailing capture the most value, 
however, have typically only been possible for downstream actors such as roasters and retailers 
(Wege, 2018). Due to current power dynamics within the coffee GVC, it has become difficult for 
producers to enter roasting without searching for investment from lead roasters who are in control of 
market access. This limits the ability of other actors to functionally upgrade to downstream activities 
as the way in which a GVC is governed is proven to have implications on the upgrading opportunities 
and helps dictate the way in which value is dispersed (Humphrey & Schmitz, 2002) (Bamber et al., 
2017). However, the drive towards the premiumization of roasted coffee, the increase of at home 
consumption, and the increased ability of producers to target end consumers online, may be very 
impactful to the market’s current power structures.  Together these conditions may offer producers a 
better chance to engage in value-added activities, such as roasting, and ultimately allow them to 
receive higher premiums for their coffee. However, without increasing the producer’s visibility at the 
end-market, it may make it more difficult for producers to upgrade and increase their power within 
the GVC. ODTPs may be important to functional upgrading as they essentially help bring together 
producers and traders helping to lessen the distance between them, allowing for producers to 
potentially better target downstream actors such as consumers (Li et al., 2019; Mata et al., 2016) .For 
Producers, being able to engage directly with the final consumer and bypass retailers would lead to 
dramatic shifts in the existing distribution of power within the industry. In addition, potential 
branding opportunities may cause the consumer to gravitate towards buying producer-branded 
coffees, which could lead to the coffee industry’s biggest revolutionary changes.  While it is unlikely 
that in the immediate future supermarket shelves will be primarily stocked with producer-roasted 
coffees, the usage of ODTPs could be a steppingstone for producers launching their own brands to the 
broader global market. However, with this said, the current system may have some structural 
barriers, such as high tariffs on roast coffee, which may act as a barrier to functional upgrading for 
developing country producers (Wege, 2018). 
 
Influencing Lead Firms 
Many of the ODTPs offer complete transparency including accessible price breakdowns for roasters 
and producers, showing each stage of the value chain and how much each actor captures. Due to the 
importance of transparency within ODTPS, as these platforms begin to gain popularity. What possible 
effects could the transparency of ODTPs have on the current industry dynamics? 
 

Changes may arise in the industry due to specialty roasters questioning the role of traders and 
the current value distribution within the coffee chain. Due to the transparent nature of many online 
direct trade platforms and the competitive rates they offer, specialty roasters may question their 
purchasing relationships with intermediaries. If ODTPs can increase their visibility online and promote 
price transparency, pressure will be put on other actors such as traders to work in a more open way. 
This could lead to a form of demonstrative form of power for roasters, as increasing transparency 
demands may shape future offerings and practices of supplying firms. This may happen because if 
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supplying firms do not comply this could lead to them losing business or downgrading to less 
demanding customer segment(Dallas et al., 2017). A more transparent industry can potentially lead to 
positive changes making the industry fairer and more profitable for producers (Bamber et al., 2017).  
 

Specialty roasters, however, are not the only ones who question the transparency of the value 
chain. More and more, consumers are becoming aware of sustainability concerns and the social, 
economic, and environmental factors leading to the creation of the coffee they consume (Wege, 
2018). The adoption of ODTPs could also help increase the level of information dissemination from 
the two ends of the supply chain. This could help lead to changes in the current power dynamics 
within the coffee GVC potentially, leading to a greater erosion power from lead firms that have 
enjoyed oligopolistic conditions and because of which can demand very low prices (Mata et al., 2016). 
For many of the interviewees, lead roasters or traders possess the most power in the chain because 
they have the greatest access to information and key data. As purchasers gain better access to this 
information, they can make more informed purchases and avoid buying coffee that has not been 
procured in a transparent way. Traceability requirements have already led to reconfigurations of the 
coffee GVC, as the number of roasters procuring green coffee through direct trade has grown 
significantly  
 

Lead firms within the industry have also traditionally carefully observed developments by 
smaller players, especially within the specialty segment. These small players, such as specialty 
roasters, tend to have closer relationships with the end-consumers allowing them to adapt their 
offerings to match consumer preference as they tend to have a greater knowledge of consumer taste. 
These changes are usually later mimicked by lead firms as they try to catch up to the trends(Bamber 
et al., 2017). If OTDPs, which emphasize transparency and traceability, gain traction within the 
marketplace, it is plausible that this may inspire lead firms to adapt their behaviour. Internet and e-
commerce have also in the past put competitive pressure, arising from SMEs, on big players such as 
MNCs (Bughin et al., 2019). This pressure could lead to potential demonstrative effects and signify 
another drive towards transparency and traceability from lead firms. Additionally, it may affect how 
lead firms procure their green coffee. Several of the platforms stated that large multinational 
corporations have either registered or placed small orders over their sites, potentially highlighting 
that they may be open to new developments in sourcing or that they are keeping a watchful eye on 
market developments. Many of these large players are also becoming increasingly aware of the coffee 
sector’s sustainability, and they have begun investing in initiatives to help protect the industry. Many 
understand that continuing doing business as usual will not be the most effective path going into the 
future and are trying to change processes and invest into measures that protects sustainability (Wege, 
2018).Sustainability efforts may make these players more open to new ways of procurement, which in 
this case, includes the utilization of ODTPs.  
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Barriers and Limitations of Online Direct Trade Platforms Ability to Shift Power and Value 
Capture Back Towards Producers 
 
Only a Place in Specialty? And For more Powerful Producers?  
One barrier to true structural transformations leading to changes in power may be that these online 
direct trade platforms may have a predominant focus on the specialty market. The fact that these 
ODTPs may have a disproportional emphasis in the specialty market may be one obstacle to true 
systemic improvements leading to changes in the current power dynamics within the GVC.  
 

Although the specialty market has been growing, it still represents a small portion of the 
overall global coffee market. Focusing on specialty coffee could mean that the structural 
transformations resulting from the increased adoption by producers and small roasters of ODTPs may 
only lead to marginal structural results for the rest of the industry. CoE, the first online coffee auction, 
arose out of the need for a platform realising the profiles of specialty coffees and producers. Since its 
inception, other platforms have tended to follow, predominately focusing on the specialty market.  
The legacy of the commodification of coffee may be impossible to surmount on a global scale. 
Commodity grade coffee’s prices tend to be dictated by the New York C-price and futures, and 
purchase prices tend to differ only marginally. Even if these platforms are more widely adopted, it is 
still unlikely that purchasers will be willing to pay a large price differential in terms of the C-price. 
However, despite this, certain platforms are open to both commodity grade coffees and specialty, 
signifying the potential power of ODTPs does not necessarily need to stay within the realm of 
specialty.  Platforms recognize that targeting specialty coffee means missing out on a broader 
opportunity to inspire, impact, and alter the coffee industry. However, even if platforms do offer the 
possibility of selling commodity grade coffee, the extra effort required and potential costs of selling 
coffees online may not be translated into increased benefits for commodity coffee producers, as the 
additional rents derived from selling online may be only be a marginal improvement or no difference 
at all.   
 

Another limiting factor of platforms focusing on specialty coffee is they may only inspire 
limited transformation among specialty producers who may already have a higher degree of power 
and better position in the industry, especially when compared to smallholder producers who focus on 
commodity grade coffee. In order to produce specialty coffees, producers typically need a higher level 
of expertise, quality inputs, and resources. Also, they may have additional know-how into reaching 
target segments. This is not always manageable for small-holder producers (Hamrick & Fernandez-
Stark, 2018). The disparity between specialty coffee producers and the small-holders is due to the fact 
that in niche and specialty coffee markets, value is spread more equitably between the various 
players, and the price is not only higher than that of commodity coffee, but also more stable. There is 
typically less bargaining power between roasters and producers (Grabs & Ponte, 2019)(Gerard et al., 
2019).   The emergence of the specialty coffee industry has already allowed a certain degree of power 
to shift back towards specialty producers, especially as higher quality-specialty products grow in 
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popularity, allowing specialty roasters to increase their market share. Therefore, this may be a 
limitation in terms of how much ODTPs shift the power distribution when these types of producers 
may already wield a higher level than an average commodity grade farmer. However, it can be argued 
that the specialty coffee industry would not be where it is today without the wide exposure of 
specialty roasters across the globe provided by CoE. CoE ignited a movement of decommodification 
which has inspired countless producers to move towards specialty.    
 

An additional limiting factor of ODTPs is that some platforms are designated for larger 
producer organizations or estates only. This may further marginalize small-holder producers.  Small 
holders are not given an advantage, whereas a further advantage is given to firms that may already 
hold a higher degree of power within the chain. For example, large producers or producer 
organizations operating in Brazil or Colombia may have a much different position when compared to a 
single small-holder farmer operating in Nicaragua or Kenya. In certain markets, barriers may make it 
difficult for small holders to engage in organizational building and therefore they may not be able to 
gain access to ODTPs. If ODTPs become a more common method of procuring coffee, producers who 
are already marginalized could face further exclusion. This could shift more demonstrative power 
back in the hands of roasters as they may choose supplying firms on the basis of whether they are 
present on these platforms, if not producers could be potentially excluded from the GVC 
altogether(Dallas et al., 2017). 
 
Structural and Direct Trade limits? 
The structural transformations that ODTPs inspire may also be limited, as producers may lack the 
organization necessary to make big impacts in the way that green coffee is sold and purchased. Online 
sales through platforms will ultimately mean that producers are still trying to tackle obstacles in an 
individualistic manner. The high fragmentation of thousands of small-holder producers selling low 
volumes online may limit the bargaining power for these actors, leaving international market forces 
with the power to dictate the price (Bamber et al., 2017; Wege, 2018). Many of the existing struggles 
facing producers could just transfer to the online market, potentially mirroring the current unfair 
marketplace and even potentially lead to more exclusion. In order to make significant changes within 
the coffee GVC, it may be necessary that producing nations move forward in improving their producer 
organizations, making them stronger and giving them stronger bargaining power and higher 
efficiency. These types of organizations can potentially provide more equality in terms of power 
between producers and roasters not only on a local scale but on a global scale as well (Grabs & Ponte, 
2019). 
 

Furthermore, although many proponents of direct trade believe it offers the producers 
economic, social and environmental benefits the data surrounding the effectiveness of direct trade is 
still lacking (Clayton, 2014; Ferreira & Ferreira, 2018). There is still no consensus whether third-party 
certification programs or direct trade allow for the highest degree of sustainable development 
(Macgregor et al., 2017). ODTPs do allow for producers to set their own prices which can be limited 
within other trade models and differentiate products and receive price premiums based on product 
quality, which is lacking in many certification programs. Helping to ensure higher prices may lead to 
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improved wages for producers and workers as well as lead to development within the local 
communities. Despite this, however, many ODTPs do not set a guaranteed minimum price for green 
coffee. This may in the future raise concerns over the financial sustainability for producers. 
Additionally, direct trade does not have stringent standards therefore there may be more room for 
actors to abuse this lack of enforcement by saying it is direct trade without following its principles. 
Furthermore, unlike certification schemes which may take into account more social, environmental 
and economic objectives, direct trade over ODTPs may focus on ensuring quality over sustainability. 
However, this can be limited by ODTPs who engage in producer and product vetting and ultimately 
control who gains access to their platform. Additionally, some of the important characteristics of 
direct trade such as long-term relationships and regular site visits may no longer be prevalent over 
ODTPs, which may also lead to negative externalities for producers. However, these effects may be 
counteracted by more online communication and greater market access. Although many proponents 
of direct trade believe it offers the producers economic, social and environmental benefits the data 
surrounding the effectiveness of direct trade is still lacking (Clayton, 2014; Ferreira & Ferreira, 2018). 
There is still no consensus whether third-party certification programs or direct trade allow for the 
highest degree of sustainable development (Macgregor et al., 2017). ODTPs do allow for producers to 
set their own prices which can be limited within other trade models and differentiate products and 
receive price premiums based on product quality, which is lacking in many certification programs. 
Helping to ensure higher prices may lead to improved wages for producers and workers as well as 
lead to development within the local communities. Despite this, however, many ODTPs do not set a 
guaranteed minimum price for green coffee. This may in the future raise concerns over the financial 
sustainability for producers. Additionally, direct trade does not have stringent standards therefore 
there may be more room for actors to abuse this lack of enforcement by saying it is direct trade 
without following its principles. Furthermore, unlike certification schemes which may take into 
account more social, environmental and economic objectives, direct trade over ODTPs may focus on 
ensuring quality over sustainability. However, this can be limited by ODTPs who engage in producer 
and product vetting and ultimately control who gains access to their platform.  Furthermore, some of 
the important characteristics of direct trade such as long-term relationships and regular site visits may 
no longer be prevalent over ODTPs, which may also lead to negative externalities for producers. 
However these effects may be counteracted by more online communication and greater market 
access. 
 
More Power Towards Roasters or Towards Platforms? 
Although the concept of direct trade has been strongly built on the foundations that it is a powerful 
way for producers to capture larger rents and build stronger relationships with producers, it also 
signifies that there will be less actors involved within the GVC. In the past, power was more evenly 
distributed between the lead roasters and traders. This was because roasters were reliant on traders 
to organize their supply and traders relied on roasters in order to reach consumers (Bamber et al., 
2017). Today, roasters have managed to strengthen their bargaining power through the application of 
top-down sourcing management schemes (Grabs & Ponte, 2019). Direct trade between specialty 
roasters and producers has also helped contribute to declining market share for traders (Bamber et 
al., 2017). Imagine if the usage of ODTPs becomes widespread and there is less need for intermediary 
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actors, such as traders.  This makes the power wielded by roasters potentially higher. There are less 
intermediaries to act as “buffers” within the chain and help lessen the power potentially held by one 
player. Lead roasters are currently powerful and dominant actors. This power allows them to exert 
significant downward price pressure on actors all along the value chain. (Panhuysen & Pierrot, 2019) 
(Grabs & Ponte, 2019). In a marketplace that is already highly consolidated and operating under 
oligopolistic-like conditions, this could even mean less value for producers in the future. The specialty 
market could also see specialty roasters capturing more value and power compared to producers. This 
is in line with the study of CoE in Costa Rica, which uncovered that roasters were the ultimate winners 
when it came to the adoption of the platform.  Roasters were able to receive a higher price for their 
products due to the specialty, awards, and novelty of the coffee. Even though producers were able to 
receive increased earnings for their products, the gains were not sufficient enough to change the 
governance structure (Mata et al., 2016). In the worst-case scenario, through the adoption of ODTPs, 
producers and traders may experience a further decrease in power as more control is shifted into the 
hands of roasters.  If today’s current unbalanced power structure remains, roasters may continue 
reaping rewards from cost savings and further efficiencies.  
 

The changing trends and taste preferences by roasters may also change the power dynamics 
of the industry as they can be more easily accommodated by ODTPs. This new purchasing format 
makes it easier for roasters to choose from a larger pool of potential producers and switch producers. 
Digital platform adoption has led to higher levels of input standardization, making SMEs more 
replaceable and more vulnerable(Kano et al., 2020). Changing suppliers, however, may be to the 
detriment of long-term relations between roasters and producers.  Actors from the Global North 
mainly decide trends and sustainability characteristics of coffee, and this, paired with the power 
asymmetry favouring lead firms, gives them the overall capability to dictate specific labour, safety, 
quality, and environmental standards for supply firms to follow. If suppliers cannot or do not possess 
the necessary skill to meet the demands of lead firms, the lead firms can change supplying firms and 
even, in certain instances, the countries from which they source (Gereffi & Lee, 2014; Khan & Lund-
Thomsen, 2011) (Grabs & Ponte, 2019). This, in the context of ODTPs, may be significant as the effort 
require to identify and source coffees directly from producers is simpler, as is communicating and 
purchasing coffee. The switching costs for both lead and specialty roasters may be much lower than in 
traditional direct trade schemes, as reflected by the gathered empirical data. This could raise the 
barraging power of roasters as they have more power to demand the exact products they want, or 
they could switch producers instantaneously. This could also lead to more constitutive power by 
Northern consumers, as their demands become more and more reflected in the products of roasters 
This was seen in the study by Li, Federick & Gereffi (2019), that exhibited how end consumers were 
better able to transform demand trends to match their desire. However, changing production to meet 
the demands trends can be very dangerous for specialty producers. If they specialize in one trend and 
consumer preferences change, they may not receive an equitable price for their coffee. It remains 
unclear how lower costs for switching suppliers will affect producers in the long term. These effects 
could be balanced with a larger number of potential sales by different and previously inaccessible 
roasters or by higher prices received by producers.   
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Past behaviour of lead firms within the coffee GVC may also dictate future structural changes. 
The coffee industry has witnessed consolidation efforts which has led to reconfigurations of the GVC 
as lead traders and roasters attempt to gain more power and control within the marketplace. (Grabs 
& Ponte, 2019; Panhuysen & Pierrot, 2019). If ODTPs become a leading procurement method within 
the industry it is not unthinkable that these same firms would also try to gain control of them, as they 
have been active in procuring both upstream and downstream actors. This could represent a plausible 
threat to the power capture for small producers or roasters, and power inequalities could reproduce 
over this new channel. Suppose a lead firm purchases several ODTPs, consolidating them and then 
controlling who has access or visibility.  The lead firm may even shut ODTPs down to try and revert 
back to previous industry dynamics where they have a higher degree of power… Then what 
Additionally, popular platforms may have a unique position to capture value and gain power within 
the coffee GVC. Imagine one day if roasters and producers shift their procurement activities through 
ODTPs. ODTPs will be in position to govern the flow of information, sales etc. Platforms could 
essentially control the visibility of products or producers, and manage them for their own benefit, 
potentially extracting significant rents. Market consolidation paired with other factors such as 
collusion algorithms and data collection could drastically shift the competitive landscape and power 
distribution(Rossotto et al., 2018). This could be very dangerous if network effects lead to a “winner-
takes all” scenario where one platform dominates and could use their power to push forward their 
own objectives.  
 
 
Online Direct Trade Platforms’ Drivers and Limiters 
This section briefly touches upon some factors that may influence the adoption of ODTPs in the future 
by both producers and roasters.  
 

The impact of ODTPs for producers maybe limited as ICT access is not always possible, 
especially for smallholders. In the future if ODTPs become a main way of selling and buying green 
coffee, this may lead to the further exclusion of marginalized actors. Producers with ICT access or 
even in coffee growing countries with higher levels of industrialization and digitization may see higher 
gains whereas those with limited or restricted access may see further wealth inequalities develop. 
(Dollar, 2019; Goldstein & O’Connor, 2000). Digital platforms may be creating increasing risks for 
export orientated firms and may even go as far as excluding SMEs participation in GVCs as the 
demands of digital integration may be too high(Foster et al., 2018). Large firms have been known to 
dictate which types of technology and skills are necessary for smaller firms to implement in order to 
be competitive within GVCs, however, small firms are less likely to hold the knowledge, abilities and 
resources to implement these new requirements (WTO, 2019). Large firms wielding power can even 
go as far as reducing digital access for smaller firms (Murphy & Carmody, 2015). Small producers 
could potentially be excluded from this way of selling, especially if they can’t gain access. Even if small 
producers can gain access to ODTPs they may not be able to secure visibility online. The ability of 
SMEs  in developing countries to secure visibility on the internet for their products can be extremely 
difficult. This is primarily due to limited financial investments and gaps in knowledge and digital skills. 
(Goldstein & O’Connor, 2000). It is possible that the same industry dynamics will replicate online 
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where thousands of producers become essentially invisible to roasters at the other side of the GVC. 
Additionally, because some platforms allow for traders and other intermediaries to sell directly on 
their platforms this may make it even more difficult for smaller producers to compete.  
 

However, as ICT access has been becoming more accessible to people all over the developing 
world, including those in coffee growing countries, it potentially means that smallholders who were 
very restricted in the amount of people they could reach can now all of the sudden reach thousands 
of purchasers just by clicking a few buttons on ODTPs. The rise of the Internet has instigated crucial 
changes in the way GVCs are organized and governed and have caused power to shift (Gereffi, 2001), 
and e-commerce has led to disruptions in the old manner of governance found within buyer driven 
chains(Parker & Van Alstyne, 2017). Therefore, it is not impossible that ODTPs could help engender 
structural transformations within the green coffee GVC as the base of potential adopters of the 
technology could grow while transferring some of their captured value and power back into the hands 
of producers from more powerful actors such as traders and lead roasters. The impact of COVID-19 
has also been a theme in which some roasters and platforms have seen an increased importance of 
conducting online trade. COVID-19 has restricted travel for many roasters engaging in direct trade and 
has cancelled buying trips for various interviewees. Several interviewees highlighted that online direct 
trade platforms could offer the ability to still discover, communicate and purchase directly from 
producers even when global crises emerge, and that COVID-19 could possibly open more roasters to 
the idea of using ODTPs. 
 

Digitalization and ICT accessibility are not the only potential drivers towards the adoption of 
ODTPs. The market has seen a growing appreciation of specialty and certified coffee which has been 
giving increasing opportunities for specialty producers in developing countries to engage in direct 
trade (Bamber et al., 2017) (Hamrick & Fernandez-Stark, 2018). As ODTPs primarily cater to this 
market this could mean that the usage of ODTPs will grow in the future. Due to the transparency of 
ODTPs if producers see directly the potential price premiums, they can achieve by switching to 
specialty coffee (product upgrading) this may lead to further decommodification of the industry and 
increased value capture and bargaining power for producers. However, it may also lead to a 
standardization of quality within the market, where roasters come to expect specialty coffee without 
increasing their propensity to pay premiums, mirroring what is currently occurring for premiums in 
sustainability (Grabs & Ponte, 2019). Of course these examples are not exhaustive , as there could be 
many more potential drivers and limiters. These limiters and opportunities may also be heavily 
influenced by the geographical location of chain actors, due to factors such as the economic condition 
of the country or region, the usage of digital payments, logistics, access to ICT equipment and the 
institutional environment (Rossotto et al., 2018).  
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Limitations 
This thesis focused on the perspectives of specialty roasters and online trade platforms. Although, 
these are key actors they still represent only a small subsect of the GVC. A study with insights from 
producers and lead roasters would have added another level of depth to the study.  Input directly 
from producers and producer organizations could have helped uncover additional insights, dig more 
in depth into advantages and opportunities of using as ODTPs while also outlining potential 
disadvantages and barriers and help uncover competing realities in line with the critical realist 
philosophy. These aspects may have been understated or overstated depending on the perspectives 
of the interviewed actors. Another challenge of the study was relating to the data collection, it was 
extremely difficult to find roasters who engage with online direct trade platforms. Although much 
effort was placed in trying to identify and contact these actors their unresponsiveness and the 
inability to identify them made it extremely difficult to obtain their viewpoint, and thus was a 
limitation in understanding their perspective on ODTPs. The geographical scope of the study may 
have been another limitation of the study. The roaster’s perspective may have been heavily focused 
by the Danish viewpoint while the interviewed platforms represented a more global perspective.  This 
could of lead to a skewed understanding of a global phenomenon. 
 

Conclusion  
The purpose of this study was to uncover how reconfigurations of the value chain through the usage 
of ODTPs may lead to changes in power and governance for actors along the chain. The future 
remains unclear as to ODTPs will offer opportunities for small players to capture a higher degree of 
power within the coffee GVC. it is still yet to be seen if they “can be a great equalizer” (p.93) (Bughin 
et al., 2019) for coffee producers, especially the small holders who have traditionally held the lowest 
bargaining power within the chain.  
 

The findings are inconclusive as to whether ODTPs will inspire shifts in power back in the hand 
of producers. The findings do list several opportunities that will help producers gain more power, such 
as higher bargaining power stemming from price transparency and market access, improved 
possibilities for functional upgrading and could even go as far to inspire lead firms towards more 
sustainable and fair practices. On the other hand, several limitations were raised, such as ODTPs 
ability to structurally change the marketplace as users of these platforms are primarily operating in 
the specialty market. It also raises concerns that today’s unjust marketplace will replicate online, as 
less actors in the marketplace could potentially give way to more power towards roasters and 
questions the accessibility of ODTPs for marginalized producers. It also, as it outlines other situations  
in which roasters and platforms may even be better suited to capture more power in an online 
environment, for example if a “winner-takes-all" environment emerges.  
 

The future of ODTP adoption is also unknown, will it stay as a niche sourcing method primarily 
for small specialty roasters? or will it expand into becoming a more mainstream way of procuring 
green coffee? Either scenario could become very likely as trends such as direct trade, connectivity and 
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traceability have seen tremendous growth in recent years within the coffee industry and could push 
roasters to use new avenues to source their green coffee.  
 

Practical implications may also stem from this study including for actors within the GVC and 
other stakeholders due an improved understanding of ODTPs and what they encompass. It may be 
highly useful for policy makers to try to make inclusive policies when regulating ODTPs and the online 
environment. It may also be useful in inspiring platforms in ways to make their offerings and features 
more inclusive for producers and more advantageous for roasters. Finally, it may also offer roasters 
ways to improve their understanding of ODTPs and help them better understand the advantages and 
limits of incorporating this form of procurement within their business. 
 
 
 
Future Research 
One of the main contributions of this study was to help set some directions for future research in the 
effects of ODTPs for the coffee industry as well as how this may affect development outcomes for 
producers and lead to changes in power within the industry. Figure 13, highlights some potential 
topics for further research.  
 

Further Research Topics  
Explore further different economic upgrading trajectories for producers 
participating in ODTPs, principally looking at functional and product 
upgrading. For example, how ODTPs lead to green coffee quality 
improvement.   
Explore how the usage of ODTPs can affect environmental and social 
upgrading opportunities for producers 
Look at changes in network structures arising from the usage of ODTPs 
between producers and roasters. Look at how it may affect their businesses.  
Take a more in-depth look on how different ODTPs business models and 
revenue models may affect producers. 
Look how the different ODTP business models can be applied to other 
industries.  
Explore different features which can make ODTPs more inclusive for 
producers. 
Explore how the creation of policy and regulations can help protect small-
holder producers in relation to ODTPs. 
Take an in-depth look how ODTPs may transform the procurement methods 
of lead roasters and how this could change industry dynamics and 
transparency within the industry.  
Explore the ways in which ODTPs are marketed towards producers and if this 
promotes GVC inclusion or leads to exclusion.  
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Do an in-depth study on the value-capture from firms engaging in ODTP and 
those who use other procurement methods such as purchasing through direct 
trade or purchase from traders. 
Explore how the onset of COVID-19 could support a gravitation towards the 
usage of ODTPs 
Do an in-depth study on how relationships between roasters and producers 
change from the adoption of ODTPs. 
Look at what factors would support and hinder the creation of ODTPs 
emerging from the Global South.  

 
Figure 13: Future Research (compiled by author) 
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Appendix 
Appendix 1: Five Types of Global Value Chain Governance  

 
Source: Gereffi, Humphrey & Sturgeon (2005 p.89) 
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Appendix 2: Coffee Industry History & Today’s Trends 
According to Grabs & Ponte (2019), the coffee industry can be split up into three different historical 
phases . The first can be described as the “ICA Phase”. The International Coffee Agreement (ICA) was 
signed in 1962 by the majority of both coffee importing and producing countries. The ICA’s aim was to 
principally regulate supply and demand of coffee through the establishment of export quotas as well 
as provide ameliorated livelihoods for small-scale coffee farmers and diffuse industry knowledge 
(Wege, 2018) This was helpful ensuring stability and high prices for producing nations until the late 
1980’s.  However, in 1989 the ICA ceased to exist due to problems relating the move towards cheaper 
imports and the raising volume of coffee available within the market (Wege, 2018).  This led to the 
next phase called the “Post-ICA phase” (1962-1989). The shocks of the dissolution of the ICA were felt 
across the world as the international price of coffee fell by 49%, which was felt the hardest by small-
holder producers (Wege, 2018). The immediate liberalization of the industry led to low prices for long 
intervals making in difficult for producing countries, and ignited action by civil society in the forms of 
advocacy but also through the form of standards (Grabs & Ponte, 2019). The dissolution led to a 
consolidation within the industry of traders, manufacturers and buyers within the industry (Wege, 
2018). Consumers were also becoming more conscious of sustainability and quality, creating more 
demand for it within the industry, aided by the increasing popularity of coffee shops such as Starbucks 
(Grabs & Ponte, 2019). The third and final phase “Diversification and Reconsolidation Phase” (2008-
Present) includes various reconsolidation efforts made in primarily roasting and trading. During the 
beginning part of the period, the economic slowdown hit which forced many large MNCs  within the 
industry to divest or reduce their holdings associated with their coffee portfolios. However, specialty 
coffee was beginning to gain significant traction within the market pushing certain firms including big 
players such as Starbucks and specialty smaller roasters to gain market share. As spending power 
continued to increase following the economic slowdown this lead to a re-consolidation of roasters 
creating a whole new landscape within the market. Nestles lead position within the market was now 
threatened by the private equity firm JAB Holding, causing Nestle to react. This lead to a ripple affect 
where other roasters were pushed to strengthen their portfolios and lead to downwards price 
pressure on green coffee(Grabs & Ponte, 2019). It also include trends relating to the importance of 
traceability along the GVC, the continued increase in consumer expectations relating to quality, the 
decline of premiums associated with sustainability(Grabs & Ponte, 2019).  Traceability has become 
more important  for consumers especially for certified or specialty coffee (Hamrick & Fernandez-
Stark, 2018) Which has lead buyers to increase investments into their supply chain and create better 
relationships with the coffee producers they source from (Wege, 2018). 
 
Another important trend is the growing movement of upstream producing countries taking a more 
assertive approach in dealings with large roasting companies (Grabs & Ponte, 2019). However, 
subsequent coordination agreements between coffee producing nations have failed to reach the 
same level of coordination and influence (Wege, 2018). The increasing importance of certified and 
specialty coffees and increased concerns of consumers of the social, economic and environmental 
factors leading to the creation of the coffee they will consume(Wege, 2018). Increasingly consumers 
have a greater aptitude of paying more if they can ensure sustainability and quality of their 
coffee(Wege, 2018). Coffee sector has changed a lot in the last 20 years as specialty coffees and 
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consumer education has been on the rise changing consumer taste profiles through increased 
awareness relating to the socio-environmental conditions relating to coffee production as well as the 
different types and origins. This has led to a partial de-commoditization of coffee (Hamrick & 
Fernandez-Stark, 2018; Latta, 2014). Certification of coffee has also become increasingly important as 
consumers are more aware of possible infringements on important social, environmental and 
economic norms through the coffee GVC.  Understanding country of origin for coffee is also important 
for consumers as it may be related to a certain product quality (Hamrick & Fernandez-Stark, 2018) or 
trends in coffee consumption this is especially true for specialty coffees. It is important to note, 
however, that there is a geographical market division in terms of consumer preference, as consumers 
in Western markets tend to prefer roasted coffee, whereas in Asia and in developing countries instant 
coffee is the preference for most consumers (Bamber et al., 2017). In the future, emerging markets 
such as China and Indonesia, may be important for stimulating growth within the coffee industry, as 
many of these countries the market is far from mature and their consumption continues to develop 
and increase (Bamber et al., 2017).  
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Appendix 3: Voluntary Standards, Certification & Specialty Coffee 
Social, economic and environmental concerns regarding coffee production has seen increased 
awareness and concern with both consumers and NGOs, really picking up momentum in the mid-
2000s (Bamber et al., 2017; Gerard et al., 2019).  Private regulation has experienced an increase in 
adoption over the last twenty years within the coffee industry and has taken shape in various forms 
including certification programs and sustainability codes (Gerard et al., 2019). Standards have 
emerged as a method in which to curb both consumers concerns as they normally include factors 
relating to sustainability, ensure specific socio-economic conditions for workers as well as encompass 
traceability (Bamber et al., 2017). Voluntary Sustainability Standards (VSS)  are seen as a manor of 
private governance in order to curb negative externalities arising from coffee production in the face 
of ineffective or lacking public regulation in countries producing coffee (Panhuysen & Pierrot, 2019). 
Standards can be devised in three separate categories including those designed by third-parties, 
standards set by countries as well as standards set by the companies themselves (Bamber et al., 
2017). Popular certification programs include Organic, Fair Trade, 4C, UTZ, Bird Friendly and Rain 
Forest Alliance. Private firms such as Starbucks and Nestle have also created their own certification 
systems with specific standards and guidelines (Bamber et al., 2017; Panhuysen & Pierrot, 2019). 
Many of these programs such as Fair Trade try to increase the price paid to producers as well as their 
income stability. Fair Trade sets a minimum price in which producers need to be paid factoring in the 
real costs associated with equitable socio-economic conditions, however they need to follow 
standards and rules set out in the labelling system(Wege, 2018). The coffee produced under Fair 
Trade is labelled and can receive higher prices within the market. One way they to this is by 
encouraging equitable contractual relationships between producers and buyers such as early 
purchase agreements (Wege, 2018). Compared to other industries, coffee can be seen as one of the 
most experienced industries with sustainability labeling, as it has a extended history with many 
sustainable consumption movements (Macgregor et al., 2017). Despite the evidence that VSS lead to 
various benefits including superior access to credit and higher returns for producers (Panhuysen & 
Pierrot, 2019). Certification or sustainability standards may however have a cost for producers, which 
may act as a barrier (Bamber et al., 2017). This may lead to the further exclusion of vulnerable actors 
by excluding them as they cannot meet the rigid production requirements (ibid). Additionally, the 
market for certified coffee is not always guaranteed, and certified coffee may be sold in the regular 
commodity markets without receiving a price premium (Bamber et al., 2017). This was this case in 
2012, where only 25 % was sold as certified even though 40% was deemed certified(Bamber et al., 
2017). Additionally, price premiums producers can obtain for selling certified coffees have been on 
the decline in recent years(Bamber et al., 2017). These factors have caused scholars to increasingly 
look at real-benefits of these certification schemes as they are often associated with high costs 
(Bamber et al., 2017). Furthermore, certification schemes do not address the problem of oversupply 
in the world’s market which is a chronic factor leading to low prices for producers (Wege, 2018). 
However, certification can accompany risks for producers, as often the schemes are costly and time 
consuming. For example, verified CAFÉ Practices farmers for Starbucks in Guatemala were left with a 
useless certification after Starbucks changed countries for it procurement(Grabs & Ponte, 2019). 
Additionally, certification programs have not been able to effectively reach small-holder farmers in 
Asia and Africa, a serious limitation which may exclude these producers from future GVC activities 
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(Panhuysen & Pierrot, 2019). However, the demand for certified coffee has risen exponentially within 
the last few years. Changing consumption patterns has led to increasing demand for certified and 
specialty coffees, which currently represent approximately 10% of the total market (Wege, 2018). 
 
The 3rd wave coffee has been driven on major changes in the way consumers purchase coffee as the 
importance of quality has grown as well of the price relating to the improvement of bean quality 
(Hamrick & Fernandez-Stark, 2018).  Many large MNCs within the GVC have made important pledges 
to source certified coffee(Bamber et al., 2017). As certification becomes more standard, there may be 
a push towards specialization in order for producers in order to differentiate their supply. This has 
already been seen in markets within the Caribbean and Central America as price premiums are more 
likely received over quality rather than certification (Hamrick & Fernandez-Stark, 2018). 
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Appendix 4: Social Media & Producer Identification  
Many of the interviewed have been contacted by green coffee producers and traders over social 
media, mainly through Instagram and Facebook and occasionally through LinkedIn. For many of the 
interviewed roasters this is a normal occurrence especially if they have an active presence online and 
a large following.  
 
For (Roaster B) They have been contacted by people through people over different social media 
platforms such as Instagram and Facebook. “So we, we have been approached by people on 
Instagram who want to work with us for, who want to sell coffee to us. I've DM’ed (direct messaged) a 
lot of people over the years on Instagram started Lots of interesting conversations with people. Some 
of them have led to purchases. Some of them have led to long-term collaborations.” .  For Roaster B 
“it doesn’t really make sense” not to use social media as a tool. They find it as a useful way to discover 
new producers. Producers often contact them because they like their branding and storytelling and 
their reputation and therefor want the roastery to a sell their coffees. However, despite its usefulness 
they don’t actively search for new producers but rather let the sellers come to them. (Roaster B), also 
mentions that even though social media such as Instagram can offer many benefits they still prefer to 
meet producers in person.  (Roaster H) has also seen an increase in the amount of producers they see 
online over the years. One of the producers that they work with in Rwanda has a very strong social 
media presence “They have an Instagram page and it's super well updated and curated and they're 
very active…. And they are always commenting on stuff and reposting and so I think producers now 
not all of them but more using Instagram.” . 
 
For Roaster G they were contacted over Instagram by a coffee producer in Ethiopia. Before placing an 
order with the producer, the roaster did need to carry out an evaluation which meant both meant 
follow-ups online and a green coffee sample sent directly to them. Following this (Roaster G) did a 
visit to the producer when they were doing an origin trip to build an in-person relationship. Although,  
(Roaster G) does say that it would be possible to set-up secure, risk-minimizing transactions purely 
online through things such as letter of credits and required documentation demands, for them that is 
not their preferred way of doing business. For (Roaster G), procuring green coffee over social media 
was never a real consideration “It's, it's not really something we normally consider that much because 
we really like to have that personal relation. That's kind of our business model.”  They go on to say 
however that under certain circumstances they may feel comfortable enough placing a purely online 
order if they had a “enough communication” and had built up trust and confidence with the producer 
in question. Roaster D has also experienced a similar type of producer acquirement through social 
media. They have been contacted by producers over Facebook and have later met those producers in 
person on their frequent buying trips to Ethiopia. 
 
For Roaster F they would be very hesitant to be open to connecting with producers over social media 
despite the fact that they are contacted regularly.  “I think i would actually be pretty hesitant if a 
producer contacted me over social media. Yeah. It’s such a wide gap between the producer and the 
buyer. I think I would, I would prefer to work through a platform.”. This is due to the fact that meeting 
and conducting transactions with a producer uniquely contacted over social media would make them 
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feel vulnerable and that it lacks a certain structure, especially if they don’t have a previous experience 
with the supplier. Roaster A also was skeptical of connecting with producers online over social media 
“It is not as easy as they put it, so complex and it's full of barriers, full of difficulties. So sometimes it is 
cool to say that you, you're buying from Instagram from the farmers, but it's 99% of the, cases are 
very far from reality.”  For Roaster A a type of intermediation is needed whether that be a 
intermediary or a direct trade platform to help coordinate the supply chain and guarantee 
transparency. However, for one of the interviewed roasters (Roaster C) they believe that social media 
harnesses more trust compared to email marketing. ”Unfortunately, I don't trust private email as 
much as they would trust social media. Because you've already claimed a stake for yourself. You have 
something that is cognitive. You have something that’s available. You have something to look at. You 
have pictures.” . However, despite this fact chooses to stick with an intermediary when purchasing 
green coffee. 
 
An important comment was also made by one platform regarding identifying producers and 
establishing relationships over social media for roasters. Platform C has seen coffee marketers pose as 
producers in order to list coffees on Facebook or other platforms, which raises an important question 
on who is actually doing the listings that potential purchasers see. Another negative aspect 
highlighted by Platform C was the lack of transparency if producers are using a 3rd party posing as the 
producer to post their coffee “They're probably paying somebody to list for them. And how much is 
that person taking? And are they being completely transparent?” (Platform C).  
 
The popularity of contacting through social media can also depend on the producing country 
according to Roaster D, they found that Ethiopian producers are much more likely to reach out 
through telephone rather than to contact roasters through social media or email.  
 
Furthermore, even though tools such as social media exist for producers to market their coffee online. 
They face certain barriers to starting relationships online through social media. Although social media 
is becoming more widely spread among countries in coffee producing countries their still may be 
significant challenges for small-holder producers. According to Roaster B “You’re not going to get 
DM’ed by a very poor farmer who doesn't speak English. And he doesn't understand social media and 
doesn't understand online marketing, but you will get DM’ed by someone, you know, who speaks 
English and understands consumer tendencies and who can also relate to what it is that you do.”. Due 
to this it may be even difficult for producers to market their coffees to purchasers through these 
mediums. 
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Appendix 5: Current Online Direct Trade Platforms 

 
 
 
 
  

Online Direct Trade 
Platform Name 

Auction, Marketplace or 
Hybrid ODTP 

Algrano Marketplace Platform  
Sensible 
Development 

Hybrid 

Zambuni Hybrid 
Cropster Hub Hybrid 
Beyco Marketplace Platform 
Cup of Excellence Auction  
Almacena Marketplace Platform 
Yave Auction 
Coffee Exchange  Marketplace Platform 
C2C Platform Marketplace Platform 
  

Country Auctions 
Best of Panama Auction 
Ethiopian Cup Auction 
Port of Mokha Auction 
Qima Coffee Auction 
Philippine Coffee 
Quality Competition 

Auction 
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Appendix 6: Trade Flows of Green Coffee 
In 2017, global exports of coffee amounted to over 30.4 billion in export (OEC, 2019). The export 
value for green coffee, however is estimated at being less than $20 billion whereas the total revenues 
generated by the retail sector is approximately $200 billion (Panhuysen & Pierrot, 2019). When 
looking value of green coffee exports in 2016, Latin America and the Caribbean are the front-runners 
with approximate exports of 10.7 billion.  The Asian region follows with 5.5 billion with Africa’s 
exports at 1.9 billion (Wege, 2018). Brazil (3.3million tons) together with Vietnam (1.5 million tons) 
were responsible for exporting over half of the world’s green coffee exports (Wege, 2018). The trade 
of green coffee is international in nature as between 70% to 80% of total production are traded 
globally(Bamber et al., 2017). Between October 2018 and July 2019 91.3 % of total coffee shipped was 
green coffee (ICO, what’s New, 2019). This makes the role that trading companies undertake very 
important for coordinating global trade. Producing countries tend to export the majority of their 
coffee production although many, such as Brazil, have growing domestic markets (Bamber et al., 
2017). Notably, re-exports have been increasing over the years from just 2.4 billion in 2000 to 12 
billion USD in 2016, representing 39% of total export value (Wege, 2018). Most re-exports originate 
from Europe who alone represents approximately 75% of total green coffee re-exports (Wege, 2018). 
The import of green coffee for roasting is primarily carried out by developed countries. As stated 
before, this is due to the rapid perishability of roasted coffee and therefor the benefits of locating 
roasting near the end-markets (Bamber et al., 2017). Virtually all import tariffs for green coffee have 
been eliminated by countries that import green coffee whereas processed coffees experience 
different import tariffs due to bilateral trade agreements or economic partnerships (Wege, 2018). For 
producing countries looking to functionally upgrade into activities downstream in the global value 
chain, tariffs can act as a barrier in increasing their exports (ibid).  
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Appendix 7: Intermediary Purchases Advantages and Disadvantatges (Based on Interview 
Results) 
Advantages for Roasters Disadvantages for Roasters 
Risk Reduction & Buffering Lack of Transparency  
Trial Before Direct Trade  Product Offering (Not Unique) 
Trust  High Prices 
Financing  Lack of Transparency & Information 
Intermediary’s Relationship with Producer Lack of Marketing Materials (stories) 
Logistics  
Marketing Materials   
Product Offering  
Quality  
Allowance of Small/ Diversified Orders  
Sales Representative Visits & Needs 
Understanding 

 

Role of Balancing Power in the Supply Chain  
Price  
Transparency  
Contact with Producers or Origin Trips  
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Appendix 8: In-Person Direct Trade Advantages and Disadvantages (Based on Interview Results) 
Advantages  Disadvantages  
Close Relationship with Producers No buffering by intermediaries 
Quality & Product Improvements Quality risks  
Price Lack of recourse for problem shipments  
Transparency   
Social & Economic Impact on Producer   
Marketing Materials & Stories  
Security  
Sustainability   
Overcome Cultural Barriers  
Long Term Stability for Producers  
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Appendix 9: Interview Guide: Roaster (who utilizes ODTPs for Green Coffee Procurement)  
Business & Processes 

• Could you tell me a little about the business and your position within the company? 
• What types of different types of coffee do you source? (certified, organic, specialty..) 
• Which stages are you involved in? (show value chain map ex. retail, roasting, wholesale…) 
• Could you describe the channels you use to sell your coffee? Which one are the main ones? 

What products do you sell in which channels? 
• Can you describe the process or different processes in which you use to source green coffee? 

(i.e. different channels, wholesalers, producer websites, platforms, CoE…)  
• Which one are the main channels you utilize?  
• What products do you source from which channels? 

For Roasters Engaging in Direct Trade: 
• Approximately, how many different producers/producer organizations do you source from? 
• What is the general size of these producers/ organizations? 
• Do you tend to have contractual relationships with your producers? 

 
E-commerce 

• When did you start utilizing e-commerce to source/ purchase green coffee directly from 
producers?  

• What types of coffee did you purchase over e-commerce? Ex. entire range or just specialty… 
• What was attractive about e-commerce to you, what inspired you to begin using it in the first 

place?  ( how did you hear about it, forecasted benefits…) 
• What benefits do you think the purchasing green coffee through DT online has been for your 

business (price, marketing benefits, payment process, logistics..)? 
• Have you ever utilized social media in order to source green coffee, find producers? 
• Do you think the price you pay for green coffee has increased or decreased by online 

commerce? do you think you pay less versus if you were to purchase through a traditional 
method i.e. trader…? 

o If so, Do you believe that DT e-commerce green coffee has allowed for an overall 
increase in revenues/ profit? 

• What have some of the challenges been in sourcing through e-commerce i.e. quality, timing, 
transparency… 

• Do you see any risks of utilizing e-commerce for your business? How about for the sector in 
general? 

• Does using e-commerce give you an edge within the market compared to other roasters (local, 
international) who are not purchasing through e-commerce? 

• How is the price normally decided (fixed, auction, negotiated…). Does the price of coffee tend 
to fluctuate more/ less/ same through the utilization of e-commerce? 

 
Relationships 

• Describe your relationship with some of your top producers (length, price, quality…)  
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• How have your relationships with actors changed after engaging in e-commerce? (ex. repeat 
business, negotiation process..) 

• Has the way you formed relationships changed and evolved since the utilization of e-
commerce? Do you find these relationships to be stronger/ weaker/ same? 

• How easy it for you to find new producers? In terms of time, costs, traditional versus e-
commerce…. 

 
Direct Trade 

• How has it been cutting out intermediaries? Advantages and disadvantages? 
o How do you think this has/ will affect their business? 

• What are some reasons that you don't exclusively buy directly from traders/ other forms of 
middlemen? 

 
Future 

• Do you think that e-commerce will have a transformational effects for producers in the future? 
How about for roasters? 

• How do you think this has impacted the producer (economically, socially, environmentally) 
compared to other channels? 

Power 
• Which actor do you believe has the most power within the value chain? Why do you feel like 

this?  
• In your opinion has the adoption of e-commerce direct trade platforms for purchasing green 

coffee changed the power distribution today? 
• How do you think it will it change in the future?  
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Appendix 10: Interview Guide: Roaster (who do not utilize ODTPs for Green Coffee 
Procurement) 
Business & Processes 
General  

• Could you tell me a little about the business and your position within the company? 
• What types of different types of coffee do you source? (certified, organic, specialty..) 
• Which stages are you involved in? (show value chain map ex. retail, roasting, 

wholesale…) 
• Could you describe the channels you use to sell your coffee? Which one are the main 

ones? What products do you sell in which channels? 
• Can you describe the process or different processes in which you use to source green 

coffee? (i.e. different channels, wholesalers, producer websites, platforms, CoE…)  
• Which one are the main channels you utilize?  
• What products do you source from which channels? 

For Roaster’s Engaging in  Direct Trade 
• Approximately, how many different producers/producer organizations do you source 

from? 
• What is the general size of these producers/ organizations? 
• Do you tend to have contractual relationships with your producers? 
• How has it been cutting out intermediaries? Advantages and disadvantages? 
• What are some reasons that you don't exclusively buy directly from traders/ other 

forms of middlemen? 

For Roaster’s Purchasing through Traders  
• Approximately, how many different traders do you source from? 
• What are the advantages and disadvantages of sourcing through traders? 
• What are some reasons that you don't exclusively buy directly from traders/ other 

forms of middlemen? 

 

E-commerce 
General 

• Which channels are you are aware of to source/ purchase green coffee directly form 
producers over ecommerce?  

• Have you ever been contacted directly by producers, producer associations, estates  
through social media to purchase green coffee? 

• Why have you not purchased green coffee over the internet? What keeps you from 
purchasing through it? (Trust, Already established relationships, price, quality 
concerns, logistical issues, marketing, payment processes…) 
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• Do you see any risks of utilizing e-commerce for your business? How about for the 
sector in general? 

• Do you think the price you potentially pay more for green coffee purchasing through a 
traditional method i.e. trader… than you would sourcing online? 

• Do you think that roasters who purchase regularly through e-commerce may have an 
competitive edge within the market compared to other roasters (local, international) 
who are not purchasing through e-commerce? 

 
Relationships 
For Rosters using Direct Trade 

• Describe your relationship with some of your top producers (length, price, quality…)  
• Do you think these relationships would have been different if you were only engaging 

in e-commerce?  
• (ex. repeat business, 
•  negotiation process..) 

• Do you think these relationships would be stronger/ weaker/ same through using e-
commerce direct trade platforms? 

• How easy it for you to find new producers? In terms of time, costs, traditional versus e-
commerce…. 

For Roasters using Traders  

• Do you currently have any relationships with your producers directly? 
• How do you think relationships with producers over e-commerce direct trade platforms would 

be? 

 
Future 

• Do you think that e-commerce will have a transformational effects for producers or 
producer organizations in the future? How about for roasters? 

• How do you think this has impacted the producer (economically, socially, 
environmentally) compared to other channels? 

•  

Power 
• Which actor do you believe has the most power within the value chain? Why do you feel like 

this?  
• In your opinion has the adoption of e-commerce direct trade platforms for purchasing green 

coffee changed the power distribution today? 
• How do you think it will it change in the future?  
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Appendix 11: Interview Guide: Roasters (Who Quit Using ODTPs) 
Business & Processes 

• Could you tell me a little about the business and your position within the company? 
• What types of different types of coffee do you source? (certified, organic, specialty..) 
• Which stages are you involved in? (show value chain map ex. retail, roasting, 

wholesale…) 
• Could you describe the channels you use to sell your coffee? Which one are the main 

ones? What products do you sell in which channels? 
• Can you describe the process or different processes in which you use to source green 

coffee? (i.e. different channels, wholesalers, producer websites, platforms, CoE…)  
• Which one are the main channels you utilize?  
• What products do you source from which channels? 

For Roasters Engaging in Direct Trade: 

• Approximately, how many different producers/producer organizations do you source 
from? 

• What is the general size of these producers/ organizations? 
• Do you tend to have contractual relationships with your producers? 

 
E-commerce 

• When did you start utilizing e-commerce to source/ purchase green coffee directly form 
producers?  

• What types of coffee did you purchase over e-commerce? Ex. entire range or just 
specialty… 

• What was attractive about e-commerce to you, what inspired you to begin using it in 
the first place?  ( how did you hear about it, forecasted benefits…) 

• What benefits do you think the purchasing green coffee through DT online has been for 
your business (price, marketing benefits, payment process, logistics..)? 

• Have you ever utilized social media in order to source green coffee, find producers? 
• Do you think the price you pay for green coffee has increased or decreased by online 

commerce? do you think you pay less versus if you were to purchase through a 
traditional method i.e. trader…? 

• If so, Do you believe that DT e-commerce green coffee has allowed for an 
overall increase in revenues/ profit? 

• What have some of the challenges been in sourcing through e-commerce i.e. quality, 
timing, transparency… 

• Do you see any risks of utilizing e-commerce for your business? How about for the 
sector in general? 
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• Does using e-commerce give you an edge within the market compared to other 
roasters (local, international) who are not purchasing through e-commerce? 

• How is the price normally decided (fixed, auction, negotiated…). Does the price of 
coffee tend to fluctuate more/ less/ same through the utilization of e-commerce? 

Reasons Stopped 
• Why did you stop purchasing green coffee over the internet? (Trust, Already 

established relationships, price, quality concerns, logistical issues, marketing, payment 
processes…) 

• Did you see any risks of utilizing e-commerce for your business? How about for the 
sector in general? 

• How would you characterize the price differentials  i.e. trader… than you would 
sourcing online? 

• Do you think that roasters who purchase regularly through e-commerce may have an 
competitive edge within the market compared to other roasters (local, international) 
who are not purchasing through e-commerce? 

 
Relationships 

• Describe your relationship with some of your top producers (length, price, quality…)  
• How have your relationships with actors changed after engaging in e-commerce? (ex. 

repeat business, negotiation process..) 
• Has the way you formed relationships changed and evolved since the utilization of e-

commerce? Do you find these relationships to be stronger/ weaker/ same? 
• How easy it for you to find new producers? In terms of time, costs, traditional versus e-

commerce…. 

Direct Trade 
• How has it been cutting out intermediaries? Advantages and disadvantages 

• How do you think this has/ will affect their business? 
• What are some reasons that you don't exclusively buy directly from traders/ other 

forms of middlemen? 
 

Future 
• Do you think that e-commerce will have a transformational effects for producers in the 

future? How about for roasters? 
• How do you think this has impacted the producer (economically, socially, 

environmentally) compared to other channels? 

 
 
 

Power 
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• Which actor do you believe has the most power within the value chain? Why do you feel like 
this?  

• In your opinion has the adoption of e-commerce direct trade platforms for purchasing green 
coffee changed the power distribution today? 

• How do you think it will it change in the future?  
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Appendix 12: Interview Guide for Online Direct Trade Platforms 
 Name:  
Date: 
Company: 
 
Platform’s Business  

• Could you tell me a little about the platform and your position within the organization? 
• What inspired your organization to create this platform? 
• Who are the main users of your platform? 
• What types of coffee are normally sold on the platform? (i.e. Specialty, Organic, 

Commercial…)? 

Producer  
• Can you describe the process you use in order to find producers to work with? Have any of 

these processes taken place solely online or does it normally happen in person? 
• Do you find it difficult to recruit producers to use your platform?  
• What benefits does your platform offer to producers? How is this different then your 

traditional intermediary firm? 
• How can producers access your platform (mobile application, website..) 
• What types of barriers do producers generally face when they start to use your platform($, 

technological knowledge, business acumen, speaking with roasters, logistics…)? 
• Do you take any due diligence measures with the producers registered on your platform?  
• How does your organization market your platform towards producers?  
• Does your platform aid in producers in overcoming barriers i.e. the logistics functions, 

technological knowledge…  
• What is the general size of the producers that normally access/ use your platform? 
• How do you think this platform has impacted the producer who use it economically? 
• How do you think it has impacted them socially or environmentally? Do you think this is 

significantly different if they were to continue using the services of a traditional intermediary? 
i.e. processes more efficient? Product quality? 

• How many producers/producer organizations use your platform currently? 
• Do you think that your platform will have a transformational affect for producers in the 

future?  
 

Roaster  
• What types of purchasers do you generally cater to? 
• How many roasters are signed up on your platform? 
• What benefits does your tool offer to roasters? How is this different then your traditional 

intermediary firm? 
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• What are some reasons why roasters may be hesitant or decide not to use your platform/ 
tool? (price, marketing benefits, payment process, logistics..)? 

• How do you think this platform has impacted the roasters who use it? (economic, marketing) 
• Are roaster’s able to build relationships with the producers they source from? Are you aware 

of any of these relationships?  
• How do you think this is different than them sourcing through traditional intermediary? 
• Do you think that your platform will have a transformational effect for roasters in the future?  
• Where are your purchasers mainly located?  

 
E-commerce 
Relationships 

• Describe your relationship with some of your top producers (length, price, quality…)  

Future 
• Do you think that your platform will have a transformational affect for producers in the 

future? How about for roasters? 

 
Power 

• Which actor do you believe has the most power within the value chain? Why do you feel like 
this?  

• In your opinion has the adoption of e-commerce direct trade platforms for purchasing green 
coffee changed the power distribution today? 

• How do you think it will it change in the future?  
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 Appendix 13: Interview Guide for Industry Expert 
 
General  

• Could you tell me a little about the organization and your position within the organization? 
• How long have you been working in/ associated with the coffee supply chain? What have been 

your previous roles? Ex. Consultant/employee.. for public/ private.. What stages, …. 
• What projects is your organization currently working involving coffee? 
• Which actors within the value chain do you typically tend to work with at your current 

organization?  What is the general size of these actors? 
• Can you explain how the landscape of coffee procurement has changed over the years? 
• What are your thoughts on Direct Trade? In terms of sustainability, power…  

 
Online 

• Have you seen an increase in the online procurement of green coffee from producers directly 
to roasters?  

• Have you witnessed/ heard about an increase of producers/ roasters using social media in 
order to sell or source green coffee? 

 
Producer 

• What benefits do you think have arisen due to the emergence of DT online for producers? 
(price, marketing benefits, payment process, logistics..)? 

• What do you think are some of the main challenges for producers trying to establish 
themselves in the world of e-commerce? i.e. in terms of knowledge, equipment, internet 
access… 

• Do you see any risks of utilizing DT e-commerce for producer’s businesses? How could this 
potentially affect the sustainability of the sector? 

• Do you think the price paid to producer has increased or decreased through online DT e-
commerce? If so, do you believe that DT e-commerce green coffee has allowed for an overall 
increase in revenues/ profit for producers? 

 
Roasters 

• What benefits do you think the purchasing green coffee through DT online has been for 
roasters? Especially, smaller to medium sized ones? (price, marketing benefits, payment 
process, logistics..)? 

• What do you see as being major challenges for roasters in sourcing through e-commerce i.e. 
quality, timing, transparency…  

• Do you see any risks of utilizing DT e-commerce for roaster’s businesses? How could this 
potentially affect the sustainability of the sector? 

• Do you believe that DT e-commerce green coffee has allowed roasters to purchase green 
coffee at lower prices, compared to the same quality purchased through an intermediary? 
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Relationships 

• How do you think traditional relationships between actors within the coffee supply chain will 
change after engaging in e-commerce? How will relationships based on e-commerce and 
digital communication affect: repeat business, negotiation process.. 

• Will the possibility of being able to identify/change producers quicker have impacts for the 
sustainability of the industry? 

• How do you think relationships has impacted the producer (economically, socially, 
environmentally)? 

 
Power 

• Which actor do you believe has the most power within the value chain? How has it been 
changing over the years?  

• In your opinion has the adoption of direct trade through e-commerce changed this power 
dynamic?  

• Do you think that e-commerce will have a transformational effects for producers in the future? 
How about for roasters? 
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Appendix 14: Environmental Impacts  
For certain platforms , they aid in facilitating searches for environmentally friendly products to try to 
promote more producers and purchasers to grow and sell more environmentally friendly coffee. On 
Platform A there is also a section on the profiles of the producers where they are also allowed to add 
any environmental project and roasters have the ability to invest in these projects if they would like to 
increase their environmental impact. 
 
Another potential benefit of online direct trade platforms mentioned by several platforms and 
roasters stems from the reduced carbon emissions due to reducing the travel of roasters or other 
intermediaries. Instead of purchasers needing to do multiple origin trips every year to facilitate the 
purchase of green coffee this can be done online instead. Because of features relating to some 
platforms such as a direct chat option with producers this can increase the level of communication 
and reduce the need to travel to producing countries  
 
On the producer side, according to some platforms negative environmental impact is often tied to 
lack of financial capacity on the producer side. “I've seen time after time with coffee producers, you 
know, people want to do the right thing they want to treat the environment well, but often it's a 
question of economics and money. So, you know, starting with the thesis that in order to do the right 
thing, people need to at least be making a baseline amount of money. You know, yeah, I there's 
absolutely going to be positive environmental impacts coming from stemming from the positive 
economic impact.” (Platform F). According to Platform B one farmer they spoke to said that when you 
are producing volume you are so concerned about margins you plant the most coffee to maximize 
your yield while tending to not care as much about the environment however when you are making 
more specialized coffees that fetches premium prices you can afford to do more environmental 
practices such as becoming organic, using natural sheltering and protecting local ecosystems. 
Platform C also mentioned that the low prices received by producers limits their power to invest at 
the farm level into environmentally friendly practices. According to Platform C, many producers 
neglect their farms because they do not have the funds to disposable income and this would 
potentially change if producers receive more money for their green coffee. Additionally, Platform C 
says that producers would also have a higher likelihood in engaging in becoming organic certified as 
currently producers could not likely afford the steep fees. 
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Appendix 15: Social Impacts  
 
Many platforms brought up the fact that because of the higher likelihood of increased incomes and 
profit relating to selling through online direct trade platforms this may be directly tied to social 
improvements at the farm level. Platform B also said that larger producers with staff will also be more 
likely to provide social benefits for their employees, for example schooling, daycare, accommodation 
and training programs. Platform C also believes if producers receive higher prices for their coffee this 
can translate into social benefits for producers and their families such as better access to healthcare 
and education. They even believe that if producers, cooperatives are receiving higher prices this could 
potentially even help uplift entire regions  
 
One platform also vetted producer organizations before deciding to work with them ranking them on 
a basis on the impact they create in their local communities “And we're choosing the impactful ones. 
So, we have our own impact questionnaire, which we do when we onboard. The producer wants to 
know what they do for the community. That is the involvement of these small holders how is the 
profit is distributed, what is the visibility and participation and management of the farmers. So, based 
on that they get a score which is also visible to our buyer. So the buyer can also see the producer 
impact score.” (Platform G). 
 
Additionally, a highlighted indirect benefit of online direct trade platforms is the empowerment of 
producers or producer organizations. Increased price transparency and knowledge tied to the usage 
of these platforms may help producers according to Platform D allowing them to better understand 
their business which translates to more power and improved negotiation skills and helps producers 
shift away from being mere price takers. Platform C also believes that platforms can help producers 
see themselves more as business owners as they now need to really reflect on how much they want 
to sell their coffee for causing them to shift their way of thinking. Because some producers also have 
more options to sell their coffee and greater access to financing due to these platforms they may also 
help give producers more independence and are no longer tied to traditional players such as banks or 
traders according to Platform G. They also believe because they offer “trading as a service” that they 
help remove the barriers of the traditional marketplace and empower the producer to act as if these 
restrictions 
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Appendix 16: Example of Coding: Select Themes 
 Advantages of Online Direct Trade Platforms for Producers: Interview 

Quotes 
Economic Impact   
Cost Reduction (Platform A):  it helps them (producers) and saves them more than anything a lot of costs. Because it’s all 

done digitally. Right. And we take care of sending the samples to the roasters 
(Platform B): I think that the direct trade potentially gives them more control over their costs. So they’re 
probably going to be well, I mean, so there’s two or three folds. So I think they’ve got more control over 
their costs. So I think if they’re working directly, there’s just a less cost of sight, the cost of sales is lower. 
Yeah. Whether it’s marketing or whether it’s, you know, the transaction itself. I think then on the other 
side of it, if they, the prices are higher than there’s more margin. So I think it’s There is a direct 
relationship between that between profitability and using you know that using this mode of sale. 
  

Higher Sales Price (Roaster F): Higher price for their coffees and a distribution, wider distribution, so getting established in a 
specialty market where they have the potential to sell for a higher price. price issues really, I mean, you 
could say that they’re avoiding having to sell on the low their local markets for a lower price. But they can, 
you can sum up as price issues. They can circumnavigate these low value chains that they otherwise would 
be unavoidable for them in their local distribution markets. 
(Roaster B): (Future effects of e-commerce direct trade platforms for producers) Producers? I mean, the 
hope is that you know, that they control more of the rents, more of the margins go to them. And that by 
circumventing a middleman you’re, you’re essentially controlling more of the pie yourself 
 (Platform C): I think it’s huge (economic impact for producers) and it’s got huge potential. Like I said, 
we’re pretty, pretty new. So we have it. I don’t have you know, years worth of data to show you XYZ we’ve 
been able to change this, we’ve been able to change that. But, you know, just anecdotally, I would say 
anywhere between, like, at least 30% increase for them, I believe, is what kind of we’re figuring and 
targeting. 
(Roaster C): I would be more than willing to give the same amount of money that I pay for a kilo of beans 
from a middleman. I would be more than willing to give this, you know, that you asked me earlier about if I 
thought the price was too high or too cheap. And I said, it’s right in the middle. But that’s not to say that I 
wouldn’t be willing to pay more money to go directly to a producer. I have no problem paying a euro, two 
euros. Two euros a lot, but still a euro more to directly to a farmer to know that the product came straight 
up. And it’s a it’s a bean that I’m going to get and I’m going to be proud of. And it’s going to roast 
beautifully. And the farmer got more money. I would be more than willing to pay more money for that. 
(Platform F): You know, it’s really I think, there there’s, I think figures on the website, but it, you know, it’s 
delivered 10’s of millions of dollars, I think at this point in an incremental income to producers over the 
years. 
 (Platform G): It increases the income it gives them financial freedom and gives them time to negotiate 
contracts. And because they can monetize. So what I said is, at the beginning, they don’t have that 
pressure anymore to sell on the first guy that knocks on the door. And it gives it gives them more 
independence in the current supply chain arrangement when they’re fully dependent on the big trader 
and if you are in the network of a big trader it is very difficult for you to move away because they keep you 
tied in with the loans and with the contracts. And then it’s very difficult for you to break free. 

Higher Sales Volume  (Roaster F): If I compare it to other online platforms, in other areas, I could see there could potentially be 
in terms of volume of sales for the players that are involved. If you spread, it out over an international 
scope. There may be some really potentially long-term advantages to it 

Market Access (Platform G): Because our clients are the producer we have a different focus our service is market access 
or a sales channel. And we also look at other things that we add to services, like certification if it’s new for 
a product or some, you know, knowledge, best market practice information, but the main the main thing is 
moving, creating that infrastructure that allows the African producer to put directly the product, not their 
name or their photos, not you know, stories there their product and the amount. 
 (Platform G): Our core businesses is strengthening them and giving them (producers) access to markets 
and finance and we hope to have this as a platform. 
(Platform F): But then, you know, secondly (platforms) opens up new markets, which might be, you know, 
quite difficult for a small, small producer, arguably impossible for an individual, individual small producer 
to access on their own. 
(Platform F): Yeah, of course. I mean, I think, you know, our goal is to score producers. I guess the you 
know, largely though a lot of the work does is done by in country partners by the, whoever the country 
partners sometimes say, specialty exporter association sometimes it’s a national coffee authority Yeah, so 
I mean, they’re, they’re absolutely i mean, the goal is to be as inclusive as possible and to, you know, of 
course, break down any sort of barriers and obstacles people participate in. 
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 (Platform D):  And we understood like for for commodity products, it’s extremely hard to access new 
markets. They are so commodity and also it’s extremely hard for small farmers to gain money from it, 
commodities are over time always declining.... So so if you’re looking at for over the over the time of 
maybe three years, you could even see an uptick right now, but commodities are doing fine is is awesome. 
The farmers are like making 300% more than last year, and that might be true in that specific year. Over 
time over the last 30 years, commodities constantly decline. And that’s because technology arrives 
because it more it’s more efficient to to grow bigger and bigger scale. But bigger scale is not what small 
farmers have. Yeah. And they have no I mean, they cannot buy a tractor makes no sense for two hector’s 
what what do you do with a tractor, it’s it, that cost is so enormous and it will never be efficient to do that. 
So we had to find them alternatives. And one was, well sell it to the right local markets. So bring your 
tomatoes not to market able to be grow another type of tomatoes which have a specialty market in the 
country, but we also looked at international supply chains and, oh, diversify into like 10 different products. 
 (Roaster I): like a positive impact for them. Yeah. Oh, I think so. I really hope so honestly, I think it makes 
it more easy to sell their coffee for example, if they have some coffee, which is not being sold, then they 
can reach out directly to the to the buyers and I think that’s, that’s what I hear a lot from farmers is like, 
okay, please let the world know that we’re here and that we have amazing coffee. And then they can just 
do it with one click online. I think that eventually that will make it more easy to sell their coffee. They don’t 
have to go coffee festivals… 
 (Roaster I): small farmers don’t have the opportunity or the chance to go across the value chain so either 
a farmer can reach out to buyers or buyers don’t have the opportunities to go and find out source their 
own their own coffees. 
 (Roaster D): Yeah, sure, definitely change and they will help the farmer a lot (e-commerce direct trade 
platforms). For one thing it will help them find direct buyers. A lot of farmers cannot travel, cannot go to 
the coffee is mostly produced in the developing world in the coffee belt in the tropics, and coffee is 
consumed mostly in the Europe, US and Canada, you know these are the consuming countries, coffee 
travels a very long distance so the farmers cannot come to the market, so it can give them access to find 
buyers. Also, of course it depends on their education level. A lot of local farmers are not that well 
educated but now these days through cooperatives and unions they have started finding buyers online. 
And they are mostly bigger companies that they find online. 
 (Roaster F): (potential benefits) higher price for their coffees and a distribution, wider distribution, so 
getting established in a specialty market where they have the potential to sell for a higher price. price 
issues really, I mean, you could say that they’re avoiding having to sell on the low their local markets for a 
lower price. But they can, you can sum up as price issues. They can circumnavigate these low value chains 
that they otherwise would be unavoidable for them in their local distribution markets. 
 (Platform B): (what are the main benefits for producers?) it gives them well, it provides a marketing 
function for them, it provides them hopefully with a variety of future sales channels, so they can be less 
reliant upon one sales channel and give some a sales mix 
 (Platform C): Up until recently, up until the laws changed, even if a farmer wanted to sell their coffee 
directly, they weren’t allowed to. And then they instituted, you know, something called a grower market 
or license, which allowed a farmer to sell if they wanted to, but they still didn’t have the power to actually 
market themselves. Because how do you, you know, on your estate, how do you get people from the US to 
even come visit you if a marketer doesn’t reach on do that? The language barriers, the cultural barriers, 
that technology barriers, so even though it’s just kind of like a token effort, like oh, farmers want to be 
able to sell their own products, okay, we’ll give it to them. 
 (Platform C): And so what we’ve asked them to do is to deliver their coffee to theirs. One particular mill in 
Kenya, there’s only one that’s not owned by a marketer. And so we have them deliver their coffee to that 
mill. And then that mill we’ve worked out an arrangement with them, where whereby they sort of 
consolidate the coffee into container loads. So if you have an estate or a cooperative that wants to send 
some or all of their coffee, whether it be a few bags, or whether it be 100 bags or whether it be all of it, 
however much they want to consign through us, they would deliver it to that mill and that mill then kind of 
takes all the quantities and puts them into container loads and facilitate then the export process of getting 
it here. 
 (Platform G): Ultimately, what to do and what I think is new is that model which is trading as a service, so 
for a fixed fee, you can use any, any of the services so you can just do the logistics part and just say just 
take my coffee from Djibouti and put it in Congo or Dubai. So we can use different services of what a 
trader does against a fixed fee. 
  

Price Discovery Mechanism  (Roaster G): I think it (e-commerce direct trade platforms) can be like a discovery mechanism that can be 
price discovery mechanism also, to find right prices. 
(Roaster G): The strong side about e commerce and online means is this price discovery where there’s a 
big problem in like the world market prices. It’s just like, it’s not the right reference for us. It’s I think it’s 
pretty well documented that the worldwide crisis is completely off for creating a long-term sustainable 
coffee business worldwide. Yeah. So there needs to be alternative pricing mechanisms and I think that’s 
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where the really unique point of ecommerce is can probably help making some other yeah price 
discoveries then then the C-price in and I think that’s, that’s really important. 
  

Repeat Business (Platform A): Well it increase you know, when you sell directly usually you get a better price. And if you 
start selling around on the local market, so for sure added value on the, on the relationships they had and 
that they could grow, because that’s really what we’re seeing from year one to year two the biggest, you 
know, the biggest growth like is really you know, they start selling a little bit to a few roasters because we 
allowed them to target a lot of roasters, we do, since, they can consolidate their shipments. And basically, 
what we see is that the second year, usually the roaster is trust the grower and he’s gonna order more. So 
that’s the main benefit I think from the platform is really that since the relationship is direct, as opposed 
to, if you sell on a local market, then the coffee gets, you know, shipped as a as a regional coffee or the 
coffee from that village, no one knows really where it came from. They’re not able to resell the coffee at 
the same conditions year on year. Whereas, if you know directly where your coffee is come here, then 
then and it’s also in the roasters usually, you know, sustainability goes to source from the same area, 
right? For reasons. It’s also for, for cupping reasons, *inaudible* reasons, for the quality reasons but 
there’s also of all sustainability thing that you want to get to improve the areas where you buy your coffee 
from so you do that by buying more and more repeatedly and and growing that relationship. So that’s the 
main the main benefit, I think, for the growers direct access to Europe. 
(Platform A):(could platforms have a transformational effect for producers in the future?) Ahh definitely, It 
happened already many cooperatives in South America at least or Latin America, we’ve seen cooperatives 
literally growing, you know, doing a very little amount of quality coffee or selling very little to Europe to 
becoming, you know, exporters to Europe. So it has an impact you know, it’s micro but you know, as it 
adds up, you know, it becomes a trend I guess I mean, I don’t know what the others are exactly doing you 
know, with their platforms, but I hear good things from others as well. 
(Platform B): Because, you know, in all cases, even if you’ve got somebody that’s after a container of 
coffee, yeah, and they come to us, and they, they’re, they’re working with someone new, they’re not 
necessarily willing to put $40,000 down with someone they’ve never worked with. So they’ll say, look, 
initially we might buy 10 to 15 bags, and then we’ll up it the second time. And then the third, the third 
purchase, we make them we’ll go full container. 
(Platform B): but you know, we had many more tons than that, that were unsold, and they were sold 
through different means that we learned a lot from that we learned the farmer up buyers, you know, 
wants to buy initially smaller volumes. And then yet the buyers say to us look, we just want to see what 
these guys are like, what are they like to work with? Do they deliver on their promises? You know, how’s it 
How’s that? How’s the supply chain gonna look, you know, what happens when we say we want to 
consolidate it with this or we want to ship in this particular way? What actually happens, you know, and 
there’s a lot that you bet, you know, the buyers are concerned, you know, if the contract sets up in the 
right way, are the payments gonna work in a way that protects them? All the samples that they get before 
the purchase the same as the samples they get before shipment, you know, does the coffee there match? 
You know, accordingly. You know, all of that risk, though, yeah. 
 (Roaster J):In the case of COE the coffee that we bought was so expensive that it made no sense to 
purchase for to be a continual part of our menu. Unfortunately, the coffee that we had bought from the 
best of Panama auction, we had tried to maintain that relationship and the farm got sold to sort of had 
been neglected the farm owner was kind of like didn’t really want to continue doing it and then ended up 
selling it to like a giant Coffee Company actually. So we wanted to maintain that relationship we bought 
for a few years after but yeah, that was kind of there are there are a lot of things that are out of people’s 
hands in the specilty industry or in the coffee industry in general. 
  

Value Added Product  (Platform A):  If you sell on a local market, then the coffee gets, you know, shipped as a as a regional 
coffee or the coffee from that village, no one knows really where it came from. They’re not able to resell 
the coffee at the same conditions year on year. Whereas, if you know directly where your coffee is come 
here, then then and it’s also in the roasters usually, you know, sustainability goes to source from the same 
area, right? For reasons. It’s also for, for cupping reasons, *inaudible* reasons, for the quality reasons but 
there’s also of all sustainability thing that you want to get to improve the areas where you buy your coffee 
from so you do that by buying more and more repeatedly and and growing that relationship. So that’s the 
main the main benefit, I think, for the growers direct access to Europe. 
(Platform G): And I think in order to really change it, you need to look at what the real hurdles for The 
producers actually now get the fair price. And one is obviously the market access. And the other one I 
think is the brand because if you the value added, thank you if you’re able to sell a value-added product as 
an African producer, if you put your roasted coffee on the shelves of the supermarket, that’s a very, very 
big change. 
(Platform G): Imagine that we start to bring roasted coffee from on the platform, that would be a big 
change. And I think this is possible. Again, if you if you blend the physical world with the online, so if you 
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are able to actually move that product next to the consumer, and then you start to target, you skip the 
retailers, so you start to target the end buyers. And now there is this trend about premiumization of 
coffee. And also, it goes even to the way what kind of machine you can have at home so you can buy now 
a machine that has the beans and then from the beans, it made the coffee so people are trying to kind of 
create premiumization of consumption at home so if these trends continue, then you have consumers that 
want to drink. Very nice coffee at home. And you have this awareness about The social impact of the 
coffee, the transparency and this sort of thing, I think you should can link the value-added products from 
Africa to the end buyers can because then you’re attacking the retailers. These are the ones, the rest of 
service providers. 
  

Environmental Impact  (Platform A): environmentally. I mean, it can it can have an impact since we have a section. It’s not 
automatic right, but it’s impacting the way the way platforms is designed. Yeah. On the profile of the 
grower, you can put many projects that he has and usually there is always a environmental project where 
the roasters can invest basically, if they want to, you know, if they want to have a real impact, they can, 
aside from the coffee they’re buying, they can always, you know, get involved more deeply. Something 
that doesn’t concern us anymore if they are doing something on the side and Yeah, *how* to monitor 
that. 
(Platform G): (environmental impacts) No, I mean, we would the facilitate certification and our 
certification implies they need to comply with certain way of operating the farm and growing to coffee. 
But we ourselves we are not involved in that 
(Platform G): Yeah. I mean, if you have, let’s say, people in Africa while they go for certification, it’s a very 
expensive thing, you should not help the market access its useless to so you just have to pay for audits and 
you know, you don’t see the benefits of having the certification. So if you have producer that makes a big 
volume of coffee then if they can use us for the market access, it makes sense for them to get certified to 
get certified initially it could feel artificial but in the end it gets you know embedded in the way they work, 
then you start to see that actually has an impact on the product quality on the environment and on the 
social aspects of how they operate the farm... 
(Platform E): Well, it could be that by facilitating this online communication that maybe traveling is a bit 
less needed, which might limit some, some travels I know, with the COVID situation, that’s of course also 
happening now. 
(Platform E):  We are also are working on something that we would like to add to the platform, which is a 
co2 calculator something that helps producer organizations also to show their carbon emissions or their 
impact. More, it’s still a bit abstract. So that’s also something that we are really would like to implement. I 
have one colleague that’s quite into this that’s really working on carbon emissions, limiting that and 
planting trees and restoring ecosystems. So there are some some parties that that are asking for this. It’s 
something that we would really like to also add, but it’s not there yet. 
(Platform F): (environmental impact) I think that once once producers are making good money I, you 
know, I’ve seen time after time with with with coffee producers, you know, people want to do the right 
thing they want to treat the environment well, but often it’s a question of economics and money. So, you 
know, starting with with the thesis that in order to do the right thing, people need to at least be making a 
baseline amount of money. You know, yeah, I there’s absolutely going to be positive environmental 
impacts coming from stemming from the positive economic impact. 
(Platform D): Yeah, definitely. So the farm environmentally, the farm in general is very much linked to 
nature. So they are way more aware than many of us have what’s happening. So if they have the means to 
protect it and to to change it. They will do that. And they do that. So if that’s what I’m saying if they have 
the means and then the they are very good for the environment, 
(Roaster E):(Reasons you haven’t used online platforms) The biggest issue is when we buy them via 
Cropster. We want a certain variety in the coffee beans. Yeah. Then we have to transport from a lot of 
different places. So this gives us a disadvantage in price pricing, because then the transport cost gets too 
high. If you just buy two bags from one and three bags from another, two bags in one bag and .... so It gets 
too expensive in transport costs instead. And then you’re polluting the areas. So when we buy we always 
buy a full pallet. 
(Platform B): environmentally, I think, when you have this won’t be true for all of them. But one good 
example, was a farmer in Panama I was talking to. And he said, generally when you’re producing volume 
and you’re working at margin, you’ll plant more coffee. When you’re making good product when you’re 
making premium prices or profit when you’re working operator profitability, you can start providing more 
space between the plants which is good for the soil, it’s good for the trees. What a lot of these guys are 
doing now as well as they’re being a bit there. They’re introducing organic methods. Maybe they’re 
looking at natural sheltering. They’re looking at having co what’s the word sort of like symbiotic 
relationships between plants? So they’ll have a plant that grows next to the coffee, coffee bush or coffee 
tree that will work in tandem with it. So it’ll provide protection around. Yeah. And a lot of that then helps 
natural habitat around the, you know, the ecosystem around it will benefit as well. So that again, you get 
it, you get this virtuous circle. I mean, that’s quite anecdotal. You know, and I’m not an agronomist, but if 
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you talk to global coffee research, I can give you a contacts. Really good guy, he knows he knows this stuff, 
then it’ll be worth you speaking to him on other things. 
(Platform C): Environmental, I think it could, in the sense that, you know, so many of the farmers have just 
barely, you know, broken even they haven’t had a whole lot of money to even invest in To put money into 
it, you see, I’m saying so much of the farms have been neglected..... So I think if they start seeing coffee as 
as a product that can do that for them. I think that you’re going to see a lot more farmers taking taking 
initiative to make sure that they take care of their of their farms have their properties that they do things 
right. I know that there’s been a lot of talking to me and so many people have asked us like can you get 
organic Kenyan coffee? Well right now there’s only one one entity and all of Kenya that certified organic I 
believe they’re pretty well politically connected have some money and and resources to do that. Yeah. 
And so I think more people probably would if they could afford the fees to even do that. 
  

Social Impact (Platform G): That depends on us? We put a filter and we don’t want to deal with less than one container 
at a time. Okay, so we are choosing the big ones. Okay. We’re choosing the big ones. And we’re choosing 
the impactful ones. So we have our own impact questionnaire, which we do when we onboard. The 
producer want to know what they do for the community. That is the involvement of thee small holders 
how is the profit is distributed, what is the visibility and participation and management of the farmers. So 
based on that they get a score which is also visible to our buyer. So the buyer can also see the producer 
impact score and everything so, you know, we try to filter them *inaudible* but this big ones, man, we 
work with individual farmer but when I say individual farmer, it’s a guy who has a washing station and 
works with growers. So he has maybe 500 smallholder farmers in the neighborhood that they bring the 
coffee so it’s still not that small farmer. 
 (Platform G): Well, the social impact is basically that’s what we want to do want to improve the 
livelihoods. So, as I said, already, we pre-select, we filter the ones that come on the platform. 
 (Platform G): Yeah. I mean, if you have, let’s say, people in Africa while they go for certification, it’s a very 
expensive thing, you should not help the market access its useless to so you just have to pay for audits and 
you know, you don’t see the benefits of having the certification. So if you have a producer that makes a big 
volume of coffee then if they can use us for the market access, it makes sense for them to get certified to 
get certified initially it could feel artificial but in the ends it gets you know embedded in the way they work, 
then you start to see that actually has an impact on on the product quality on the environment and on the  
social aspects of how they operate the farm, the market access solves the other things. Because if you 
cannot sell your product, why bother with all these things? You know, you better spending money on 
buying food and clothes and things like that then getting some inspectors to check out the coffee it starts 
again and then. 
 (Platform F): (Social impacts) Well, sure, social and in the sense that you know, you know, positive 
economic activity as positive social activity, 
 (Platform B): Yeah, yeah, socially, very much so. So some of the better, more enlightened producers will 
will provide greater amounts of services, social social benefits for their staff. So, you know, schooling, they 
will provide, you know, accommodation. There was you know, there was one, I spoke to one of our 
farmers and I said, What have you noticed the most? And he said, Well, he goes, seven or eight years ago 
when we started this, we had a car park and everybody cycled in. There was two or three cars. He goes, 
and now most people drive in. Yeah, yeah. Education. You know, some of them will provide daycare for 
kids so that parents can work. Some of them will provide schooling or funding for schooling and things like 
that. they’ll provide education programs for the workers so that they can learn more about how to 
produce better coffee, you know, learning about their trade, learning about learning that if I do this, then 
that means we’ll learn that much more income, you know, and putting a connection between good 
process and earning more money says Everybody’s in, you know, it’s improving everybody’s lives. 
(Platform C): And so I think if I think if they see the potential and they have the means I believe that they 
would do that and socially obviously because we’re talking about people who desperately want to, to 
educate their children to you know, even just have clean water and and medicines and things like that. So 
when you when you come in and you do a direct trade deal, and you find one farmer one estate who you 
know you pay ridiculously well for your coffee. You know, you impact that, that estate owner and 
probably, you know, not even guaranteed, but hopefully even just his direct family and the people that he 
employs, but you can go in and do it for cooperatives and for counties. Yes, yeah, you know, even several 
cooperatives in in a region then you can kind of uplift the region, which helps because, you know, in, in 
Kenya so much of money you know, in America in the West we have, if I’m in a pinch, I go to the bank, I 
get a loan. I go to a neighbor and I get our institutions if, if we’re struggling like here with this COVID stuff, 
you know, we’ve got stimulus checks, we’ve got food stamps, they’re in Kenya, you know, it’s much more 
neighbor to neighbor, how they how they help each other out. And so even if you are One person, if you 
don’t do it for the entire community that one person ends up basically using whatever they’ve gained to 
now disperse it to all their relatives who the second that they know that they’re making money will 
become a target like, Oh, I need this, I need this, I need this, I need this. So really uplifting an entire, you 
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know, area once really helps with that because then they don’t necessarily just have to have one person 
who’s been accommodating for everybody else’s needs. And everyone collectively is just doing better. 
  

Producer Empowerment, Visibility & 
Independence 

 (Platform G): What is new in our model. Trading as a service it is not a marketplace. We have the 
marketplace as a facilitator, we have the platform as an infrastructure. Ultimately, what to do and what I 
think is new is that model which is trading as a service, so for a fixed fee, you can use any, any of the 
services so you can just do the logistics part and just say just take my coffee from Djibouti and put it in 
Congo or Dubai. So we can use different services of what a trader does against a fixed fee. That is a very 
different model compared to all the other guys who are trading the coffee and say, Okay, I’m paying 10% 
of my revenue to the producer or I’m sharing a certain percentage of my revenue for impact projects or 
that’s different because it’s giving back and were not giving back we just facilitate, we empower the 
producer to actually do what if they were without the restrictions what they would be doing. So we take 
out the barriers, and that is the difference 
 (Platform G): It increases (the platform) the income it gives them financial Freedom and gives them time 
to negotiate contracts. And because they can monetize. So what I said is, at the beginning, they don’t have 
that pressure anymore to sell on the first guy that knocks on the door. And it gives it gives them more 
independence in the current supply chain arrangement when they’re fully dependent on the big trader 
and if you are in the network of a big trader it is very difficult for you to move away because they keep you 
tied in with the Loans and with the contracts. And then it’s very difficult for you to to break free. 
 (Platform G): Yeah. And there’s a problem also for the quality and so, yeah, I think, ma inly it’s on the 
income side and on the visibility, we Want to help African brands be created 
 (Platform D): Today, I think the most powerful thing is self-learning. And that helps them to sit on a 
negotiation table and this good numbers and come with a clear understanding of what they have to ask 
for... Of course, there are some farmers who are really purely price takers. They say everything over three, 
I just take And if the buyer offers mystery 3.60 then it’s a yes. And there is no negotiation. But there’s also 
other farmers who are trying not to, even within the specialty, diversify a little bit and say, Well, this is the 
like This is my base product. It’s a very decent 84 plus cafe has very generically beautiful flavor notes. And 
this is a 3.50. But I also have five bags of this here, we just separated, and it comes from this field and it’s a 
newer idol and *inaudible*. And I would like to dhave 5.60 for it All right, it’s two bucks more. But if they 
come arrive at the negotiation table, first of all, not only his story, but most of his like, you know, guys, his 
new arrival and they really had to put in more time and they had to put in more. More energy and material 
As well as more risk as far that’s why it is more expensive. And if we grow this new varietal out into bigger 
fields and bigger production, because you, you’re telling me that you want to do that you want this and 
you give me a contract for the next five years. I bring the price down, then that’s the negotiation. And 
that’s it. That’s now Now we are talking about something different. So the farmer has some power and has 
some understanding. And not only is like, well, I’m sitting here, I know, there’s no money in my bank, I 
have to pay my workers have to move that coffee. Give me what you got. And he’s not talking. He’s not 
even thinking about $2 per pound, he thinking, five bags d. And the buyer says, I give you 2 million pesos. 
And he says two millions serves me well now, without understanding what it really means. 
(Platform G): Socially also, I mean, if the farmer was always seen as the, the pawn the first one to die in 
the end and if they become a little bit more. I won’t say the hero but being recognized that they actually 
do the work and they actually make it happen then I think it’s a thing of beauty to see the coffee roasters 
name on the bag and the farmers name in the same font size and the same, like importance and I think 
both are very important. The coffee roaster does a lot of hard work, to get it in your hands and get you 
trained and get you that touch. And everything. But the farmer does a lot of hard work to actually deliver 
the base product. So I think that that gives you a socially boost. I have met farmers who were more like, 
you know, like this. And after the start negotiating and getting into supply chains together more like this. 
Yeah. And that’s awesome. Yeah, that’s always like, wonderful to see how proud they can be. And they 
should be. But even thy were always told they were nothing, that they’re not even having a seat at the 
table. 
 (Platform C): But now to think of themselves as, as business owners. And it’s actually been a little bit hard 
to make that shift because they’re not used to marketing their own coffee. They’re not used to even 
keeping track of what it is they spend more or knowing what their cost of production is. Because in the 
past, they’ve never been able to, to use that as a basis with which to think about how much they want to 
sell their own product for it was always just delivered and then they weren’t given whatever they They 
were given. And so to really shift their thinking, as far as them thinking of themselves as business owners 
and acting that way. 
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 Online Direct Trade Platforms: Barriers for Producer 
Access & Technology  (Platform A): We’re working on a bunch of other new features that are also going to be to be more phone 

friendly, but basically the major issue is basically to get used to connect regularly, but once they are in the 
platform, it means they are out there you know, gives information right now they receive emails I mean 
we solve all these problems, right? But we would like them to be a bit more interactive sometimes. But it’s 
fine as it is, just improvements 
 (Platform A): (How about I’m working with like the very marginalized producers like ones that are very 
small or might not have access to technology? Do you facilitate them at all? Or do you focus more on kind 
of the larger medium?) Our focus is that they have access. I mean we assume right not even in the most 
remote places people have a smartphone if they don’t, it’s because they don’t want it they want to have 
it. 
(Sometimes do they work in groups, like maybe a group will have one phone and they’ll all have access to 
the platform) Yeah, it is mostly like that anyways. Because we work with co-oporatives , so basically, it’s 
always going to be the marketing person, it can also be the buyer of the cooperative but in the end the 
platform. 
 (Platform G): If you know the situation in Africa, you know, they’re still not as advanced with computers 
and the Internet is slow. And so, we, we create, and you know, they get online a profile and they actually 
use services online so they can find their coffee, they can move their coffee that so they’re using online. 
But we need first to talk to them. Explain and there’s an onboarding that is done offline. And then that is 
that *inaudible*whole digital thing I think it’s more for the end market and they’re what we do more 
mobile, which is the scanning of the NFC. So it’s more the actual traceability being able to actually prove 
that that coffee comes so we attach this NFC tags on each bag at origin and they have scanned them 
already because they’re the first step. So it’s more than the actual work on the *inaudible*. Again, they 
create the profile, but it’s not that they will just google us and they will create a profile. 
 (Platform G): They are struggling with the online use definitely. Like One in 10 is capable without 
guidance to actually use the platform. So they’re struggling with knowledge of the market and 
understanding that there is a certain level of sophistication that you need to have. So if you work with 
producer organizations like cooperatives or coffee washing stations, then they are professional. But if you 
work with the farmers its very difficult. And they’re also in all these Africa. Things like they start to scan 
the NFC and then the phone battery drops, and then they need to go two hours to find a place to, you 
know, charge the phone. So it’s like, the realities of Africa come into the way of technology. So you need 
to adapt it and you need to make it work offline for so internet. And so the the digital thing is a challenge 
 (Platform G):  (How can they access your platform?) They can access through an App and on a desktop. 
(Platform E): Some people are not yet very familiar with online. Tools. Yeah. In general, but that’s I’m 
talking then maybe about really rural or rural areas where people are not really used to to that that can be 
sometimes challenge I notice that the platform we try to make it as simple as possible. But yeah, we have 
to find a way to both speak to the to the buyers and and the sellers and I think there’s a little bit 
sometimes. Yeah. A difference in the level of using the computer. And yeah, I think I mean, sellers are 
mainly quite enthusiastic to use the platform and to to put their offers online and to display what they 
want to offer and to get in touch with buyers. 
(Platform D): . So it needs training it always call it a little bit of hand holding more than more than 
anybody else in the supply chain. So yeah, that’s that’s one of the challenges or sometimes it’s well 
actually has an issue. So one is technological, technological challenges. They will say, Well, I don’t have 
internet. Yeah. So are we built parts of the system runs offline, but it to get into that rhythm of Oh, I’m in a 
internet zone and to synch it. I cannot access certain information. That’s experience there’s a little bit of a 
like, once you do this three times, you know, yeah, and technology is really, really exciting. Usually 
*inaudible* doesn’t have to click to sync the system would know when it’s on then again. So that’s the 
cool thing. So they really have come a long way with more intelligent systems. But it’s always that’s always 
a challenge. 
i (Platform C):  No, there’s no app. I think the that technology side would be a little bit hard in Kenya 
because, you know, a lot of them don’t speak English. They many have access to cell phones, but maybe 
not necessarily the knowledge of how to use these apps. The language barriers, the technology barriers, 
that would have been really difficult. And so what we’ve asked them to do is to deliver their coffee to 
theirs. 
  
  

Disillusionment & Trust   
 (Platform D): And that’s another so there’s another aspect it’s a social aspect and it has to do with 
jealousy or insecurity or trust. If they trust us and know what we stand for and know us personally, there’s 
a little issue with that or no issue if we have to do this remote, and a lot of times that’s how only way we 
can do it. They might not trust us, but someone else told them they have to use our system. So again, this 
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is the use a little bit the current market powers Yeah, that’s one firm upstream told them to, to implement 
that. And then they’re reluctant. So then they find every excuse... 
 (Platform D):  also in organizations we see that sometimes in farmer organization cooperatives and, and 
associations that their leader wants to keep his his or her power, usually a man. And so I think it applies 
very well they just choose to male form His power, His power for 20 years over the people, because he 
knows everything, you know, everything in his headorhe thinks that he does and the system would kind of 
undermine his power and make it transparent and it would make him potentially replaceable. If his power 
is only established because of the knowledge he has, that the system will totally replace him. He has, and 
this is the thing. So some, if people understand the power well, and they’re at their position in the game, 
and smart and to like bring other values to the table, then only knowing certain information, they already 
have the database. Usually they already have open open books, because they know it’s about the 
interpretation about the negotiation about the context about other things, which cannot be replaced 
sometimes so easily, or nobody would even want to replace them. But you see that so it’s jealousy, which 
And the third thing is that trust and tells you this data. So someone else could come in and see that data. 
Yeah. And that’s also how, how well do you deal with these failures? If data is there, it also shows those it 
isn’t possible that you run a business without making the wrong decision every now and then, or coming 
into a situation where there’s failure. And if you can accept that, and overcome that, or have resiliency to 
that, then it’s not a problem. But if you feel ashamed or you want to cover those up, you don’t like the 
system because the system shows you those things. And the system is really brutal. It’s like it’s suddenly 
you see the data. 
 (Platform C): It started out with our connections. We spent my husband mostly has spent probably two 
and a half years in Kenya, going around and talking to people and when we couldn’t be there because 
we’re a US based Yeah, whenever he couldn’t be there, he would have connections of his go around and 
talk to farmers went to many different cooperatives, to their annual meetings, just speaking, trying to tell 
them like, you know, basically trying to convince them that if you, if you sell your coffee the same way, 
you’ve always sold your coffee, you’ll get the same result you’ve always gotten. But if you kind of take 
more control of your own destiny and take more control of your own product, then you can have a chance 
to better yourself scared and it’s not easy because, you know, these farmers have been promised the 
moon over and over by many different people. Yeah, we can deliver and so there is a real trust issue, they 
so they don’t really believe what they’re told. 
(Platform C): The biggest barrier is well, let me think. I think the biggest barriers, number one is trust. Kind 
of having to like think outside the box, think in a way that they’ve never thought before. And to do take a 
risk to do something that not very many people are doing. You’ll find some people who are just adamantly 
like, No, no, I want to see everybody else succeed. First. I’m happy to wait a few years even with the 
current prices, because I’m not gonna take any risk. And then you’ll see other people who are like, Are you 
kidding me? What are you what are you waiting for, like anything’s better than than what we’re doing 
now. So, so you kind of have to get over that hurdle as far as You know, earning their trust. But then on 
top of that, since we are such a new company, I mean, we’ve only been in operation a few months. And, 
you know, we spent years on the Kenyan side, putting in place the the systems and the processes and the 
relationships we needed. But we’re still like an infant, a baby on the side as far as growing and reaching 
and now marketing ourselves on the US side. And so, kind of, I think, I think all of our processes are in 
place, but we need time to grow. 
  

Informational  (Platform F): The main barriers, yeah, it’s probably just informational. I’d say you know, a couple of 
excellences is quite an accessible process. You know, it requires, you know, just basically information and 
the ability to submit samples to, to, you know, to the competition. 
  

Language  (Platform E): Yeah, sometimes we the language. If it’s a Spanish speaking country, then the buyers are not 
always having their profiles. In Spanish. We have the platform in Spanish and English. But yeah, the 
communication is of course, depending on on what people use. And yeah, and buyers just have to, of 
course, have no like, take the next step. If people put their offers on the platform, then it’s up to the 
buyers if they want to start the negotiation with the seller about the offer. So that’s Yeah, sometimes a 
challenge. 
 
(Platform E): No, there’s no app. I think the that technology side would be a little bit hard in Kenya 
because, you know, a lot of them don’t speak English. They many have access to cell phones, but maybe 
not necessarily the knowledge of how to use these apps. The language barriers, the technology barriers, 
that would have been really difficult. And so what we’ve asked them to do is to deliver their coffee to 
theirs. 
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 (Platform C): The that technology side would be a little bit hard in Kenya because, you know, a lot of them 
don’t speak English. They many have access to cell phones, but maybe not necessarily the knowledge of 
how to use these apps. The language barriers, the technology barriers, that would have been really 
difficult. 

Laws and Regulations  (Platform C): But it really was a long process of building relationships. And then finally it got to the point 
where we had enough interest at the very grassroots level that those guys started kind of putting pressure 
on their local county officials to change there were some laws and things that needed to be changed in 
order to permit farmers to be able to take advantage of our process. So they put some pressure on their, 
on their governors, and on their county senators. And then we hosted what we call the symposium 
actually two different symposiums where we had different delegations of government officials from Kenya 
coming over to hear the benefits of how how they could change their policies in order to allow their 
farmers better access to the American market and you know, We didn’t get a result immediately. You 
know, things don’t always work smoothly and quickly. Yeah. But then over time, they were able to see, to 
see the benefit and and to respond to that. And not all counties, not every single county has jumped on 
the opportunity, but several did several key areas, coffee growing places. 
  

Logistics and Coordination (Roaster C): Just okay. Yes. So just I don’t know how familiar I was the logistics around smallholder supply. 
But having done that for a few decades, it’s nearly impossible for smallholder to export. There are 
obviously the rare exceptions. But if you’re talking about depending on whose estimates you follow 
between 14 and 20 million smallholder farmers globally, I’d be surprised if anything more than a couple 
thousand of them would actually have anything close to the capacity to export. because by definition, 
they’re small. And so they’re, they’re going to have some, even if they, even if they’re fully connected, I 
know small farmer in Guatemala who also own bank. So it’s not about you know, he can figure out the 
logistics and the paperwork and the export problems and all that. The issue is the scale of being able to 
ship something cost effectively overseas. from a rural area by time you get the supply, you know the 
consistency issues, the paperwork, all that has to be done, but then you’re not shipping the container. So 
you’re putting it into either air or another medium. And there you begin to, you know, the cost starts to 
really begin to escalate. So I’m not sure what, how it would work. 

  
(Roaster C): So, you know, for them to have an opportunity instead of splitting up their harvest to four 
different portions. we look at the harvest of around a billion billion pounds or only 500000 kilos for one 
particular county region or farmer even, you know, I would it would be awful as a farmer to have to split it 
up into four and hope that you’ve got the same price across the board rather than selling the entire lot to 
a single purchaser. So I can understand their [inaudible] also. You know, as much as I want a good product. 
I would also, as a farmer want to be able to know if I saw the entirety of my product or one to one 
company. It’s just easier. 
  
  

Payment & Financing  (Platform D): And so there’s a lot there’s still a lot to be done to bring our tools to the Which is our 
ultimate goal? The farmer needs to be a part of a of an economic system. They don’t have credit cards, 
they don’t they basically cannot pay us. Yeah. This is changing a lot. I mean, this the advent of mobile 
technology, and smartphones, this has already changed so much. And we are only what we will need. And 
I think we will get in the next five to 10 years, this is a better established global currency, which you then 
can send through Facebook and or whatever, whatever. Whatever platform you have, you can just swipe 
it over to someone or agree that someone takes it out of your account. It’s just legislation is extremely 
complex. It is still hard for me sometimes to do an international bank transfer to Brazil for example, not 
not everybody office that and that’s Brazil, which is like super developed but not on not so much on the 
international scale or Colombia, you know, there’s all this this money laundry and drug drug money 
problems. it’s  complex. And establishing a company in each of these capitals countries and adapting it is 
also very costly. 
  
 (Platform G): You know how the supply chain is built at the moment? Because there are real structural 
barriers if you are a producer in Africa. First of all, you don’t have the finance to bring your coffee Outside 
of Africa, so normally you’re stuck. At best you have visibility into a port in Africa and sending fob 
Mombasa, Djibouti whatever and then you know it’s taken from by traders and it goes to the end market. 
It can be one that they’re already the intermediaries in Africa. So as a small holder or as a as a coffee 
washing station and just so to a aggregator who then bring the product to the port. So there is structurally 
you’re not able to reach the market. You also don’t have the contacts and you don’t have the distribution 
capacity. So as a producer in Africa, you are stuck, you’re limited. So you take all the risks, internalize all 
this kind of supply chain. And you have no upside. 
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(Platform G): What are the main benefits is the market access? Which, if again, if you are a producer at 
the moment, you you cannot do this, you simply cannot do it because your local bank in Africa will not 
allow you to finance coffee outside, the whole system is built so that they’re forced to sell immediately 
after the harvest. They get loans from banks or development institutions or traders. Before the coffee is 
green, so *inaudible* when the cherries on the tree, and then the repayment of these loans is made very 
early on. Because the banks don’t go back. They don’t want to wait. The worst thing can happen is the 
coffee stays in Africa and is not sold they put very early on deadlines for that coffee loans to be repaid. We 
put the pressure on the producer to sell that coffee to the first person that knocks on the door What 
happens with us is when they come, we give them the flexibility because they monetize the coffee with us. 
But they don’t loos the upside potential. Because we take the coffee, we pay them the fob price. But then 
when the coffee is sold in Europe, we also pay the the end market price. So we give them we give them 
freedom from from that system, where they put under pressure to sell ** And what happens in Africa is if 
you don’t sell your coffee during the export season, it is there. Well it is old coffee? There is a discount so 
that the trader comes and says oh, that’san old coffee. That same coffee in Europe is not old 
  
  

Payment Delay (producer) (Platform F): Yeah, I mean, there’s, there’s very specific reasons. I mean, the, you know, there’s sort of a 
time delay that, you know, when you enter your coffee that you can’t sell it to other people, because you 
have to put it in the warehouse. I mean, there are reasons you know, sometimes people just have great 
customers already that pay them reliable prices every year. So that’s, you know, great. But yeah, you 
know, sure, there’s, there’s a whole variety of reasons that you know, sometimes people just need the 
money now and can’t wait until after an auction. You know, it just all depends. 
(how long does it take?) 
kind of varies between the auction and sampling. It’s, I’d say it sort of generally, generally three, three 
months or so every four months. 
  

Reduction in Producer Loyalty (Roaster F): Well, I would say there’s some risks for the producers that I could spot that would be that 
people are a little bit more. less willing to have not necessarily focused on having a long term 
commitment, but just looking for interesting, exotic and stylish coffees to buy on a short term and not 
necessarily seeing what the real situation on the ground is for coffee growers. So that would be one thing I 
would be a little bit concerned about. coffee growers are more at risk if they develop economy based on 
that. 
  
(Roaster F): But honestly, I think the kind of direct trading that small businesses like we’re doing and other 
specialty roasters in Denmark, yeah. Are. Yeah, they’re using some of the traditional mechanisms, but 
they’re thinking about it out of the box. Yeah, again, the whole direct trade issues. It’s in a way. It’s, it has 
more long term stability and for the individual businesses in, in Europe or in the US, because the other 
systems are based on some kind of a platform that’s been shared. Internationally, it doesn’t necessarily 
have the same Direct, long term relationship that that the individual companies in Europe might be able to 
develop if they were developing the relationships themselves. 
 
(Roaster E): I would rather work with the same one (producer). Yes, because it’s time I have to source in a 
newbie. I have to develop the bean or develop the roasts. Yeah. So if I only get one bag, I will use 10 kilos 
to develop the roast. And then I only have the rest of the 50 kilos to to sell. So it’s getting it’s getting too 
expensive if you want a quality coffee, if you have to develop new roasts for each bag that you buy. So 
there’s some kind of market mechanisms that you have to be sure about if you can sell directly and state 
Oh wow. This coffee and then I have this standard roast. And you’ve got just get that and then 
everybody’s happy and you can see that the machine is working and then in there is 100 kilos coming out 
and this is yours this is another way of doing retail. But you don’t develop you just roast it. 
 
(Roaster H): (Roasters advantages from using online) Yeah, I mean, like, I think if they if they have the I 
guess the fact the means to like, financially invest in in buying those lots *inaudibe* to, get cheaper 
coffee,I would just be worried that if someone’s buying all their coffees online, this less of the maybes, 
there is less likelihood that they’re gonna like stay buying from the same producers every single year, 
which is also I think, very important for the producer and the developing of that relationship. So if you 
just, you know, buy from this guy one year, and then next year you find something a little bit better or, 
you know, something a bit more interesting. And then the next year you buy from them because it’s much 
less. I guess you haven’t put the work into the relationship. So it’s much easier just to always just say I will 
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buy from this. Yeah. So yeah, yeah, so maybe it could be a disadvantage to producers in that way, but it 
also means that they have access to a lot more roasters, so maybe it cancels out. 
 
(Roaster J): (After engaging in like purchasing through a cup of excellence did you continue any of these 
relationships) In the case of COE the coffee that we bought was so expensive that it made no sense to 
purchase for to be a continual part of our menu. Unfortunately, the coffee that we had bought from the 
best of Panama auction, we had tried to maintain that relationship and the farm got sold to sort of had 
been neglected by the farm owner was kind of like didn’t really want to continue doing it and then ended 
up selling it to like a giant coffee company actually. So we wanted to maintain that relationship we bought 
for a few years after but yeah, that was kind of there are there are a lot of things that are out of people’s 
hands in the specialty industry or in the coffee industry in general. 
  
(Roaster J): I think that the distance between the producer and the purchaser? If you think about like, 
when you meet them and you know them you’re, you’re more tied to them. An anonymous transaction 
through you through e commerce. It’s easy to drop it. I think it’s easy to change. The most exciting coffee 
to you at the moment? Yeah, you re less likely to stick with the same people our commitment has always 
been relationships as long as we can. 
  
(Roaster J): They’re not looking to develop long term relationships. They’re looking to see Source coffee 
that they think is delicious, that they’re excited by. That is the that is my experience with talking to other 
people and people who use things like Cropster Hub and and other platforms. Their ability to develop 
relationships is is still there, but it’s not sought after. And these are like very small like *inaudible* the 
roasters are very small, they’re still figuring things out. We have the advantage of having been around for 
for a while. So we we there’s a lot of stability in what we do. But when it comes to developing Like if your 
goal is to develop a relationship and work overtime, whether whether or not it’s it’s on, you know, 
projects on the farm to invest in and improve tissue management or programs for new processes or 
quality premiums, like whatever, however you want to frame a new relationship or like or why why it is 
you aren’t interested in investing in a relationship. 
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Appendix 17: Moving Towards Inclusivity Within Online Direct Trade Platforms 
After revising the potential implications of ODTPs on power and value capture for producers, it raises 
an important question on how these platforms can be inclusive for producers, especially, small-holder 
farmers who may be marginalized. Although, this could be a study itself, certain potential actions 
have been outlined. 
 

Making ODTPs More Inclusive For Producers  
Barrier for Producer Potential Remedy 

Online Direct Trade Platforms  
Cost of internet access - Build Apps with offline functionalities 

and minimal data usage 
Cost of using platform  - Keep commission and subscription costs 

low for producers moving small volumes 
or those with minimal mark-ups   

Inability to use platform/ technology - Trainings  
- Offer ODTPs in local languages  
- Simple navigation  

High Bargaining Power   - Price floors  
Lack of Financing  - Offer Financing  

- Quick Payments 
Reduced Visibility  - Equal opportunity search 
Restricted communication  - Open access to contact details and 

facilitated communication  
Logistics coordination  - Platforms partnering with logistics 

providers or offering services at 
competitive rate 

Reduction in roaster loyalty towards producers - Loyalty reward programs or other 
incentives that reward multiple 
purchases 

Governmental Action & Policy Considerations 
Based on (Badran, 2014; Rossotto et al., 2018) 

Access to technology  - Subsidized ICT equipment  
Internet access  - Subsidized Internet Access  

- Improved ICT infrastructure 
Inability to use technology - Training 
Collusion & Mergers of ODTPs - Anti-Merger Policy and Regulation  

 
 


